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IH il Hurvey of the reciett history, economy, and future

known hy a variety of names: thc G eat Imkes Reg)

the East North Central Census Region, Federal Administrative Region V, the

heavy mtinufacturtng section of the northeast mannfictnring hci Cr the
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-hat of Federal, Administrative Reglot

this paper i ' I valent,to
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in Iu -3olutious these prohlem-i in pressing for:

Cederni aid or I ;;,.i ;t uli e in conne,_ with them may requently prove
more efficient, c and more productive than each slate trying
to "10 it alone." The rcgton's most challeRging comition problem is the
economic redvelemunt of ci.ttes in transition.

1',11 it Andivr;k--The -rd_.1i e; should loirttiv undertake 1. 1FF !icy
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Land hse'ReviewKoch Great Lakes state should undertake a compre=

honsivekstudy of laws, incentives, and techniques that can facilitate

land assembly for econoic development. the study should be used

to seek appropriate enabling tegislatiov-and to ediccate local

officials in the principles and procedurs of,effeetive land

assemfli programs.

_

STIMULATING NEW INVESTMENT

-"

Findings

.1. .FcondMic stagnaticT irrtlyis region Stems 'primarily from the high

,death'',rate for 'industrial,,enterprise6 Which,is-not,now,being offset'
by the expansion of existing bilsiliCs'sThnd the creation of new business

by entreprenears,...a-traditi:4niat strength of ,this_regien and .what.

brought it into economic prominence in past 'decades.

Funds (6r large-(irm expansion are available in the national capital

market. The lack of sLart-up funds and high-risk venture capital in

this region is A reflection of a national phenromenon.

3. Funds for small [Justness :ire one of the keys to new job formation in

the region and a 'number of steps could ho taken to enhance the:avail-

ability of funds for such firms.

Recommendations

Regional Action:

I. ReiaxinFortfolJo RegulatIons--Because saving is being increasingly
institnrionalized and because financial institutions have significant

constraints on the kinds of ilivestmee,ts they can make, largerjnvest-,

ment in high-risk firms could be obtained by relaxing portfolio

regulations. For example, the Employee Retirement Income Security

Act (Kk1SA) could be changed so char the "prudOnt man" rule applges to

the total portfolio rather than to each investment.

Senator Lloyd Bentsen introduced a hill in 1977 which would give

managers of pension funds the leeway to invest two percent of the

assets of their ptan'in companies with paid-in capital of less than

$25 miMon or tn venture capital firms which invest in such com-

panics. This is the type of charl'e required to increase funds _

high-rtsk potentially high-ginwtlf` firms,

2. inc,entives for Moderniuti_on--Federat incentives for moderniation of

plants should he ,x./mined for total impact, e.g., larger tax credtc!-:,

hiT,lwr depreciation allowances co add to filteroni sources it Funds, the



tax treatment of dividends and capi tail gains. Special corporate tax
treatment for ,small business has been proposed in the Senate Small.
Business Committee to increase the ahility of these, firms to grow
through retained earnings. lea addition, tax reform has been identi-
fied as a major legislative interest for the Carter ,administration.
It iS in the region's interest ,,0 ascertain which types of tax
changes will benefit their 'indifstry most,- for example, those for
which the target is Modernization.:

Strengthening-OIL Small Business Administratian--The SBA could be
strengthened so that it is a tiger source of dollars for small
firms and for venture capital. An SBA task force has identified'
several areas for improvements, and leg.islation,responsive to these
suggestions` has been proposed iii the Senate Select Committqe on
Small Business. _

,

4 Funds for Sinai Firms--The level of funds available for existing Small
firms in the region, may be insuffic ent4--:=Tn assessment 'of the sources
and amount of funds available would be helpful. The reasons for the /
region's Low share of SBA loans and SB1C activity ought to he deter.7
mined, The effectiveness of technical assistance currently avail-
able from state government agencies, the SBA, and others may be
blunted by a lack of awareness of the programs, and/by confusion
arising from the overlapping functions. Coordination among groups
offering technical asSistance and an n-ongoing effort to inform small
linsineses of the resources available could substantially assist
marginal firms and increase the birth of firms in the region.

S. Study of VentureDevelopmt,ffit in he Region--in the Great Lakes ,region
von capital. availability and the identification of entrepreneurs
and their demand for funds are twin topics on which there is little
organized or easily accessible information. A study of these issues
could considerably improve the region's development of new, potential
high-growth enterprises. The dynamics of generating venturing activity
.ire not well understood. There' may he economies of scale from sharing
among the states the existing knowledge about nurturing individuals
who could become entrepreneurs and their fledgling firms. Perhaps
Iiigh sales potential firms could he generated by an organized and
sustained effort to mike available to entrepreneurs the array if
'talents needed for a successful firm, Assistance in marketing entre-
preneurs to venture capitalists and SBIGs throughout the region could
also be useful.

Informatian Ciear ing,Iicnuse Set up a clearinghouse for dissemination
of infaimiatien on successful financing and economic development ex-

ii
_--1

pertments. Although large citieS' in region may keep in.==elose
touch, smaller cities and rural areas may -especially benefit from
more organized contact duringilich common problems and sucn7'.6sful

r
solutions _can la,. shared.



7. EncouraginL; Foreign-Investment--JoInt ventures to encourage foreign

,invostmen in the region will directly and indirectly..b,mefit all. the
states because Of the empLoyment and purchasing linkages. Joint

. ventures to 'encourage purchases Of the region's producTsd)Y foreign
countries cOuld g,:nerate more demand for the region's product's. ,

Stare Action:

O. Branch RankingConcentration in banking in a local area cLln lead to
competition among banks and result a lower volume ef loans

thron4_either high interest charges or a shared conservative lending.

pelic0- The flow of funds between banks can also be .impeded by the
structure of the banking-industfY. All states in the region exoept-
illinois have-Jimite, d branching taws% State-wide branching should be
examined te;-detormine if improvements in customer service and ease of
transfer of funds from-surplus to Capital-starved .banks'ou'tweigh%
disadvantages which .coulPd stem from potentiallY increased concen-
tration of banking activity.

O. i1ruac-f!ring Charters of State Investment InsticutionsLegislation
,allowing state-chartered savings and loans to invest in a wider
variety of investments could increase the supply of credit to local
businesses.

10. Lasing State_ Licenses and Approvals ProblemsBusiness firms wouad he
more likely to locate new or additional facilities in the region if
there were one person or agency responsible for coordinating the many
agency approvals required before a' plant is built. A streamlining
of this process would reduce delay and uncertainty for firms.

11. ttHk Pooling,;overnment, at both the state and local level, can rake
a leadership role in encouraging innovative techniques to rebuild
decaying areas of cities and increase loan availability, in rural
areas. , Risk pooling by banks and other financial institutions is
one means of doing this.

12. Tax incentives for Modernizing industrial ylants--Revislon of srate
tax laWs which could give incentiv6 to firms to modernize existin
plants should be considered.

ENERGY AND THE FUTURE OF THE GREAT LAKES ECONOrY

Findings

1. Uncertainty of hupply ix the major enerp,,y problem. Becam;e of Lheir
heavy concentration of manufacturing, the Great Lakes states are
large fuel consumers. Consumption is approximately balanced among



coal, naturat gas, and oil, although the six states vary,donsi
in their dependence on various fuels.

j

2. Although the region is a net importer of energy, it has abundant
coal_ reserves; however, their high sulfull4content kesently kmped,:s

fr
pa

the full realization' of their potential.

3. The availability and price of energy are, of course, highly ,,FpqhfilPo_t
.upPn national energy policies. As both a major supplier and cor_
of energy,_federal,government actibn in-large measure will clor+
the ease with which this region can.make the transition to higher;.-
priced Fuels and -A different mix of fuel., use.

4. Federal policies on automobile fuel cpnsurvtion Will have a major
impact on the,region in both short term adaptation of nutomobile
dustry operations and in the mix of foreign and domestic automobile
purchases.

Recommendations

Regional action:

1. Regional Posture on Federal Energy Price Regulation--Present regula-
tion of the well-head price,of naturdl gas produced for interstate
shipment encourages consumption and provides little incentive for
exploration and production for interstate ,shipment. While higher
prices of natural gas will naturally affect consumers in the Great
Lakes region, ir is in the re.gion's long-tmn interest that_ natural
gas he priced to reflect its scarcity value.

2 Federal Research and Development on:Use of High-Sulfur Coal--The
federal government presently spends about $500 million on'resoarch
related to the use of coal. it is important that the region under-
stands how various dimensions of this research may affect use of its
abundant reserves of high-sulfur coal. A study should be conducted
to synthesize existing research on the technical and economic con-
straints of using high-sulfur coal and the present state-of-the-art
and research efforts for dealing with existing colostraints.

Several potential energy. problems have regional dimensions which may
merit interstate cooperation and pooling of resources. These areas
relate to energy development and the impacts of national energy
policy on the regional economy.

F-10



1. Research on Shale Oil and Gas Developmenr--Because of the vast
physical potent 01 of the Devonian shale underlying the crlit
Lakes region, it As in the region's interest. to promote federal
research on the development and commercialization of this
resource. Pooling of regional funds to supplement Present levels
of 'federal, support may also he possible, it is recommended that
the states seek additional federal support fer acceleraLion of
shale oil- and gas development'.

Research and PlannIng.or Oilond Gas Drillirig in the Great Lakes--The
smaJP-ijmounts of oil and gas in the .Great Lakes are potentisal regional
_energy sources of considerable controversy. Because of the potent'ial
benefit to the region and the potential impacts on cerwin local-
areas, it may he nsefUl Go conduct a broad 'regional.assessment of the
possibilities and constraints of development of this resource. The
merits of a Imilti-state study (primarily Ohio and Michigan) should
he ckplorod.

5. Annlysis of the Effects of Proposed National Energy Policy on the
Great Lakes RegionBecause of the dependence of this region's
economy on the demand for automobiles, national efforts to increase
auto fuel efficiency have major implications for the region. The

auto-produ4ng and supplier states should undertake.a broad examina-
tion of implications for the region of the transition to More fuel-
cittclent :IuLomohlle!-;.

Some energy issues are best bandied on a state-b--state basis, with
interstate planning as appropriate.

State Planning for Energy EmergenciesParticularly in the area of

natural, gas supply, state,economies are vulnerable to supply dis-

runt:Lon. At though only Central Ohio experienced severe disruption
during the extreme cold of early 1977, evaluation of contingency

Iin and tie for 'reducing the economic impacts of future
'Weeather-xelated shortage-7-4 could he explored. Areas for expanded
interstate cooperation in planning of storage and in exploration for
ncw! L;ourCes of gas are also subjects for consideration. An agenda

of intr:11- and interstate topics should he clove loped for consideration

by the individual states as appropriate.
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P.

TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF THF,GRFAT LAKES REGION

Findings

I. , Enhancement of the Great akes/St. Lawrence Seaway system can make
an important contribution Co the,region's economy. Extensive studies
are available on the feasibility oC season extension and water levels,
Tegulation.

./!--

Z. Enhancing river-commerce also is important to the region. *Th0 major/
jssuds here are Cost recoVery on-water commerce and extension of .*

the lockingeapacity at some'points.

Dail deterioration and abandonment are major concerns, parttcularly
to smaller towns and manufacturing centers.

_

A. ,Enhaneement of air tacilltieb,,and_sorvice are'needed- to-help
:nrhan centerS_deve.lop Cheir'full-eeonolmitc.p'Otential.'

Although the interstate system is virtually complete in the region,
giving i_E'a goold Major highwoy network some areas, particularly the
North, remain'isetated. Ther,e,are rnerillems with the secondary road
And hAdge capacity in some areas.

Regional Action:

Reco tend a t ionF:

t. Examination-lot Federal Retniatory Eyects--The states shouldidevelop
a'broad-based position onimiwnding feCierat regulatory changes af-
fecting regional transportation.

2. Examination of-Federal FinancingSimilarly, the region should support
changes in federal financing of water-based transPorfation which is
relatively neutral between systems in terms of total riva_te sector
cos/ of using the system. Further, the region should Incourage ex-
amination of 1`e effect of federal financing on the listrIbuti(n
bulk shipments between competing modes.

3. _Ititerstare _Rail Passenger Planning--Becauseof the number of potential
high-density traffic corridors in the region, the states should explore
ways in which they can,faciliCate the upgrading of intro- and inter-
state rail passenger service. Examples may include renovation of
downtown stations, state support for upgrading rnilhed or Inint federzl-
state programs to expand passenger service. Such efforts c6uld Fierve
the dual purpose of creating employment opportunities
for the urban unemployed.



WATER AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENT TN THE CHAT LAKES REGION

i fur-4

1. Overall, water ione of the region's greatest development assets-,
especially wI1i eolk,ared to the problems of rhe West; however, some
areas do ha-Ot prohtems of overuttfication and supply shortages.
OtherY-091ave severe pollution problems thA prevent further development
of water-using industries.

The rt,Tion's costs of providing adequate waste treatment Facilities
are now higher and are projected -to be higher than other parts of
the United States on m per capita has yet it is presently re-
ceiving less per capita than other areas from federal grants for
sewerage treatment facilities.

RCCOMMelldatL011,!.i

Regional Action:

L. Review of Existing StudiesNew stud ies should not be needed here
because the water resources field has seen extensive studies
(University Sea Grant programs, River Basin Commission Framework
tOies Office of Water Resources Res.jarch grants, University

Water Research Institute studies, not to mention It number of fed,,*ral

and state :gene'/ studios). Further work in this aren for the Creat
Lakes region should be made only after careful eonsideratiOn of pre Sent
and past efforts. Lluiti-stare efforts to synthesize and implement
regoMmendations from previous planning efforts should take precedence
over any now, large-scnte region-al studie.

EvnluAtton of Wa:--;to WJter Trentment ,\:-Uance--The Crelt Lako tote:;

recotved tower than average toderal A:-;t1L-AIIICk for wAter trent- t

went ill 19/h, hut :11-9' projected to hove ohove nvernw, treittment

Qui.vemnt:=,- rwtore Judivtdunl huTtn ettott:i to secure additional

ted.oral support far '51;f ewater trot tilt it -Is recommended that the

total level of federal support prior to 1070 as Welt at; hudet
Authority for rogionol grants bc determined. It tIn region is helot,'

tho tat ioitiI iverntr,c hoed on tat in! projected tederAl out Inv:;,

it ton !Would be Lotttnted to ocnre gront:-. in ptoporttoh to III
esttlitated needs,
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SURVEY Mt 1HOU

This survey was designed to weave together two separate streams of forma-

tion: the first derived from the perceptions of bilsiness, government, labor,

and civic leaders concerning the region's problems and needs; the-second from an

economic and demographic analysis the Great Lakes region. The were then

brought together to contrast arrrevaluate the factual information available
4

with, the perceptions of those making decisions In the region.

The surveys of the region were carried out by first bringing together key

ficials in each of the participating states to discuss their views on

each tate's economic problems And potentials. T11 onsti,tuted an in

ridings on the region's problems. The states then arranged

interviews -with leaders in business, labor, and public

re individuai interviews with business al_ tabor len dens; others` s -11

rl

-.0_ of

airq. Some of these

group meetings. In both cases, those interviewed were asked to react to the

and were then seed to coinitial findings on the

their views about what needed to be clone to solve those problems and to enhance

the economic well -being of the region.

The economic and &cm- -ilphic analysis consisted of an intensive review of

existing research and data supplemen-_. d by original concern ing economic

interdependencies In the six-state region. This tatter work permitted simni Ann

the impacts of potential shifts in supply or demand for some of the region's

uroducts on the ((re M 1 tkes regional economy.

-Part One describes the economic challenges the L Lakes region.

PartpT sets' forth some .otenti initial strategies for ttael!.ing the-- ntobiems

and stimulating the regiol

Iii Part (trio', r ribei (ley I imninli ()I he 1 n the to -eat

Lakes

secti - :xpl; i Y. in rting obit i

itt :1 Ind the Priiiia art I itrh.lp1 within the (iiienamy :Ise FIT n.

17,; to the region' prlili I

viewed le-,itimat-ly as on. iiii.' on--the manutacturiii heartlats l of the

ntes -ra them x LILL'



II

Section II turns to the specific problems of the ec onomy of the Greet ltikes

test The shift of manuf_tu_ g employment:aWay from urban areas; the

regional dispe sten of manufacturing; the region In world competition; slow

growth, in regional employment; the impact of low n ;itLonaI g leth rates; the

growth of the region's Isbor and population and mi ration change

Section lit discusses the fact-r inftuenclus the Great Lakes Competitjvc

position in the national cconomy--tho casts of n taxet-1, dlree Indirect

Labor costs.

par Section IV offers a strategy for regional development to

address both the sha- rd and ccallutiOn I lemf; of the Creat Lak . siLtes'identi fed

in the Stirvey. It p- he devtItiliment of a continuing Kiley analysis csipa=

bility concerning C(MMIMI pt hlenni conlron ( I by the six states and the develop-

hring together

mmon avtion

ment

g,ov

an exp iri detl committee on rp,lenal development that w

nment, hnsines, Libor, and civic leader in a I

t he - I ems.

region--

ion V ad,iirelies the central cimmoc UrentimIc devUlop

tl

Ili trdn it Itifl.II -illiZed

lum of that_=

Section VI views the ,Alared diltieullies of the gion s Industrialized _ties

number tit olire!

with them.,

A

It illy` !;tAly could take lv or jointly in ticaltig

ol inP tlit

Chapter i. dis

t , , Iul Id I ower t it 11)' h

Ind it t In. And Wtirlelilt n':; mi i iii

LIM+
I titw;

`mid ;I; I, I ,,111-; ,

j.1;; 1; it?, Iii t it 1-1 ptibl it titic

tton systems and I hi, t +11 -; rho,: p t,t -; I
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d.
(

Chapter D treats the central issue of providing more risk capital to

ulate the -expansion of business in the region and to encourage the creation

new enterprise.

hapter F. details key concerns over future energy supply and'costs in

the region.

Chapter F reviews the roblems and pn

transportation.

-

als of the various modes of

Chapter C is concerned with one of the region's greatest development

assets- -ovate

Chapter U discusses the key problems of agriculture in the region. _4

Chapter I is devoted to the majOr issue of the flow of federal ffli-WS- rit0

the Great Lakes states.

Section VTT, the final 'discusses organizational options avail

able to the six Great Lakes states

1
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PART ONE

ECONOMIC PROBLEMS
,=IN THE

GREAT LAKES REGION



THE G AT LRS STATES AS AN ECONOMIC REGION

The area-eXte. ing'arlpid:the lower rim of the Great 'lakes 1 a the premier

heavy manufacturi region of the United States. It produces mare than half

of the nation's steel, two third's of the country's autos and parts, 40 percent

of American primary metals, fabricated metals nd machinery. (Table 1).

Tlie-ote fields of Minne a feed the steel mills Illinois, Indidna,:ohio,

and Michigan; Those steel mills in turn feed the engine and turbine industries

of Wisconsin. Computers made in Minnesota are used by the auto industry of

Michigan, Ohio, and Indian-4.

If the western region of New York centered on Buffo 'he'Greater

Pittsburgh region of Pennsylvania are included, this section of the United

States between the Appalachian Mountains and the Mississippi and between the

Great Lakes and the Ohio River is indeed the7merican Ruhr, the nation's indus-

trial heartland'(F sure 1). With 22 percent of the U.S. population, it produces

almost 40 percent of the total value of American manufacturing output. It is

a uniquely distinct ec8nomic region of the United States.

Location and Resources

The growth this mammoth complex was partly the result of its strategic

location in early national development and partly the consequence of its rich

natural resources--land for agriculture; timber for houses, boats, and cities;

iron Ere, coal, limestone, and other minerals for the development of infant

industries. The Great Lakes and the Ohio River made it comparatively easy,

to open up these territories to early development and commerce.

As the resources were here it made sense to locate early processing indus-

tries her- especially as the population of the United',qates was moving west-

ward and most early processing industries involved large reductions in the weight



TABLE 1.

GREAT LAKES EMPLOYMENT CONCENTRATIONS
BY INVU8TRY GROUP, 1973

Type of S.I.C.
PiOduct Codg Indus

D

N0

D

D

ND

ND

ND

ND

D

D

0

0

D

0

D

D

D

D

19-

20

21

22

23 Apparel and related prodUctsA

Ordnance and accessorie

Toodand kindred producits

Tobacco manufactures

Textile mill products

24_ Lumber sand wood prOdttets

25 Furniture and fixtures

26 P_per and allied products

27, Printing and publishing .

28 Chemicals and allied products

29 Petroleum and coal products
1--

30 Rubber and plastics products, N.E.C.

31 Leather and leather products

32 Stone; clay, and glass product_

33 Primary metal indub -ies

33 -2 Prifmar tj

(-*
34 FabricaL fetal products

Machinery, except electrical

36

37

371

38

39-

Electrical machinery

Transportation equipment

Automobiles and parts

Instruments and related products

Miscellaneous manufacturing

D Durable Goods
ND = Non-Durable Goods

Source: County Business Patterns, 1973.

Great Lakes
as percent
of U.S.

14.8

23.2

1.8

2:8

7.2

13.0

20.9

26.8

-'2f1.4r

21-.2

19.6

34.8

14.8

26.1

41.9

51.2

39.4

41.6

30.8

40.9

66.4

22.8

21.5



The Manufacturing Belt, 1975
-58 Percent Manufacturing in U. .A.

a Concentration of Durable Goods Mfg.
Concentration of-Non- Durable Goods Mfg.

Source: Academy for Contemporary Problems

Great Lakes Input-Output Analysis

FIGURE 1.
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f raw materials to finish oducts., It t did not make economic sense to

ship raw materials. For theseleasons, the iron and steel industry developed

here. Sand and then natural gas brought the glass industry. Timber brought the

lumber industry. These-represented the beginning of the Great Lakes industrial

complex. As raw a ials made it logical to locate primary processing in

the region, likewise it as frequently more efficient for thoe who used these

primary products to also locate here. Lumber brought the wagon and carriage in-

dustry. Iron and steel brought fabrication, tool and die, and machinery Indus-

es. In almost every -case', it was cheaper to ship the raw materials to a

nee_ y processing plant and then to ship the finished goods to markets further,

away.

Self-Sastaining Industrialization

When theautomohile industrY developed in the region, basically a an outgro- ith

the carriage end wagon manufacturing industry, its suppliers - -in the fort of

sheet steel, glass, machine tools, - rubber, and component parts- -were located here

too'. By this titan, the =legion had developed beyond its original natural resource

base and its further growth was spurred by the self - sustaining growth of this

industrial core. A skilled labor force in durable goods manufacturing developed

in the Great Lakes region unrivaled elsewhere in the nation.

Agriculture made special contribution to the region's development

as well. The great food-producing region of the American Middle West begins

here and -nds-to the Rocky Mountains. As the land was cleared, this region--

essentially now the eastern corn belt of the United States--becam

.7
richest agricultural centers in the nation. The

Elgin, illin at one time set national'price

one of the

dairy products exchange

or milk, butt_ and

It made sense to manufacture fal-m machinery here. It made sense to process

farm products here. Hogs and cattle were fattened, slaughtered, and'-dressed for



nal markets, While Chicago was once the best known and largest example of the
rt

latter, many other regional Cities performed similar functions. nneapolis b

e the major milling center for the nation's wheat, andii3.Y-products, such as

animal fats, were used to make soap in C.incinnati-.

The Great Lakes economy became its own best market as the region's yndus-

al complexion and diversity advanced. Because of immense population growth,

4 became its best market for its automobiles

own timber, and its own beer.

own procese food, it

THE WHOLE IS GREATER THAN THE BUM OF ITS FARTS

Throughout its history and upto the present, students of the Great Lakes

economy have_ subdivided the egion nto its component parts (Figure 2):

The Corn Belt :' The eastern half of a broad sweep of extremely productive
agricultural land, beginning in the Appalachian foothills. and extending

1

in'a widening band westward to eastern Nebraska, Kansas', and South
Dakota.

The Ohio Valley Province: The coal field and. chemical river economies
_ .

of southern Ohio and Indiana, and southern and western Illinois.

The Northern Forest and Mineral Belt: The extractive, shipping, and
recreation economies of northeastern Minnesota and northern Wisconsin
and Michigan.

The Northern Wheat Belt: =The eastern margin of the Northern Plains
at belt.

The Lower Great Lakes Industrial Belt: The western, heavy industry
half of our national Manufacturing Belt stretching from Cleveland ..to
Milwaukee.

Of the five major sub regions, this Industrial Belt clearly dominates the

economy of the six -state region. It has the lion's share. of the Great Lakes

region' durable

almost 60 percent of i

nufacturing, i-ndustr les, most of its large cities, and

1975 population. It is in tolds core industrial area c.



GREAT LAKES SUBREGIONS

'11!Miiim44.144411!kftle

The Lower Great Lakes Industrial Belt

The Corn Belt

The Ohio Valley Province

The Northern Forest-and-Mineral It

The Northern Wheat Belt

FIGURE 2
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the Great Lakes region that the most severe economic' adjustment problems affect-

.

ing'the,largest number of persons have been emerging. The economic inter-

relationships within this industrial belt pay little heed to state lines. It

is a highly integrated manufacturing complex, easily the most closely linked

economic region in the

The -six -state region buys and sells much more koits own Indus ri a and

han t° -does to the rest of the nation and the rest of the world combined

Detailed estimates of regional interindUstry relationships* indicate that almost

82.percent of regional intermediate industry requirements are satisfied by regionalr-

0
Output. Similarly, regional plus foreign exports of regionally- produced goods

and services account for only 20 percent of the Great Lakes region's total output,

while only 22 percent of,ntermediate and final requirements come from outside

the region's domestic or international borders. This it why what happens in Ohio

is important to Illinois, what happens in Michigan is important to Indiana, etc.
4

THE CONSEQUENCES OF REGIONAL ECONOMIC INTE SEPEND

We can see the intricacy of these linkages by tracking the impact of potential

shifts in 'supply or demand for key regional products.

Selling Fewer Automobiles

A temporary or permanent reduction in the sales of one of the region's'

key products, automobiles, has occurred in the past and could happen Again,

for a number of reasons. Foreign competition could continue to erode the

domestic market. In the 1960's, -foreign cars com rised 5.8 percent of the

value of do production. In the first six and a half years of the

See Appendix A, which-includes the Great Lakes input /output table.



1970's, foreign cars accounted for 25.9 percent of the value of U.S. auto

laroduction. Gasoline price increases Could move the nation back to single car

families and moss transportation. Auto production, partly as a result Of national

secession, dropped about percent25
_

each of the two years following the oil
. y

. embargo, with substantial negative impacts on the Great Lakes econo Y- To ex

amine the effects of a 10 percent decline in national final demand for automobiles,

a simulation was performed with the 1975 Great Lakes input/output model.*

The 10Aletcent decline in'auto production would result in over 85,000 job

losses in: the region's auto industry, but more than 169,0(10 other jobs would

AP lost throdgh'Inditet multiplief effects On suppliers and on those whose-J
income is in any way depehdent upon auto sales. The total of 25,000 job

losses and a $13.11.- billion decline in total regional output would be In excess

of three times the effects felt elsewhere in the national economy as a result

of the 10 percent decline in,national final demand for ca

Reducing the Wei of Automobi

For better fuel economy, a reduction by 700 pounds in the average weight

American

weigh

ado automobiles already underway. of this reduction in

.1 be ac i;leved by lower ing.the amount of steel in American cars, presently

about 55 percent, 2200 lbs., of the total. 4000-po weight of an

average car. To simulate the results cif such-- change, the- regional steel input

A de_ iled,expLanarien cat rhe simul.ition and its results An he found in

Apl' nd ix A.
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coefficient to the motor vehicle industry was adjusted (after removing trucks

and buses) to reflect the

lbs.) per average Zito.

almost oneTthirc de line In steel usage (700 lbs./2200

The results -of the slmttl a n ind es-3 regic ral employment loss in exce
. -

.

/

30,000 ] bs 20, which are in the region's steel industry, and a $1.44

billion decline in tctttl regional

impacts are tar in excess

ilie loss

1 mit activity.

impacts outside the r-egion.

Steel Plant Closures

ntrir =regional

iyhA in Lite stn ( ±l dustry is not hypothetical. It is happerming.

The Youngstown heetSheet and T u b e m L . ri't'e aly announc ed that 5,000 people would

he iat id off in its Campl Ohio plant. Another 800 steel workers in Middleto

Ohio, were lot id oil twit later. A simulatt stn of the pi fects closing

the Youngstown p/.-int show; that, in atrltt H f to to the losses in

,1 industry, th An additiynal loss of 7, rcnional jobs outs ide titc:

steel. industry most 01 which c tut.ld he expet Lake plat u in Ohio. Each dt

ftio jolt loss results in An additi 1 1 1.2 Joh les us in the ion's labor for

is well as i6 11.i.on hem in total 'tuna l output.

Imnt of Natural his Supplies

Another real Itrtt lt{ t`t fttr the rcy ittn Is t curtailment in its natural gas strp

'Gre.al. Lakes hu: n who out natural in t loft manufacturing process are

1 fir t -_tl>ttttt intt r,t,tt1 v or reductions in amounts of gas

availah then about pric

A gas supply L-hack

the region for a five= to s

10 percent acro,,;s .111 ttir i nl industries in

ek period wttttld bring al a temporary less of



over one million jobs or -an annualized employment reduction of 103,000 regional

jobs. Total regional output would Oecline.by. $4.7 billion for the yaar,:about

half of. which'could be made up by'utilizing excess capacity once the shortage

was over. Still, the temporary losses are real losses: to Individual workers

Who must dip into savings or borrow the absence of a full paycheck; _tsy,

Salesmen and wholesalers whoSe commissions are reduced, temporarily or otherwise;

to truck drivers who do not get paid for want of goods to haul, etc. In a

hhly integrated economy, it does not take long for the ripple effects,to be

felt.

ECONOMIC LINKAGES TIE THE REGION TOGETHER

The impact analyses summarized above indicate the strength of the economic

interrelationships a the industries of the region, but can these relationships

be bounded in any geographical sense? The Midwest steel belt certainly stretches

east to include Pit rgh and up along.Lake Erie to inclOe Buffalo. The. corn

. and wheat belts _ch far to the West. Certainly, no claim can be made that

the six Great Lakes states-are homogeneous on all measurable scales and that the

problems and economic relationships are evenly distributed across,all of them,

In terms of the automobile 4nd steel simulations, there are noticeable exceptions--

Minnesota and*Wisconsin Jdo not have large primary steelmaking capacities, with

,only 5.4 and 1.3 percent respectively of the region total steel output.

But, Wisconsin does produce 37 percent of the region's engines and turbines, the

large majority ich find their way into a complete range of industries which

support, directly or indirectly, the impacted industries. The Mesabi taconite ores

of Minnesota feed the steel mills of Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, and Ohio. The

Honeywell and Control' Dat,- computers assembled in Minnesota are used by the. auto

14



industry, the steel industry, and many of the industries which directly or indirectly

support the _steel and auto industries . The list is almost endless.

The critical point that must be understood is that the six-state economy has

to be looked at in its entirety. Were there are industry-by-industry exceptions

. in terms of concentrations particular products and services, in each of the st.

the "noticeable exceptions" commonly pointed out are severely weakened when tested

by a rigorous analysis capable of descrth[ng Lhi compl.exity and totality of the

transactions Chat take place to the CreaL Likes economy -- from the mining or iho

iron ore to its ultimate traw;torm_i, hit 0 Hit of a microwave oven I an

Indianapolis kitchen.
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impo

(4) Slow employment growth rates in the region making it difficult, if not

absorb manufacturing workers place( by modernizatit : as well as

new workers entcringrhe labor force,

(5) Slow national economic growth rates which translate into lower demand

for goods produced in the cyclically highly sensitive Great Lakes economy;

Leading to a level of overall job-generation the region too
itw to absorb- the natural increase in the region's labor force a a

national rate of employment growth too low to enable many Great Lakes
Lt _kers to find employment ilk- other parts of the nation;

Resulting in near -- cessation of net in-migration to the traditional
industrial centers of Michigan, Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois, while
put-migration is also impeded for lack of sufficient opportunity
bise0fiere The result is high levels of unemployment among the
traditional work forc in the region's historic manufacturing centers
compounded by the intransigent problems of hard core joblessness among
the tin' cent_Cal

Cooperative L and Reg r Jnad ArA:Jr at Rec(tilred

Viii - ;e problems clearlv It that stimntation of the` Great Lakes economy

Are AC t i tttr. ,i L several levet.s the region's job growth ts to match the

t Luc reatte in its I al r Lot

(I) OverAII ;tic cett:-; will depend upon re!--ttor

I icy.

a sufficiently high

not i t m i Ii t m:.11 . Intl use I ti he re prullllctive

A otind i inter ronal tuts will stake this
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compe with the rust of the world in the costs of doing business here, the quality

of services provided, the dmonities of living, the cooperativeness of government,

and the general environment for cruclEive investment and economic development.



A SHIFT OF NEW MANUFACTURING EMPLOYMENT AWAY FROM U S

In contrast with the past, manufacturing employment is no longer grow

metropolitan areas, but in nonmetropolitan areas. From 1966 to 1973, over 97 percent

of the region's- increase in, total employmeemployment took place in the region's metropolitan

areas (SMSA's) and 68 percent of the increase in Great Lakes' total employment took

place in the region's SMSA's with more than one million in population (Table 1).

Ex-urbanization of Manufacturing Growth

The pattern for manufacturing employment change over the same period is

completely opposite, however. In the Great Lakes region, five of the metropolitan

areas of over one million population actually lost manufacturing employment, with

Only Minneapolis, Cincinnati, and Columbus showing absolute gains. While the

large metro areas were losing 12,500 manufacturing jobs, the smaller metropolitan

areas were gaining 38,000 jobs. Most important however, is the fact that, of the

165,200 manufacturing job gains in the region over the 1966,-1973 period, only

25,500 were in metropolitan areas; thus, almost 140,000 manufacturing jobs were

realized in '- an" areas (Table 2):

This it a nation 11 pattern., The Conference Board points out that in the

industrial North, 70 percent of manufacturing jobs are located in the cities,

reflecting the fact that, during the late 19th and early 20th centuries, factories

had to he close to workers. The impact of modern transportation on this pattern

becomes evident when we note that only 8.3 percent of the newer manufacturing

employment of -he South is located in cit 's.

This shift from urban to exurban location in manufacturing employment growth

has profound implications for many of the Great Lakes region'-- urban areas. The

vast majority the 58 metro-) litan areas in the region have an employment

19



TABLE

GREAT LAKES: TOTAL EMPLOYMENT,
MANUFACTURING EMPLOYMENT CHANGE, 1966-1973

Area
Total Employment Change Total Manufactur nt Chan:e
000 s of Jobs Percent 000's of Jobs Percent

Illinois + 389.3 +11.6 5.3 0.4

Indiana + 2417 +17.2 + 47.8 + 6.9

Michigan + 311.9 +13.2 + 11.3 + 1.0

Minnesota + 241.2 +27.9 + 42.7 +15.7

Ohio + 463.2 +15.9 + 51.9' + 3.8

Wisconsin + 204.9 +18.5 + 16.9 + 3.4

Great Lakes + 1852.2 +15.4 +165.2 +3.1

United States +10541.0 +20.8 +996.7 +5.3

Great Lakes: SMSAs
SMSAs > 1 million + 1259.7 +19.8 - 12.5 - 0.5

SMSAs .5 to 1 million + 180.4 +13.0 + 14.3 + 2.0

SMSAs < .5 million + 368.8 +16.8 + 23.7 + 2.3

+ 1808.9 + 25.5

Source: Count Business Patterns.



TABLE 2.
GREAT LAKES REGION SMSAs: TOTAL EMPLOYMENT,

MANUFACTURING EMPLOYMENT CHANGE, 1966-1973

SMSA's 1,000,000 Population

Chicago
Detroit
Minn.-St.Paul
Cleveland
Milwatikee

Cincinnati
Indianapolis
Columbus !1

Total Em- en Chan Manufa u n Em

001' of lobo EAU= 000rs_ lobs

Chan-

-A
+239.3 +10.0 -21.9 - 2.3

+142.0 +11.0 8.5 - 1.4

+155.5 +27.7 +25.4 +13.6

+ 51.0 + 7.5 - 8.9 - 2.9

+463.4 +12.0 - 9.0 - 4.1,,

+ 73.0 +19.2 + 6.4 + 4.

+ 53.2 +16.3 1.4 - 1.1,

+ 82.3 +30.5 + 5.4 5._6

+1,259.7 +19.8 -12.5 - 0

SMSA'a n 500 00- 1 000 000 o.ulation

Dayton + 30.2

Toledo + 42.3

Akron + 22.4

Gary-Hammond-E. Chicago + 18.5

E., St. Louis + 2.3

Grand Rapids + 32.4

Youngstown-Warren + 26.6

Flint + 5.7

+180.4

SA' , 500 00 -ula ion

Lansing-F. Lansing + 19.1

Canton + 12.5

Fort Wayne + 27.1

Davenport-Rock sland-Moline + 10.3

Peoria + 22.9

Madison + 20.4

Evansville + 18.6

Appleton-Oshkosh 9.0

South Bend + 10.1

Rockford + 12.0

Lorain-Elyria + 12.5

Duluth - Superior + 5.0

Kalamazoo-Portage + 9.8

Ann Arbor + 16.7

Hamilton-Middletown + 7.3

Saginaw + 9.2

Lima + 8.3

Springfield, OH + 7,5

Battle Creek + 4.1

Springfield, IL + 8.1

Muskegon-Musk. Hgts. - 1.6

Terre Haute 7.8

Racine + 11.9

Steubenville-Weirton - 0.4

Champaign-Urbana-Rantoul +. 7.8

+12.5 0.2 - 0.2

+22.0 +10.0 +11.7
+12.0 - 0.1 - 0.1

+10.0 + 2.3 + 2.2

+ 2.0 - 8.7 -16.4

+20.5 + 7.2 +10.0

+17.5 + 9.5 +11.9

+3.8 - 5.7 - 6.4

+13.0 +14.3 + 2.0

+20.3 + 2.0 + 4.6

-!2.1 - 3.3

:123.1 + 7.5

:31.
*10.0 - 2.2

1:631+22.7 + 4.3

+31.2 + 16 +10.7

+22,6 + 4.6 +12.6

+11.8 - 6.8 -15.2

+13.2
- 2.0 - 5.7

+21.0
+ 1.8 -+ 3.5

+ 2.6 + 7.2

:+2 8;.;

- 3.3
- 0.6 - 1.7

+ 5.6 +17.0

*13.7 + 1.6 + 5.8

+14.8 + 4.0 +13.0

+15.3 + 2.2 + 8.3

+ 1.6 + 8.0
+ .04 + .2

Ill 1.7 -14.5

- 3.4 6.4 -22.8

+20.6 + 0.9 + 6.6

+28.4 + 6.4 +28.4

0.7 - 1.8 - 5.7

+ 0.5
'-:24!:13 (14°2:1-2St. Cloud + 8.5 + 2.2

Jackson
Anderson
Mansfield
Muncie
Moorhead, MN

+ 2.4

+ 1.8

+ 7.0
+ 4,1

+ 8.9

Decatur * 5.3

Eau Claire, WI + 7.6

Kenosha, WI + 0.5

Bay-City, MI + 3.3

Bloomington-Normal, IL + 7.7

Lafayette-W. Lafayette, IN + 6.4

Green Bay 2.5

Kankakee, IL
Bloomington, IN + 3.6

- 1.8 - 8.7

:i16d

t-

+ .2

0.4
+ 1.0

- 1.8 - 6.1
+ 1.0

:ft21-

- 2.3

+ 1.8
#32.5 + 1.7 +19.2

+ 1.8 2.9 -15.9

+30.11

0.9
- 0.3

i2710

:.)-114:J.I.:

+ 2.1
+ 3.7 +25.7

= 0.9 - 7.1

+17.1 - 0.4 2.9

Rochester, MN + 4.2 +27.0 + 0.6 +11.2

La Crosse, WI 0.5 - 5.J

SOur::0 .
erne,

+ +117(5: +23.7 + 2,3



TABLE 3.

ONE INDUSTRY TC

Machinery, except Electrical
Racine, Davenport-Rock Island - Moline, Decatur,
Rockford and Muskegon.

Paper and Allied Products
Green Bay and Appleton Oshkosh.

Electric Equipment and Supplies
. Mansfield and Fort Wayne.

Primary Metals
quntin pn-Ashland, Steubenville-Weirton and Youngstown.

Fabricated Metals
Rockfotd.

Rubber and'Plastic Products
Akron.

Transportation Equipment
Lima, Flint, Ann Arbor,, Detroit, Fort Wayne, Indianapolis, Muncie
South Send, Lansing and -Saginaw.

A one industry town is one in which 35 percent or mor of total manufacturing
employment is in a particular industry group

Source: County Business Patterns.



percentage in manufacturing higher than the national average (Table 3). Of the

cities that do not, nine are. state capitals or 4nive-sity towns. The

capitals and university towns are the same cities that have the fastest growth

rates, the highest percentage of new housing, and the 14.1.--t unemployment rates

in the Midwest. That is no coincidence." These cities mirror the economic and

social pr.file of post-industrial economy into which we are now movin

Problems industr=ial Urban Areas and To

Bu the majority of the manufacturing -based cities in the Great Lakes are

fa(lAng serious problems. They are b_ ned with obsolescence and blight. They have

inherited a large population of poor from the South-to-North migrations of previous

decades, many of whom are now trapped economically and socially by the steady

exodus of-employment from the central cities. These same cities are, turn,

required to. provide public services at increasing cost at the same time that their

local tax base is beginning to deteriorate. As manufacturing employment continues

to locate in nonurban areas and to substitute capital for labor as it modernizes,

many of the manufacturing-based urban areas can expect increasing difficulties.

Because of their high '.concentrations of cyclica --sensitive employment, these

urban area re much more vulnerable to the ups and downs of the national business

cycle than more broadly-based cities elsewhere. Previous studies indicate that

cyclical unemployment in the region leads the nation by about two months. In the

case of Youngstown, Steubenville, Wheeling. Gary, and Muskegon, the lead tine is

almost four months. An i'lustration of the results can be found in the 1969-1970

recession period, which centered mainly on curtailments in manufacturing and military

activities. The effects are mirrored in the Standard Metropolitan Statistical

Areas with the fastest and slowest income growth (Table 4). In eleven of the sixteen

bottom ranking Great Lake states SMSA's drops of five to 25 percent in manufacturing

earnings (25-50 percent of total earnings l.n Lb

23

teas), had a substantial impact



TABLE /-4

Distfibutionof SMSA's by Percent Change in Personal
Income- 1960-70

Change

Percent
b c2

4

12.0 and more

100 to 11,9

8.0 to 9.9

6,0 to 7.9

4.0 to 5.9

2.0 to39

0 t 1.9

0 tii) 1.9

2 2.9

1.0 and less

Total

1.1 U.S. average

4

16

33

61

84

33

16

4

3

1

"253

1 5

10

12 16

2

14 33

Source: urve of Cu rent Business.

4

12

15

12

2

1

1

49

1

4

9

4

1

=14

19

4

7 11

21 5

18 7

7 2

2 1

1

2

31

4

5

1

10

2

1

11

9

3

27



on total income. The high growth SM A's are decidedly less reliant on

manufacturing earnings. Looking at the performance of aljl the nation's 253

Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas during that recession period, the impact

upon income in the Great Laked metropolitan areas is apparent.

More recent examples of the impacts of business downturns can be fidround in

Tables 5 and 6, which indicate employment changes between 1973 (a business cycle
-

peak year) and 1976 (a business cycle trough year). Total regional employment

increase, for example, was less than five percent of the national increase, and

---

the region's growth rate in total employment was about one-fifth of the national

rate. Of the 15 metropolitan reas greater th41 500,000 population, only one,

Minneapolis -St. Paul, had more total employment in 1976 than it had in 1973.

Almost half of the nation's manufacturing job losses were in the Grd* Lakes

region, and over 90 percent of that

politan ar

In terms of unemployment rates

b loss took place 'in the region's metro-

Fables 7 and 8 compare Great Lakes labor

market areas each of the two years.

ar clearly st

vy Indus t met )politan

it both in relative rant Lhg tend magnitude of difference

betoWeen 1973 and 1975. The- more diversified metropolitan areas, Columbus,

Minneapolis-St. Paul, dison, etc., have lower mites in both of the two years.



Area

Illinois

Indiana

Michigan

Minnesota

Ohio

Wisconsin

Great Lakes

United States

Great lames: SMSAS
SMSAs > l million
SMSAS .5 to 1 millial
SMSAs < .5 million

TABLE 5.

GREAT LAKES: TOTAL EMPLOYMENT,
ACTURING EMPLOYMENT GRANGE, 4973-1976

Total Emloyment Chan! Total Manufacturing Change
000's of,Jobs Percent 000's of Jobs Percent

+ 23.0 + .5 - 148.8
4

-11.0

18.1 .9 - 76.4 -10.1

18.0 - 120.5 -10.2

76.7 +5.3 - 14.3 4.3

13.1 .3 .132.8 9.3

+ 63.9 +3.8 19.4 3.6

+ 114.4 + - 512.2

+2547.0 +3.3 -1112.0 5

- 216.8 -2.0 297.7 -11.3

71.9 -4.2 93.5 -14.0

3.8 -0.2 72.2 9.1

292.5 463.4

Sour__ Fare t September

April 1977 Cor SMSA data.

(or state



,ar
TABLE 6 .

GREAT LAKES REGION SMSAs: TOTAL EMPLOYMENT,

KANUFAC717RING CtFLOYMENT CHANGE. 1973-1976

TotalEmblovment Change Manuiaccarins, F_"mpla vment Change

000's of Jobs 21=111L 000's of Jobs cent

SA' -00 cion

Chicago .9 - 2.7 -120.4 -13.1

Detroit 37.9 - 5.3 - - 81.3 -13.3

Minn.-St.Faui 3.9 + .4 -1_3.3 7.2

Cleveland - 22.7 Z.6 - 27.7 - 9.6

Milwaukee 12.1 2.0 16.7 - 8.0

Cincinnati - 8.4 - - 13.1 - 7.9 '

Indianapolis - 0.6 - 0.1 - /0,5 - 8.1

Columbus - 12.5 -11.9

-216.3 -297.7 -11.3

SMSA's Set 2en 500 000 0 o-u1

Dayton - 11.3 - 3.4 16.3 -14.2
Toledo - 8.6 = 3.0 10.7 -11,5
Akron - 3.3 - 3.5 10.3 -11.0

Gary-Hammond -E Chicago 12.9 -12.0

N.A.

7.3 - 3.b L2.6

- 17.3 - 3.2 16.7 -13.0

- 5.4 13.5 -1 5.3

93.5 -14.0

SMSA mulacion

Lansin--,7- Lansing 3.2 + 2.0 L -14.2

Canton 4.3 3.5

Fort Wayne - - 4.4 7 -.3 -11.9

Davennort-nark. + 5.7 + 1.6 + 3.5

Peoria + 1.9 + 3.8

gad Lion 0 0

- 0 5.1 -12.7

;Leton-0,1hk0 1.0 2.8

oich 3end - 2.7 2.1

Roe,ford 4.z) 6.7

Lorai4.-Fivt' N.A.
3.0

N.A.

4.9

- 2-0

...nil Arbor 1.1 L - 4-0 -IL

L.0 -L1.3

11,:t
N.A. N.A.

=.1=1110 M.A. J. A .

3att1e - -L3.9

:;0=1.v..4: 'Id f- L., L.

L..

=105.5

.;ice f-
1.2

.E.,1}4.-,f1V1, I I I 41

t Ii gn-Ir
N.A.

f=

N.A.

N.A. N.A.

N.A. N.A.

Mansf!oLA N.A. N.A. N.A.

Muncie L

9oorkead. !qN 11 , A A.A. N.A.

Decatur 1
L.i

Fan Claire,
N.A.

Kenosha. WI 11.-1 -4n 0

\lay City, 91 1.2 L L.4

3l,lomingttin-
TOtayet t .2 -W. 1.a
green BAY

N.A. .A, N A

KAr0,..akee. IL
N.A.

91 oomIn3t011 , '1 N N . A A.A.

30the3tmr, MN
1.4.Cr0s4e, WI

nr tt Ai,:

=t U t :.4



1

4 10.5 - 15.3

;lint, Mich,

Detroit, Mich.

Million, Mich.

little CA., Mich.

Leeling/E.Lansing,

Mich.

ileilton, Oh.

keno, Mich.

Grind Rapids Mich.

Youngstown, Oh.

lockford, III.

TABLE 7.

F

UNEMPLOYMENT RATES IN, MAJOR GREAT LAKES

LA8OR MARKET AREAS, 1975

4

2

QUINTILE*

4 5

8.9 10.4 1.9 - 8.8 6.7-- 7.8 4.4 - 6.6

15.3 Kalamazoo, Mich. 10.1 Akron, Oh. 8.8 Evansville, Ind. 7.8 Oavenport, Ill. 6,2

14.6 Fort Wayne, Ind, 9.8 Lorain, Oh. 8,7 Cary/Hammond, Ind. 7,8 Roane, 6.0

14.5 Toledo, Oh, 9,6 Canton, Oh. 8.6 Cleveland, Oh. 7.7 Steubenville, Oh. 6.6

11.9 Duluth, Minn, 8.9 Ch1cag0,011. 8.6 Dayton, Oh, 7,7 Kenosha, Wis. 5.4

Milwaukee, WIR. 8.1 South Bend, Ind. 7.5 Peoria, 111. 4.6

11.8

Cincinnati, Oh. 7.9 ladianap011s, Ind, 7.4 Madison, Wi9. 4.4

11.6

Columbus, Oh. 6.9

11.1

Terre Haute, Ind. 6.8

11,2

Mpls/St.Paul, Minn, 6.7

10.5
U.S. UNEMPLOYMENT WE

10.5

*Ws for 150 labor market area were divided Into 5 quintiles with 30 cities each

Source: yollqp!pt & Trainns,Report of the President, I977.



MILE 8

UOIMOYMINT 14118 IP MAJOR MAT LAKES

LAM MAIIIT WAS, 1973

TO I TILE*

ON Mich.

th.

h, Nino,

toit, Mich.

5.1 - 6,2 4.1 = 5.0

.7.1 Grand bpldifHlch. 6.0

7.1 WO CHI Nieh. 3.9

Lansing/E. Lansing

Noollton, Oh.

5,0

,4,6

Terra Haute, Ind,

Wino, Win.

4.0 South Bend, Ind.

3.9 CNIOINni, O.

3.0

2.9

6.5 'isginaw, ch. 5.4 liple/St. Paul, Nina. 4.3 Lorain, Oh. 3.9 Fort Pavan, Ind. 2.7

6.3 Kelenegoo, Mich. 5.1 Chicago, III. 4.2 Youngstown Oh, 3.9

Cincinnati, Oh. 5.1 Indianapolie, Ind. 4.2 Oary/Kallend, 111. 3.0,

Cleveland, Oh. 4.2 Canton, Oh. 3.0

Toledo, Oh, 4.1 Madison, Wis.

Milwaukee, Pis,

Peoria, Ill.

3.6

3.6

3.6

UNENPLOYMENT RATE 4.1 Steubenville, Oh. 3.6

Akron, Oh. 3.6

Evansville, Ind. 3,5

Kenosha, Wis. 3.5

Rockford, III. 3.4

Peoria, Ill, 3.4

*Data for 150 labor market arum were divided into 5 quintiles with 30 cities each.

lonroa: CO lo ent 4 Trainin Ra ort of the President, 1977.



B.

REGIONAL DISPERSION OF MANUFACTURING EMPLOYMENT GROI

Just as the location of new manufacturing is diffusing out of metropolitan

into nonmetropolitan areas, so new manufacturing growth is diffusing out of former

regions of concentration into other sections of the country.

Within the Great Lakes region, itself, new manufacturing growth is ,occurring

_he western portions of il4e region while substantial losses are being sustained

in the easterA areas of historic concentration. While Minnesota showed a dramatic

gain in durable goods manufacturing over the seven-year peak-to-peak period,

Illinois and Michigan dttually lost durable goods manufacturing jobs. The region's

manufacturing employment growth rate is low compared to the rest f the nation.

outside the old manufacturing belt.

During the 1966-1973 peak -to -peak period id the national economy, U.S. growth

rates tri'durable and nondurable production-line manufacturing lobs were only

6,1 percent and 4.2 percent* respectively (Figure 1). In the Great Lakes, the

corresponding figures were 2.0 and 0.8 percent respectively. The national durable

goods growth rate increases to 10.4 percent when 600,000 jobs lost in the New England

and Middle Atlantic states are discounted. Thus, the Great Lakes rate of durable
4--

manufacturing employment growth is only one fifth of the national growth rate in

durable goods manufacturing employment outside the old industrial belt. Most of this

new growth is in the South.

Not Flight to Sunbelt

Rut the flight of existing industry to the South and West is not presently the

Cause of the region's slow growth or loss. Rather, plant closures and reductions in

employment in the region are not being balanced by the creation of new enterprise or

U. S. minus Great Lakes
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FIGURE 1

Percent Gain in Great Laken Region's Manufacturing Employment, 1966-1973

mini

Indiana

ichigan

Minnesota

Ohio

Wisconsin

Great Lakes

U.S.

U.S. trait Lakes

Source: Same as Table 1
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ing enterprise,in the Great Lakes states. The new growth

occurring in t' so-called Sunbelt.

Between 1969 and 1974, the Great Lakes region lost 1O.8 percent Of its Dim

and Bradstreet rated firms. Over the same period, employment in Dun -and Bradstreet

rated firms decreased by 0.3 percent from the region aS a whole (Table,9). The

greatest employment loss was experienced by Indiana- --down 6.2 percent, while Ohib

experienced the greatest employment gain, up,5.4 percent over its 1969 base.

Out igratio of firms from the region accounted for relatively little of

the employment loss. If only out.:.digration had occurred, employment would have

been approximately 0.3 percent lower than its 1969 base. Employment change due

to migration of firms in and out of the region actually was positive over the

period: 26,400 job, v(in 406 were lost in the region as a result'of regional

firms moving out, but 32,700 jobs (in 247 firms) werecreated by nonregional firms

moving into the East North Central Region.

Births of new firms and net expansion of existing firms were responsible for

about equal amounts of employment gains. if only births had occurred; employment

in 1974 would have been 9.1 percent higher; and only net expansion had occurred,

employment would have been 9.5'percent higher. If only closings had occurred,

employment would have declined by 18.9 percent. Thus, it is the failure inthe

regional economy to generate new replacement employment, rather than the outright

interstate or interregional flight of existing industry, that represents the region's

key problem.

R onal Shift Industrial Locations

Much modern industry is essentially footloose in its location requirements. It

is tending now to follow rather than lead population shifts in the country. While

not many firms pick up stakes and move, such-lead patterns of economic growth do

32
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TABLE 91

Diumerr atm: IN WrI 11/111,CUTRAL IT rune
Wen 31 1969 - DENIM 31, 1974 ,

I

J .

IA i hrtmAL ot ISII anitiomet -- Attritritibli Ii,

. lesilistitil Ditelfratslos
'Fetal hr Beall of Birth of openoloo/ - illyitios Nitwit 10 fro other to ethijr .

nate opiovuot amp (1155-71) floe rim Centroctloo iota re mit. ot .i PC 1roto Itrc iptorb
Int ,

om....=__ .

hit liOrIktilittro1 -4.1. 11.1 la 1.1 4.111 0.21

,

.- r. .
1111oolo

lollies
1111143

riiinn
=1.1

4.3
11.4
11.41

1,11
MA

7.1
2.0

0.21,

. _01
8.22

Ofn
0.01
0.09

8.02

AA!'
WWI= menu -Li 21,41 9.77 1.7 '''--- 1.11: 0.11 l

1711550 5.4 11.10 1./1 141.1 017 0.11 0.03 0.01.
111B0000liii 154177 Li 1710 9.11 11.1 AA* 0.11 . .

0.15 0.05 .
.., ,,-

q.

(I) 1974 esoloyeent,

(b) 1969 asplophent,,

Source: C. L. Junius and L. C. Ledebur; The Miaretion of firms and Workers in Ohio- 1970-1

by the Office of Economic Research, Economic Development Adminierrarion'end the Aced

Problems.

Jointly published
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substantlally affect the birth rates new firma, branch plants, and a iansions.`...

Thus a relative shift in the economic role of the county's regions is underway,

partially attributable to a shift inrmarkit-oriented industries which are locating

eWhere population gAwth is not concentrating. Manufacturing, especially. durable

goods manufacturink, accounts for a diminishing share of total employment despite

contirlued increases in manufacturing output. These shifts have combined to have-
.

important Implications for the future growth of the region's economy.



C- iL

WORLD. COMPETITION WITH GREAT S INDUSTRY

In the 19th -century, as the Great Lakes grew into the predominant heavy

.industrial center for the nation, the region dominated the domestic market-for

,steel and other key regional products. European producers could compete for
4

sOme East Goast markets, but the interior markets belonged to the Great-Lakes

states. 'After World War I, exports began to play a somewhat larger-role in the

,

region's, economy, but it was the destruction of the production capacity of mach of

the developed-world in World War II-that brought .the region's key industries into

international predominance. The region produced the basic metalsi the machinery,

and the equipment needed to reconstruct much of the indust-ial capacity destroyed

. in1Western Europe and Japan as well as to supply the needs of the developing, newly

independent nations in Africa and Asia. By the end of the 1950s, reconstruction in

Europe and Japan had progressed to the point where their rebuilt industries could

compete not only for their "n domestic markets, but also for international markets,

especially in the United States, primarily because of their lawer labor costs and,

ironically, their newer equipmen

Internationa ersal Production E

During the 1960s and early 1970s, this competitive pressure has continued to

mount. The Great Lakes region in particular now faces very serious competition

fir many of its key products -- automobiles and steel being prime examplei'

(Tablet 10 and 11).

Lower labor costs and perhaps more aggressive busine deevelopment attitudes

have also shifted much of the growth in world productive capac yparticularly in

textiles, garments, and electronics -to Thi,_rd World countries. Many of the

calculators now being sold are made in countries that, until very recently, used

an abacus in their own commercial enterprise. tine automobile industry executive
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1910 3,359 71,149 0:12

1961 3,163 66,126 4.18

1962 4,100 70,552 5:81

1913 5,446 75,555 1.21

1914 6,440 54,945 7.56.

1965 10,113 92,446 j.1.20'

1144 10,733 69,995 11.95

1967 11,455 83,891 13.65

1918 17,910 91,156 19.55'

1969 14,014 93,877 14,95

1970 13,314 90,198 14:72

1911 18,304 67,638 21,03

1972 17,611 91,803 19.26

1973 0,336 111,430 11:60

1974 13,970 109,472 14,59

197 3 12012 79,957 15.02

1976 14485 89,441 15.97
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1970 3.6
1971 34.7
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out

during the course of this 0 ---ey pointed out that his firmlowthe

11 making any of its o automobile radios in the United States.

Changing,, Industrial Ownership

An additional change in the character of the region's industry that influences

_

its, world position related to the fact that many Great Lakes industries began as the

personal undertaking of home town entrepreneurs. The families that owned the fac-

tories lived fin the town. People knew who they were,,knew:where they lived.4 The

were active in local civic affairs'. Now, the industry of this region, like

industry elsewhere, has become part of a more diiersed and invisible ownership as

local industries,became part of national firms and, more important for present

affairs, part of multinational corporatans. Owners have been replaced by managers.

The managers usually move from plant to plant in the course of career development.

Their identification and loyalties are with the firm, rather than the city or to

"v which they lived. Finally, this new breed of multinational conglomerate managers

now make plant location decisions involving not only other parts of the United

States, but much of the rest of the world is well.

Lower production costs, especially lower labor costs, have often dictated the

development of new and branch facilities in other coun ries. . The difference between

,e=4or
an insignificant one.five dollars an hour and five dollars a day wages is no

Small cars carrying American labels are now quit en manufactured overseas.

One need only look at the variety of goods on store shelves everywhere that carry

br d names once synonymous with "Made in U S.A." to see what has been happening.

Even the last of'our "American television producers is now moving production out

of the Great Lakes region to a foreign site.

rade Ad ustment

the Foreign Trade Adjustment Act which provides assistance to workers, firms,

and communities that can demonstrate severe adverse impacts from competitive imports--

37



resulted in awards of $60 million to Great Lakes workers and firms in 1976 (out

$141 million total' assistance), it is not the answer to the problem of anufacturing

dispersal, even if assistance under the legislation is expanded.
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D.

SLOW GROWTH IN REGIONAL LOYMENT

In 1966 the Great akes'region had 25 percent of all jobs in the United

States, but it'had 28 percent of all the manufacturing jobs. By 1973, the Great

Lakes region's share of total U.S. employment was down to gg percent, but its

share of total U.S. manufacturing employment was still in excess of 28 percent.

Having risen to economic dominance on the base of its manufacturing, the region now

faces a transitional adjustment problem as production employment in the traditional

basic industries of the region fails to witch employment displacements

. and labor force growth. The region lags behind the rest of the country in

its job growth in its nonmanufacturing sectors as well. Total U.S. employment

grew 21 percent (22.4 percent when the Great Lakes are removed from the national

growth rate) between the 1966 to 1973 peak -to -peak, period, but only' 15.4 percent

in'the region (Table 1).

While Minnesota showed a dramatic gain in durable-goods manufacturing

over the 1966-1973 peak-to-peak period, Illinois and Michigan actually lost durable

hoods manufacturing jobs. Thus, the growth /decline pattern is far from uniform.

Excluding the Great Lakes, U.S. employment in manufacturing has declined from 33

percent to 28 percent of total employment* over the 1966-1973 period. At the

same time, regional employment in manufacturing has declined from 45 percen

37 percent of total employment (Figures 2 and 3).

County Business Patte

self-employed workers.

nition which excludes government, railroad and



Figure 2

Great Lakes Employment Structure,1966
FINANCR,SERVICES CAGRICULTURE,MINING,OTHER
TRADE EITRANSPORT COMMUNICATION,

CI MANUFACTURING CONSTRUCTIION

Source: Same as Table 1

Figure 3

Great Lakes Employment Structure, -1973
FINANCE.SERVICES OAGRICULTURE,MINING,OTHER
TRADE GTRANSPORT, COMMUNICATION,

El MANUFACTURING CONSTRUCTION

Source: Same as Table 1
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Sources_ Manu acturing Gro th

Of the 169,200 manufacturing job gains in the region over the 1966-1973 period,

. .

the largest gains were realized in,fabricated metals, rubber-and plastic products
.

,

,;and=,_
\ = ._

1

:

'

,and printing and pubAshing (Table 12 . The largest employment losses took place

food and. kindred products, leather products, electric machinery, and apparel.

food products manufacturing, Great Lakes employment losses accounted for more than

shalt the national job losses even though, the region has less than a quarter of the

national employment in that sector. In four other sectors--electrical machinery,,

pulp and,paper, stone;,clay, and glass, and textile mill products--regional employment

declined while national employment increased. Conversely, regional employment in

-ordnance..manufacturing increased while national employment decreased.

White Collar Job Growth in Menu Osirls.

Almost half the increase in manufacturing employment took place in the "white

collar" pccupa' ions in manufacturing administration over the 19661973 period at

a rate slightly higher in the Great Lakes region than in the nation.- Minnesota had

the highest growth rate, Michigan the lowest.

The Great Lakes Region has strong national concentrations of employment and

output in fabricated metals machine products, metal barrels, drums

and pails, and metal sanitary ware and plumbing fitlings), all of which have

reasonably high projected growth rates (Table 13 ), Referring back to Table' 12,

is noted that all six states experienced e Joyment gain in fabricated metals.

The other large regional concentration is in non-electrical machiniry. The

Great'L produces 68 percent of national construction machin -312- bj percent

of its metal working machinery, and substantial percentagesges of engines and turbines
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TABLE 11.

SUMMARY OF GREAT TAKES REGION'S SHARE OF
U,S. OUTPUT BY DETAILED INDUSTRY SECTOR

COMPARED TO PROJECTED NATIONAL GROWTH RATE FOR 1975-1989

Industry Sector

Construction ftc', nery!,--

Motor Vehicles & :arts

Screw Machine Products & Stamping, etc.

Metalworking Machinery

Miscellaneous Electrical Machinery &
Equipment

Engines and Turbines

Household Appliances

Industrial Trucks, & Tractors

Primary iron & Steel

Farm Machinery

Electric Motors & Generatrl

LoOmotives & Rail & Street Cars

Ant Sanitary Ware & Pluthhing -Fittings

Metal Barrels & Drums & Paits

General gndustrial Machinery k Equipment

Service Industry Machinery

Projected
Annual Growth
in "alue of

Share of
U.S. Output
(percent)

Shipments,
1975-1985

(percent)

68 3.65

66 3.10

61 3.02

54 3.52

53 3.39

50 3.28

49 2.72

48 3.30

47 2.90

45 3.37

44 3.11

43 3.36'

42 4.00

41 3.30

40 3.53

40 3.66

Source: County Buiue:-u-; loput/Output Cable?, derived by Academ for

Coutemporury Prohlem nKd Rallelle.
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industrial trucks and tractors, farm machinery, general industry machinery,

and service industry Machinery (Table 13). Unlike fabricated metals, however,

only 500 net jobs in nonelectrical machinery were e- in the region over Elie

1966-1973 period with substantial variation between states. Minnesota, Indiana,

and Wisconsin were substantial employment gainers (+24.5 thousand jobs), but

Illinois, Michigan, and Ohio were substantial losers ( -24 thousand jobs).

For the Above and many other :sectors =, the important point is that the

wide disparities_ in existing and projected rowth rates between the nation

.and the region. The region is not doing well comparatively, even though there

are state-by-state exceptions for certain industry groups.

V
Slow Manufacturing not -lanced by Rapid Growth in Non - Manufacturing.

By itself, the slower growth performance in manufacturing would not be a

problem for the region if this slower rate of growth were being compensated

for by growth in other kinds of business; after all, parts of the region success-

fully made the transition from agriculture to manufacturing. Its challenge now is

to make a similar transit LO[t to a post-industrial economy in which the highest

employment growth rates in the past two decades have been in non° manufacturing.

While the rugiou, like the natic is undergoing such a transition, employment

in non - manufacturing ndn:=1tries is neither- keeping pace with the nation nor

i L occurring L:

force.

iugh to fill the job needs of a growing regional labor-

Between 1966 and 1971, retail trade employment growth in t

percent and finan-lat services increased 33.1 percen

Likes regioon, the and 2/.8 In_

increased

fur the Great

Avely (Table 14).



INDUSTRY

TABLE 14.

GREAT LAKES

DISTRIBUTION OF EMPLOYMENT

BY MAJOR SECTOR AND GROWTH RATES,

1966-103

% OF TOTAL NONAGRICULTURAL*

EMPLOYMENT

1

GROWTH RATE IN EMPLOYMENT

1966-1973

Agricultural Services

Mining ,

Construction

1966

U.S. Great. U.S. Great Laiws

0

1973 1966 1973

33,5

-0.1

22.2

4.7

3.5

28.7

19.4

27.3

33.1

42;2

19.6

24.3

19.8

11.4

2.0

0.8

30.5

14;4

22.8

27.8

38.9

16,1

.33

1.19

6.02

20,89
_

14:48

1,62

6.63

25.71

6.13

16.40

.59

.37

.98

6,09

18.12

12.42

1,73

6,56

'27.09

6.75

19,31

;19

.63

4,83

30.62

2.

5.67

24.38

5.09

14.36

.40

100.00

.21

.54

4.64

27.07

2.45

5.61

25.94

5.61

17,30,,

.40'

_

- Durable

Non-Durable

Administration

Transport

Wholesale/Retail Trade

Finance

Services

Unclassified

TOTAL 100.00 100.00 100.00 20.8 15,4

* Excludes government and railroad employment

Source: County Business Patterns



Growth in total government employment in the region is taking place at almost

the national rate of increase, but there are marked differences between types of

government employment (Table l) State government employment grew faster than the

national rate of growth between 1960 and 1972. Local government employment and

federal government employment in the region grew at lesser ratea than the national

rates of growth.

a



TABLE 15.

PERCENT CHANGE IN GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT
1960-1972

Total Gov't. Federal State Local

Ohio 43.8 9.1 78Th 46.6

Indiana 57.6

Illinois 54.5

Michigan 61.9

Wisconsin 72.5'

Minnesota 58.6

Total
Great Lakes

Total U.S.

Total U.S.-
Great Lakes

55.8

56.5

56.8

Total_ U.S.-Great
Lakes-D.C. k 59.5

31.2

8.1

23.3

80.5

106.2

86.6
- _.-,

56.8

58..6

61.9

23:8 131:0 69.3

20.8 81.8 61.5

15.0 ' 92.0 57.1

20.1 84.5 '64.2

20.9 82.7 66.2

27.5 65.9

Sourc: t961 and 1973 Statistical Abstract.



E.

THE IMPACT OF LOW NATIONAL ECONOMIC
GROWTH RATES ON THE GREAT LAKES REGION

The question of whet the nation is entering a period in which the real

long-term rate of national economic growth will be lower than the rates the nation

has enjoyed in the post World War II period is one of the most hotly debated issues

among economists. As shown in Table 16, real GNP has grown slightly Tre than

half the annual rate experienced-in the 1960s. Will the low rates of real increase

continue or decline even further? Will they increase to the rates necessary to

tain a full employment economy?

Those who argue that higher growth rates will occur reason that the demand

for goods and services is not limited and that, as the population continu

grow at a slower rate, its expectations, as far as standards of living are

concerned, wili\coutinue to grow rapidly. If relatively free market forces

are allowed -to nction, growth will absorb the labor force. They hokd that

technological advances will solve some of the present constraints.

The pessimists argue that the availability of key natural resources,

particularly unce rtainty in energy and water, together with international. competition

and a squceac on the availability of investment capital, will necessarily

lead to LA _I no tonal economic growth rates.

Lin il very recently natural resource availability was a major spur to the

-%;nation's growth; is a potential limitation. Short energy supplies are

already acting to limit the growth of some industries. Water su,ply and quality are

also limit ition cata the growth that some areas can accept, not only in the West

also in Lert ts of Great Lakes region as well Natural resources

au



TABLE 16

/
GROWTH RATES IN REAL U.S. GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT, 1929-1976

PERIOD

1929 1950

1950 - 1960

1960 - 1970

1970 1971

'1971 1972

1972 1973

1973 1974

1974 1975

1975 - 1976

1970 1975

1970 1976

Percent Change*

2.9

3.2

4.1

3.0

5.7

5.5

-1.7

=0.9

6.0

2.3

2.9

* Annual compounded changes from Initial to terminal year of period.

Source: Various August issues of Survey of Current Business.
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limitt._ -ad will cap growth at some levelthere is only so much air, water, land,

and minerals, IL is no longer as easy or inexpensive for tire United f';taies to

"utilize" the resources of other coun-xies to fuel its own growth. Additionally,

whether t,cnuological changes can permit more efficient use of resources to

keep pace with demand is highly uncertain.

Still another school says that the nation is immobilized in not being able

to ohooA between remedies. This in their view will spell continuing high

unemployment and high inflation.

must be loft fur what it isa:debate. The published growth projections

of the federal government have traditionally been overlyoptimistic. The estimates

of other forecasters aro inconsistent. The one thing that does appear certain

is that lower rates of real economic growth nationally will have serious consequences

for OlLs rug ion becauso of its existing industrial composition and its high con-

contrations of urban unemployed.



REGIONAL LAROR FORCE GROWTH AND LAcCING EMPLOYMENT GROWTH

For the past decide both the nation's and the re ion's labor force have

been growing at a taster rate than in previous decades.* There are two reasons

for this. First, the "war babies" Intro the period from 1947 to 1961 have

been entering the labor force. Secondly, women fare entering or seeking, to enter

the labor force in greater n-mb than bet(

While the number of "war baby" entrants can be expected to taper off by

about 1982, three key problems arise out of these numbers. First, faster

rates of growth in the national labor force combined with slow

eco

mig

rates mean more int.ese competition for jobs and fewer

n opportunities. The unemployed teen-ager and older workers of this

region cannot thore I__. expected to find jobs merely by moving to a

h region". Secondly, because the birth rate on °whi to s continued

at a higher r- a longer period, the number of potent -1 minority urban

entrants into the labor force will continue to increase for a longer period.

The tendency will be swelling in the already high rates of unemployment

for young blacks and other minorities: in the region' major cities. Third,

the war babies: will not simply cater the labor force, they will stay in i

Entry level jobs will not suffice for long as the young people will

career adv ittc_tement in oid strtal Izations and businesses that trad ionally

nave had many fewer jobs in the m 4H.e and top ranges that_ at the bottom.

This may poi ?w trd potent much for frustatiou and dissatisfaction,

not only antt)rlga the ranks of the unemployed and never employed, but niso [mom!,

those trapped LH 10k Level Je bs.

Tilt 19h0 _ nnL I 1 .rheas Lmrl vn.m. iv I. 4 pu _ nt_w 1 1v

t rcicriL 1.1_

seen ent_riltiL:-. into Lhe lAlwr lorce helve grown irnual lv from 3.i)h por
out be LI..joen 1 "J5 1

Fumn 1 t t )) I ,,n rat t((--. 11 ive fp, r..1;,

percent in [Q75.

rwr,.11L t,..d.!eti 1 9ti= -.1971.1.

om ,ercent in I)



One way of looking at the potential job gap is to project the number of

jobs that will be needed in the Great Lakes
_ to keep unemployment at

5 percent, if there is no migration. Such a "look into the future "* appears in

Table 17.

The two estimates of the size of the potential labor force** are shown in

Column (1). The employment projection.., based on 1970-1975 regional gro

rates, appear in Column (2). In the year 1985 (not the 1980-1985 period), for

example, total labor for s estimated at-22.969 million. Employment in 1985

estimated at 19.645 million, a job rtfall of 3.324 million, regional

unemployment rate of 14.5 percent (Column (3). The total number of jobs needed to

obviate migration and main five percent regional unemployment is 2.175 million

(Column

By 1990 the job shortfall to maintain five percent unemployment is 2.441

million (NPA). While this is a high figure, it is not much worse than thelcase

for the year 1985 (15.3 percent unemployment in 1990 versus 14.5 percent in

1985) because the tLen- 5c PO dation in 1990 will be small and its traditionally

high- unemployment rates will have less weight in the labor force.

* *

The calculations were as follows:
(I) Future population excluding migration was projected by using U.S.

Census Bureau estimates for 1975 and applying 1974 death rates'to each
cohort, year by year.
Labor force participation was estimated by applying Bureau of Labor Sta-
tistics and National Planning Association (NPA) projected labor force
participation rates to each age and sex group in the population (the
BLS rates are national, while the NPA rates are regional).
Employment growth was projected by calculating the annual compound
growth rate of employment from 1970 to 1975 and applying each to 1975
NPA employment data.

The published labor force tigterer have long been known to disguise large num-
bers of people who would seek out and take a job if one were available. The
Conference Board estimates that there are twenty million such people, con-

-.Tared to the off ,_iat estimate of eight million.



TABLE 17

PROJECTED UNEMPLOYMENT VERSUS 5 PERCENT utulirLoymrNT
IN THE GREAT LAKES (WITHOUT MIGRATION)

(l)*

Labor Force
(000'0

Employment
, (000's)

n

Percent
Unemployed
(000'S)

(4)

Jobs Needed to
Achieve 5 Percent

Unemployment
(000's)

1980

Great Lakes 21453.-9 19199.6 10.5Z IlS1.6
(SPA)

Great Lake's 21 IS I. 3 1.9199.6 10.23 1316,5
(BLS)

1985

Great Lakes 22969.2 I 9545 I 21 7). A
(NPA)

Grea_t_falkes

(61,S)

1990

Gceat Lakes 21128.4
! 2010I. I 5 . 1 S 2460,7

(NPA)

Great Lakes 2.4295.9 21'11(11 , I 1.7'2 2029.5
(BLS)

Calculated-by applYlng National Planning Association or Bureau ni Labor Statistics labor
force participatIon rates to population proleution, (P.S. comparisons from NPA rotes).
Protected by assuming that annual eompound ,1,10011,rit growth rate will he the some A; for
1970-1975, 0.41 , percent.



It is stressed that the above is what if" construct. Certainly,

regional residents' will migrate out and people 6utside the region will move

in. However,` the result's are helpful in putting the regions job gap in

:perspective. Allot of jobs have to be created just to match the region's

1970-1975 performance, which was'not particularly good. It is the magnitude

of-the numbers that highlights the region's problem.
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GF IES POPULATION AND A CHANGING REGIONAL ECONOMY

The transition in the regional economy', compounded by changes in national
<-

population gro and migratibn patterns, has led to regional population growth rates

below the national average beginning in the decade of the 1960's. It has continued

decline relative to the U.S. in the first six years) of th"e 1970's (Table 18). The

preliminary 1976 figure, a 0.1 percent increase, masks the feet that three states,.

:Ohio, Indiana, and Michigan, experienced absolute population loss'es since 1975

(Table 19).

TABLE 18.

Great Lakes Region
Population Growth Summary

ANNUAL POPULATION GROWTH

Great Lakes Period U.S.
Region

1.7 1950-60 * 1.7

1960-70 1.3

a3 1970-75 0.9

0.2 1974-'75 0.8

0.1 1976-713, 0.8.
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. . z r- =7,7. --, -

_711'50_
,

Illinois 8.172

indinna 3,934

6.172

QM° 7,947

Wisconsin 3,435

Minnosoia 2,982

TABLE 19.

Greg LAke$ PopulAtIon Change by Stale, 1950.1916

Population

1960

(000'0

1975 50-70

Growth Rate (percent)

707.7.5 74-75 757.76

10,406 11,178 11,160 11,145 11,229 1.4 1,0 0,05 - 0.1 0.8

4,614 5,707 5,111 5,311 5,102 lid 1.1 0,4 - 0,04 - 0.2

7,834 8,890 9,117 9,157 9,104 2.0 1.3
. 0:6 ,

0.4 7 0.6

9,734 10,664 10,745 10,759 '10,690 2.0 0.9 0.2 . 0.1 -

3,9f2 4,429 4,566 4,607 4,609 1.4 1.1 0.8 0,9 0,04

3,425 3,815 1,905 3,926 3,965 1,3 El 0.6 0.5 LO

Source: V, S. Bureau of the ctumus,

Serip_P-25 PiTuAtimEatitriges.

Feb., 1971:

(

w



This is due to a number of factors. As in the rest of the United States, birth

and fertility rates have declined dramatically since 1960 -- from 23.7 births per

1,000 in 1960 to 15.0 per 1,000 in 1974 -- resulting in lower population growth

rates.

This slowdown in population growth is reinforced in the Great Lakes Region by

substantial reduction in the number of in-migrants. Contrasted to patterns of

in-migration in the 1950's, the Great Lakes was a region of net out-migration during

the 19t0'st and in the 1970's, out-migratiod has increased in excess of five times

the 1960-1970 rate. With the exception of Wisconsin, the other five states have all

experienced net out-migration. The region's 58 metropolitan areas alone have lost

925,000 residents through out-migra ion (Tables 20 and 21). Only 14 metro areas in

the region experienced in- migration over the 1970-1975 period.

In consequence, entire metropolitan areas, not just the central cities, are now

losing people. Fifteen of the region's SMSA's have had absolute population losses

between 1970 and 1975. For the 1974 -1975 period, the number of SMSA's with absolute

population losses julped to 26.

hlivation Labor Force, and Unemployment_

Migration from th at Lakes region correlates very closely with

the national business cycle. Major upward surges in out-migration occurred

in 195758, 1961, 1970-71, and 1974-75 (Figure 4), years of major economc

recession, n the U.S Major abatements of out-migration, and even some periods of

.

in- migration occurred, in the recovery and high employment years,of 1959, 1965-6

and 1972-73. Thus, while the net migration trend has,gerierally been outward,

Pa to of movement follows a decidedly cyclical pat

57
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TABLE 20.

GREAT LAKES ABSOLUTE NET MIGRATION, 1970-1975
(000's)

Metro Non-Metro Total

Illinois -318.4 23.6 -342.0

Indiana - 75.4 ati - 18.5 -93.9
Michigan -198.3 94.2 1

Minnesota - 28.0 18.4 - 9.6

Ohio -298.6 17.2 -281.4

a
Wisconsin - 6.9 55.2 48,3

Great Lakes -925.6 142.9 -782.7

Source: Current Po ulation Resorts, Series P-26.
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TABLE 21.

Great Lakes SM$A's
Population over 1,000,0

Chicago
Detroit
Minneapolis-

St. Paul

Cleveland
Milwitikee
Cincinnati
Indianapolis
Columbus

Total

Other 50 SMSA's

1970-75
Net

Migration
(000's)

Absolute
Population

Change
(000's)

5.3

-171.4 9.7

-23.3 62.2

-143.7 -88.4

-24.4 22.5
-44.5 -4.3

-15.1 36.1

9.9 59.9

-670.6 1010

-255.1 297.5

Nonmetropolitan
Counties 142.9 432.2
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FIGURE 4.

Total Net Migrants, Northettoiral Region

Recesnion

Net a
Out-migration

1954 55. 56 57 58 69 60 1 2 63 64 65 66 67 68 6

Source: Current Population Reports, Series. P-20, Mobility Status of the Population, Years 1954-1976.

a Data available only for aggregate 1972-73 period, prorated equally for ,each year



to betaking place in the Northeast,tthere is no clear evidence yet of a secular

"leapuor acceleration in migration from the region.

Examining specific regional patterns, the pattern of flows betwedn the North

-Central and West show that this migration pattern has also been largely cyclical,

except for the large flo c of the early 1960's. The latter, however, have been

replaced by outflows to the South in the 1970's. Thus, whereas a major,"shift"

is not discernible from the total figures, it is evid nt from a region-to-region

standpoint (Figure 5).

Cessation of Black 41-Migration

In contrast to the cyclical pattern of white migration in and out of the

region through 1971, the stream of non-white in-migrants moving from the South

into the region was persistent and steady. However, since 1971 this pattern

has been disturbed. In every year since 1971, except for 1979,, there was net out-

migration of non - whites from the North Central to the South. During all

these years, excepu1974, there was also substantial out-migration of whites.

The most puzzling year was 1974, when non-white out-migration combined*with

white in- migration to the North Central from the South, a complete reversal of

the historic trend (Figur-

taut - Migration of Youn and Non -Work

In terms migration by age group, the increase in net migration from North

Central to South in the 1963-76 pe'riod

trends:

been characterized by the following

the "young workers group (ages 8-34), apparen ly'quite sensitive

cyclical factors, has gone from a large net inflow in the late 1960's to a large

and volatile net outflow in the 1970's, con rit r,g considerably to the shift in

total migration; the "non-workers" group (age under 18 or over 65) has also con-

e

tributed heavily to this trend, with essentially neutral flows in the late



FIGURE 5.

Si

Net Migration between Northcentral and South and West Regions

'3 Recession

Net

in- migration

7 58 60 i1 2 63 6 1 0 1 72. 75 7

Source: Current Population Reports, Series P-20, Mobility Status of the Population. Years 195019711.

* IV available only for aggregate 197243 period, prorated equally for each year,



Net MIgrothm from Northeeatfol to Smith hy liar;

z
0

2

z6

z

a

0

Whitt

Total

Net
fi out-migration

e / Net
in-Intgrution

55 56 51 59 tio di 62 83 i4 65 6.6 67 88 69 10 71 72' 73' 14 75 76

\ Source: Current Population Reports, Series P-20, Mobility Stattia of the Population, y earN 195.1-1976.

t Data available only for aggregme 1912=73 period, prorated equally ror cacti year.
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1960's being replaced by a steady outflow in eile 1970's; mature orkers" (ageS

...4

35°65) have not contributed to the overall trend, their net migration pattern

being characterized by a steady moIerate net outflow (Figure 7):

Labor For Growth Despite Population Growth Slow Down

If the unemployed were moving out of the region to bring employment into

bake with those seeking jobs, out migration could be seen as the answer to the

region problems. However, the reverse is true. The region's potential labor

-force is expanding while population remains stable or declines. As noted earlier,

the available statistics are far from adequate on this subject. Other than age,

reliable information on the characteristics of out-migrants is not available. What

is known is that the levels of unemployment continue to increase in many of the

region's major cities.

Slow National Grow Retard: Out-Migration

There ,a e 1 reasons for this. Even if the unemployed were perfectly

mobile and there were adequate job opportunities- elsewhere, such a "natural"

adjustment process would take time occur. However, many of the unemployed are

far from perf oftly mobile and adequate numbers` of certain types ofjjobs are not

available anywhere

assume

the country. Jider such conditions; it 4,- reasonable to

Oon will have growln concentrations of hard-core unemployed.

HardrCoriyinemlo imenticrea

Part of this is a demographic phenomenon. Those born inr- -baby years,

1947 to 1961, are now tering the labor force in great numbers. Those with

skills in demand are more able to move about the country in search of jobs. Those

with low level skills of skills imply not in dema_d elsewhere. There is

an exce supply of unskilled workers in every region of the country. They either
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FIGURE 7.

Net Migration from Northeentral to South by Age

Source: Current Population Reports, Series P-2(1, Mobility StalUS of the Population, Years I951-19768

#. Data available only for aggregate 1072-73 period, prorated equally for each year.



tend to stay where they are or their movements are cancelled out by cross-

migration, e.g., an unskilled worker will move to los Angeles. in a futile

search for a job, while a worker from Los Angeles will move to Detroit -in

a similar quest.

FUr4bermore, the higher -birth rates that prevailed for the entire

population in the post -war period prevailed for a longer period for non-_

whites. Thus,, the entrance of larger numbers of non-whites into the labor

force will continue for some years to come. This will mean that the already

extremely high unemployment rates among black teen-agers and young adults

in the region's major cities will continue to get worse unless the number

of new jobs can be increased in those

Older Workers: The Problem Dis lacemen

cities.

A,final component of the pool of existing or potential unemployed is

also a major cause for regional concern. Plant closures are not abstract

statistical phenomena. The older, skilled, blue-collar workers who lose

their jobs in such closings are usually not very mobile. They own homes

in communities were such homes will be harder to sell than before. They are

unable or unwilling to make major occupational changes. Family 'and'other
4

ties make them poor prospects for migration even if jobs -were available for

them elsewhere. The Youngstown newspaper want ads are full of white collar

and professional job offerings in Texas and elsewhere. there have been

few for production line workers. Thus, these people too will tend to

stay where they arm, hoping for the best.



REGIONAL FACTORS IN THE GO_ ETITION FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

While the region is at the mercy of major national and international economic

fore-- beyond its control, there are a number of factors regionally which affect

the competitive advantages of the Great Lakes area in generating and supporting

economic development.

1. Energy coats in the region, do tend to be slightly higher than elsewhere,

although, in the view of many businesemen, availability and certainty

of supply are potentially more significant problems than costs.

2. Over-all, state and local taxes in the Great Lakes States are below the

national average, although some kinds,of taxes may fall especially hard

k

on some particular businesses and there is substantial variation among

the states with some ranking among the highest, some the'lowest:Of the

industrial states in terms of total tax burden.

particularly as a reflection of the high proportion of skilled workers

in the region's industries, average manufacturing wages for the Great Lakes

are higher than any region in the United States, even when.adjustect-

cost of living.

Unemployment insurance costs do not seem to represent as great a problem

in'this region as in the Northeast, however, WorkmerCs Compensation

sts are greater in several of the Great Lakes states than els4wher:.

Fringe benefits in manufacturing tend to e more liberal than elsewhere.

6. Work stoppages are more frequent in the L akes States than elsewhere.

Labor productivity can, at best, be regarded as slightly less than average

for the region, with much internal variationJwithin individual industries
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and between sub-areas in the region. Pkoduttivity reflects levels of

plant pbsolsscence as well as

line.

human problems on the,production

Thus, the' Great Lakes region. does face competitive cost disadvantages

'relative to other regions, In many cases, individual-cost differentials

appear minor;, but taken as a packagel they are often decidedly more than

ENERGY COSTS

,While availability and ceitainty of energy supply are more of a pote

problem to the Great Lakes Region than cast, regional energy costs do tend to -be

1 .

higher than elsewhere.

Prices for all forms of energy have risen sharply since the 1973 Arab oil

embargo. and the subsequent five7fold increase in the price of imported crude oil.

Rising relative prices of fuels are shown in the data in-Tables 1 through 3.

While the Great Lakes region tends to have average fuel prices comparable to the

national averages, natural gas prices for industrial-and comme cial purposes in

1975 were about 10 percent higher than the national average and about 15 to 30

percent higher than the gas producing states in the South.

The future rate of increase in energy prices (particularly natural gas and

crude oil) will be determined by international events', federal policy on regulation

of natural gas and "old" oil, and the effects of conservation efforts on demand.

Provided a balanced national energy policy can -be developed, there is no reason to

assume automatically that using relative energy costs alone will severely affect

the Great Lakes manufacturing economy and the region's long-run development.
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'AVERAGE ANNUAL RESID ENTIAL CONSUIVTION AND COSTS
1950-1975

Gas

Consumptibn
(btu/

Customer) Cu.tomer)

Price

/MMBtu)

1950 62.5 $ 53.15 $0.85,

1960 104.8 104.46 1.00

1970 129.2 136.69 1:06

1975 121.9 206.24 1.69-

Electric
Price

(VMMBtu)

Number
Fuel Oil
Price

/1111Stu),

$8.44

7.24

6.15

9.40

$0.88

1.08

1.33

2.81

Source: ,Edisoellectric Institute Stati'ical Yearbook, and Bureau of Labor
Statistics, Retail Prices and jn_exes of Fuels and Utilities.
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.

G

ion and State 1950

Cnited ates. $0.46

Neu' England 2.50

le Atlantic 1.01

East North Central 8.60

Illinois 0.56
Indiana 0.73
Michigan 0.77
Ohio 0.50
Wisconsin 1.41

West North Central 0.37

Min esota '0.50

South Atlantic

last South Cent -al 0.33.

st South Central 0.18

Mountain

noif

TABLE 2.

TY INDUSTRYAVERAGE PRICES ,

BY STATE, 1950-1975(a)
($/MMBtu)

1955 1960 1965 1970 1974R 1975

$0.52 . $0,60 $0:62 $0.64 $0.95, $1'_29

2.11 1.77 1.60 1.60 2.34 :87

1.01 1.07 1.04 1.06 1.50. 1.97

0.66 6.7: 0.73 0.74 1.05 1.34

0.61 0.77 0.74 -. 0.73 1.05 1.35
0.69 0.66 0.63 0.74- 0.93 1.16
0.86 0.81 0.80 0 0.78 1.12 ' 1.43
0.57. .0.68 0.70 0.73 1.04 1.35
1.15 1.0.2 t.82 0.80 1.03 -1,31

*

0.47 01.52 0.5.3 0.56 0.79 1.00

0.62 0.71 0.68 0.67 0.98 1.19

0.7 g14 0.73 0.72 0.72 1.07 1.39

0.39 0.52 0.50 10.51 0.81 1.03

0.23 0.29 0.3 0:35 0.60 0.99

-"0.31 0.38 0.43 0%46 0.49 0.73 0.99

0.42 0.50 0.a7 0.58 0.9-4 1.11

R

elude

Bevis

sales. sale and revenues

41,

m sa esale.

Source: Gas Facts, 1975 Data, America_ Gas Association, Arlington, Virginia.
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-TABLE 3.

'S I TY INDUSTRY-AVERAGE PRICES
BY STATE AND CLASS OF SERVICE, 1975:

Class Service

Division and State Total. Residential Commercial Industrial Other

United States_ .29 $1.69 $1.38 $0.99 $0.94

New England 2.67 3.22 2.67 2.21 2.17

Middle Atlantic 1.97 2.26 1.93 1.44 1.65

East North Central 1.34 1.56 1.36 1.10 15

Illinois 1.35 1.58 1.29 1.11 0.-94

Indiana 1.16 1.45 1.24 0.91 1.35

Michigan 1.43. 1.60 "1.47 1.23 1.57

Ohio 1.35 1.51 1.35 1.12 1.33
J

Wisconsin 1.31 1.71 1.38 1.05 0.77

West North Central 1,00 1.37 . 01.10 0.71 0.63

Minnesota. 1.19 1.59 1.36 0.86 0.58

South Atlantic 1.39 --2.02 1.54 0.96 1.21

East/South Central .1.03 1.43 = 1.16 0.80 0.90

West South Central 0.99 1.35 1.09 0.94 0.72

Mountain 0.99 1.34 1.08 0.76 0.78

Pacific 1.31 1.58 1.34 ' 1.09 1.16

Source: Gasfacts, 1975 Data, Amer man Gas Association, Arlington, Virginia.
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Nationally, the cost of purchased fuels and plAdhAsed electricity consumed in

mianufaCturing in 1974 was 6.4 percent.of value added\originatAng in the,mahufacturing

sector. the Great Lakes region Michigan has the highest costs of gurChased

fuels and electricity consumed by manufacturing, about 15 percent.higher than the,

national average, while Minnesota's costs are about 3 percent less than the national

average (Figure 1). Rates of increase for all six states were substantially less

than the national rate of increase, but the latter is psimarily a reflection of

high rates of increase on low costs in energy producing states and high rates of

e on already high costs in the Northeast.

While rising relative energy prices will have differential direct and

m
indirect effects* on various components of the manufacturing sector, energy costs

are generally considered to be only one aspect of many dimensions considered in

industrial location and investment decisions.

STATE AND LOCAL TAXES

As a region, tbie Great Lakes states are slightly below the national average

f state and loCal tax revenue as a percent of state personal income for -1973.

In the extreme cases, Ohio's tax burden is 18.4 percent less than the U.S. average,

while Minnesota's and Wisconsin's are 14 and 22 percent greater than the national

figure (Table 4).

Rising rela e energy prices will affect industry in two ways. First, the
energy cost of operation will rise, depending on the industry's intensity
of direct energy use. Second, the price of inputs (transportation, purchased
materials, etc.) used in manufacturing will rise as supplier. energy- related
production costs rise. Industries which have low intensity in direct energy
use may experience sharp cost increases if their purchased inputs require
energy intensive production processes.
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Fuel and Purchased Electric
Energy Costs by .Siate,1974 and 1971

Michigan /7
,3.49

Ohio

Illinois

Wisconsin

Indiana

Minnesota

5.85

5.46

5.23

FIGURE I.

1 4
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TABLE 4.

STATE-LOCAL TAX REVENUE IN RELATION TO

STATE PERSONAL INCOME

State en ftd e

Tee v.reams a a PemeM
a Personal fricorne

Skirt' Percent R i mod to U.S. &retells
(U.S. 100.01

1,73 IOW
Pererut Inicroatai
es Deonnee (- ) . 1177`= 1113

nea
at O. a r a a a t -1

UNITED STATES' 12.0e 7.58 -59.5 100.0 100.0
NEW ENGLAND 7.90

-4--

59.1 110.5 104.2 6.0
Connecticut 12.80 5.05 111.2 105.9 79.9

... 32.5'
Maine 13.29 . 5 48.5 109.9 118.1 - 6.9
Massachusetts 14 8,77 61.8 117.4 115.7 1.5
New Hampshire 10.21 8.28 '23.3 84.4 J09.2 .-22.7'
Rhode I land 1.61 7.02 . 65.4 86.0 92.6 3.7
Vermont 0 62 66.4 132.4 126.9 4.3
MIDEAST 13.80 7.46 85.0 . 114.1 98.4 16.0
Delaware 8.91 4.21

_,--
111.6 73.71 55.5 2.

and 12.0_0
1 1.24

6.33
6_59 --'-----

''89.6
70.6

99.3 83.5 18.9'
New Jersey 93.0 86.9

116.0
7.0

) 15.71,New York 16.23 a 8.79 84.6 = 134.2
Pennsylvania 12.19 6,17 97.6

,----
100.8 81.4 23.8'

GREAT LAKES 11.29 5.78 66.5 93.4 89.4 4.5
anois 11.21

10_
6.37
7.08

76.0
42.2

92.7
83.3

84.0
-_---

10.4--- - --
10.8

-Indiana
Michi -an 12.08 7.31 65,3 99,9 96.4
Ohio 9.86 5.87 68.0 .6 77.4

szonsin 4 8,91 65 9 122.2 117 5. 4.0

PLAINS
,_

1 1.32 8.25 37.2
_,

93.6. 0 -14.0
Iowa 1.08 9,22 20.2 91.6 121 -24.7'
Kansas. 10 5 3 8.71 20.9 87.1 114.9 -24.2'
Minnesota 9.38 46 1 13.6 123.7 - 8.2
Missouri 1 4 6.14 68.4 5 81.0
Nebraska 10.40 7.69 35.2 86.0 101.5 - 15.3'
No/1h Dakota r 9.59 1 1.27' -14,9 79.3 148.7 -46.7'
South Dakota 1 1.72 10.79 8.6 96 9 142.3 -32_0'
SOUTHEAST 10.56 7.86_ 34.4 87.3 103.7 -15.8
Alabama . 9.59" 7.00 37_0 79,3-- 92.3 -14.1
Arkansas 9.43 7.92, 19.1 78,0 104.5- -25.4'
F -1 70 9 -20 15.3 88.5 121.4 -27.1'
Georgia 1 4 7.67 36.0 85,3 101.2 -14.7

85.4 2.6Kentucky 6.47 63.7 87.6
Louisiana 12.02

,-
10 43 15.2 99.4 137,6 -27.8'

Mississippi 11.38 9,37 21.5 94.1 123.6 -23.9'
_

-20.2'Norm Carolina 10,49 8.25, 27.2 6
South Carolina 10.67 8 61 23.9 113.6 -223'
Tennessee' 1 D 10 7.32 38.0 83.5 96,6 -13.6
Vir9inia ,;, 10.38 6.09 70.4 85.9 80.3 7.0
West Virginla, 10.97 6.81 61.1 90.7 89.8 113
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TABLE 4.

4

(Continued)
.----.4 ,

STATE-LOCAL TAX REVENUE It RELATION TO

STATE PERSONAL INCOME

I

Mote and Region

Tax Savona. as a Parcant
ta Pomona/ Imam"

State Popcorn Notated to U
U.S. 100.0

S. Aos

1973 1III
Percent Incr.***

i -,sai01-)
. .

MX MS
Portent Wows.*
w D, s I-)

SOUTHWEST 10.22 7.34 -- * 84.5 96.8 -12.7
Arizona f 12.70 8.10

8.66
49.4
39.3

105.0
99.8`

112.1
114.2

. - 6.3
-12,6New exico 12.06

Oklahoma 9.67 9.07 6.6 80.0 119.7 -331E'
Texas 9.75 46.0 80.6 88.1-

113.5

- 8V
4-'

-15.1ROCKY MOUNTAIN
----

1.66 0 35.6 96.4
Colorado 11.44 8.93

9_00

28.1
23.4

9941:96 1 7.8
118.7 ----2i76

7:19.7'
Idaho 11.11 '

Montana 12.07 7.62 58.4 99.8 100.5 - 0.9
Utah 12.17 8.44 44_2 100.7 1 1 3 - 9_5
Wyoming 12.04 . 8.73 37.9 99.6 115,2 -13.5
FAR WEST Ir 13.53 8.34 62.2 111.9 110.0 1.7
California 13.99 8.41 55.3 115.7 110.9 4.3
Nevada '12.72 7.93 60.4 105.2 104.6 0.5
Oregon 11.72 814 42.2 3 108.7 - 10.9'
Washington 11.80 8.07 46.2 97.6 106.5 .= 8.4
Alaska 8.92 5.03' 77.3 73.8 66.4 11.1
Hawaii 13.05 2 58,6 107.9 108.6 - 0.6

t.

1 Excluding t mulct of Columbia

21ridrcates stales That have increasecktheu relative tax burdens by 15 percent or more

Indicates states where the relative tax burden has fallen by 15 percent or more

4Exclud.ng Alaska and Hawaii

5Esurhated based on the U:5 average change betyv n 1353 and 1957 (the earliest readily liable)

Source: Advisc y Commission on In 72 govornmen-al Relations.
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Of states registering le-highest increases in tax burdens (Figure 2),

Illinois heads the Great Lakes contingent, while Indiana and Minnesota have

experienced the lowest rates of increases. The region as a whole registered

about 10 percent higher than the national_ average increase, often, interpreted

by.po ential plant locators as an unfavorable sign, especially in comparison

to the very low rates of increase in the Southeast, Southwest, and Rocky

Mountain regions.

LABOR COSTS

Manufacturing Wages, Direct manufacturing labor costs for the Great Laic-es

-region, even when adjus.ted for crest of living, are higher than any other

region, and about 1,5 percent higher than the national average h wages of

production workers (Table 5). At the metropolitan area level Great Lakes

wage discrepancies are even further out f, line (Table 6). Saginaw and Flint

have the highest production wages in the nation. In the highest wage quartile,

#

21 out of the 45 top wag payers are in thft Great Lake_ region; only

Great LAkes cities
ir

fall in the second highest qilartile; and, only 3-Great

Lakes cities are in the bottom earnings half.

However, it must be pointed out that much of the production emt)loyment in

Great Lakes states also tends to reflect a higher percentage of top skill jobs

in'the same labor categories. For example Table 7 presents four alternative
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Delaware

Connecticut

Pennsylvania

Maryland

New York

Alaska

Illinois

New jersey

Virginia

Missou

Ohio

V rnont
California

Wisconsin

Rhode Island

Michigain

Kentucky

Massachusetts

West Vir inia

Nevada

Hawaii

Montana

Arizona

Maine

Minnesota

CRA/

O

1Average State-local tax bur
60 percent:

2Percentage decre,ase ( 14,

Source: Table 14.



FIGURE 2.

[N STATELOCAL TAX REVENUE IN RELATION -TO

kTE PERSONAL INCOME, 1953-1973

AVERAGE U.S. AVERAGE
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TABLE 5.

Force, Employmentja id Earhings

PRO4UCTION WORKERS, MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES -HOURS AND GROSS
EARNINGS, j6T STATES: 1960 Tr) 1975

STASI

w

Altr8A0E 1101.18t7 EARNIN,,
010116131

AVEIAGE w3Ext7. EA8M(WDisi
(dollael)

AVE040E wE811.i
_1100101

196 1974 1960 1965 1970 4 Ina 1966 1974. 1971

N.E.- -

Mal0e
N.N,. .. __ .. ,....,
Vt.. . ________.
Maasass
R.I , . _ . . = _ _ .. = =

- Conn

M.A.;
N.
NJ . ____ . _ _
Pa

ENC.;
Onto
Ind
111

Mich __
Arts

W.N.C.;
Minn
Iowa
1510
N. Dak _

F. flak.,_ -.._
Nebt
Kane

,11-3..1,
1)e-
Md
D.C. ,
V4--; ..... . _ _

Oa
Fla_

tl.S.C.:
IL y _
Tenn
Ala .
Miss

Ark, . .....
Ls
Okla ,_

Tel

it.:
Mon l.
Idaho,
Wyo ,Colo_
N. M

--_Adz
Utah
Nest_ _

e-:
Wash__ ,
Ore"
Calif
Alaska -
Hawaii . .

6 2,61 X*. 4.41 4.81 99 103 134 74
.-
390 41.3 39.3

-

40.0 79,4

77
.77

1.83
2 09
1,88
2.32

2.31
2.37
Z 31

2 60
2. 51
2 45
275
2.37

2 30
2. as
2. 24
1.97
2,02
208
2.36

2. 31
1 26
2 49
Y. 77
1 41
1. 54
L57
1. 66
1.83

2. 13
/1. 84
1 92
1_ 52

1.36
2.12
210
2. 17

245
2 25
2.54
242
2.08
2,48
2 46
2, 75

2. 53
2.M
2.52
NA)
okra)

2.06
205
2.17
2 45
218
2.69

-

z 68
2. 74
2. 65

3.01
2.92
2 33
3.22
2.75

2, 72
2.28
2 02
2,36
2.37
2.40
269.-

Z 77
2 62
2 32

11

1.
1,18
2 01
2.16

z 61
2 09
Z 24
1.82

1.113
2 55
2.41
2, 48

280
2.65
1 85
282
I 31
277
284`
3, 18

1 09
2,04
3.05
3,70
2. 28

271
231
293
3.23
..85
3,43

3:46
2,40
3.36

S 81
3,72
3.65
4. 15
3.61

3 54
3. 70
3.39
2.03
2 98
1 21
3.25

144
3.40
3 9
2 7
3 42-
z 46
231
2 e7
289

--...

1
3.2.7
2. 73
286
2.43

2.48
3.29
& 09
3.48

3,70
3, 29
3.36
3.50
2. 08
3:31
3.26
4. 09

C 06
3.82
a 80
4.66
3. 17

3.
864

4.16
3.62
4.42

4.33
4. 57
4.67

6 12
8. 04
4. 91
8.62
4.81

4,63
1

4.37
3,81
3.79
4,06
4. 24

C3S
4.62
15,

453
328
3.32
3.84
3.74

4

3, 76
3. 18

3,30
4.
3,97
4.08

4,95
4.39
4.85
4.

4,40'
3.92

_6,23
02

4 73
5 70
4. 25

4. 7
4.47
3,84
4.78

4.91
4.93
4.90

6.66
8,4
1 4
6.15
5.24

6. 10
5.40

4, 76
4,32
4,20
4.61
4,63

107
6, 03
.6 62_

99
8,12

1

3.59
3, 31
4.04

4.66
3.92
4,13
1 65

3.69
4.81
4.41
4.67

6.32
4, 72
6 11
(NA)
1 57
4,88
4, 05

.

5,79
6,84
5.21
(NA)
4. 62

71
70
11
V
74
93

90
94

104
100
98

112
90

93

88
82
51
87
96

91
91

_96,
71
93
61
63
65
76

84
73
76
61

V
97
85
89

96
90
95
98
83
90
99

111

102
97

104
(NA)
041

84

99

113.

IOC
112
108

127
122
117
144
115

112
113

1106
.100
104
104
114

115
Km

___1.14_
88

111
75
79
83
91

103
85
94
75

75
108
101
104

115
106
108
116

94
314
114

122
117
124
149
90

.

_

109

127
112
140

135
139
132

153
149
147
168
14e

141
147
133
119
133
135

_ 135

136
136

=448-
109
136
97

101
105
119

178
109
115

. 98

99
137
126
129

148
128
130
141
10
132

1 127
151

169
148
150
192
177

141
143
136
166
142
Ma

.
178
187
180

211
206
198
282
197

188
199
171'
152
157
167
173

183
184

-199
146
179
1214

132
141
160

171
145
152
126

129
176
151
166

189
171
194
184
127
172
155
190

204
194
188
262
167

__.

152
164
164
176
149
194

191
200
191

224
- 219
216
251
212

200
214
18.5
.T71
172
184
190

200
197
21.71
156
197in
141
152
160

.

180
156
1e4
140

139
198
177
186

195
184
205

(NA)
.344

189
136
201

224
213

N

41,3
40,9
42.4
40.3
40.6
42.1

39_ 7
41.0
40.5

42 2
41.7
41, 4
44.6
41.7

Al. 2
4S 7
40:3
425
43.8
411
42.3

41,5
41.2

-403,2-
415
40,4

_Al 3
41
41-
42.3

-

41 0
40.8
41, 8
41.2

,41.0.
42.3
42.0
41.9

41.0
40.0
37.9
41.2
40.6
41.1
49 3
89.9

39.6

1

39.3

40,1
38.8
41.0
39.2
39.2
40.9

33, 9
40 3
39.2

40.6
40.1
40.3
40.6
40.4

40

39.8
40.7
44.6
420
41.6

30a
40 1

40, 0
39.8

40.2
31 8
41.1

40, 2
40.2

39.8
4
40
40.7

40.0
38.9
38.7
40.4
39. 0
40.

4 39.1
39.8

39.1

41,2
,40.0

40.3
39.
41,

39.2
41.4

39.4
40,9

4

41 -2
.6

40.4
41.0
41.1

40. 0
40.4
3912
40,0
41.5
41.1

40.0
89. 9

31 8
39.6

89,8
39, 8
40.2

4a
40.4
39.4

39,2
40.1
40,6
40.7

88.1
39. 0
41 0
40.1

. 2
2

39.5

89.0

39.'4

-
- 0

40.4
39, 1
11 9
40.6

31.9
40.6
8E4- 6

5
39,8
31 7
46, e
40.4

a9.7
39.0
39,0
41,0
40.7
40. S

.

39.6
39. 1

-38 .--4 ,
31 2
38.8
31.5
39.4
39 2
39,7

3

36.8
41.1
40.1

36,8

40, 2
(NA)
39. 1
39. o
Se. 4
38.2

38.7
se. 4
39.5

(NA)
89.2

NA Not avallible.
For 194x0 Alaska and Hawn(' included in United States averages but indield.tal State data available.
Represents Washinaton, D.C. Standard Al etropllitan Statistical Area data not cons psrabla pr r to January

1973 due to change in area definition. 5 Data for 1970 not strictly mai ptrable with earliereyears.
Source: U.S. Burnt' at Labor Stattsttcs, Employment and Earnings, monthly. Compiled from data suppliedby cooperating State.agenclea.
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TABLE 6.

INGS OF PRODUCTION WORKERS ON MANUFACTURING PAYROLLS

FOR THE NATION AND MAJOR AREAS, 1975

/A94 Jwdrage Average i Milo Average Amos
*mkt! iy hourly Major area -waste, weekip hourly

, earn s houui yarning' earnings eanIngs,

11)111d SUN* 11189 51 , 39.4 6+1.01 Rakerst I $206.56 39 1519
13$1t1Moit /Ad 206.33 79 525

*low, Magi , 292 33 41.4 706. Nand Rapids. Mich 206 28 39.7 520
Oatossaan- Tema CAry, Tea - 28774 43.1 3 Eric Pi.. 205079, 41.1 499

Flail. Mk* : 26505 41.4 9 Syracuse, N 1 201.93 4615 608

Waterloo -Cedar Falls, Iowa 267.87 40.1

Nagar Mich 216 56 410 650 Wheeling. w Va 204.88 40.0 5.12

- Spokane, Wash. . ........ . .. ,, .... , , . 386 321
Mn Arbor Mich ......'..... .. , . ... ....... 26560 41 0 6 41 Brideepon, Conn__ " - x.62 T 401 0,497

ill 071 Ala . _ _ _ ; 26422 44.7 5 91 : 00471a, NY0 202.11 40.9 414-
kat Creek. Nth: _ - - -_ . . . 261 10 41.5 629 Appleton- Oshkosh . Wirt . . . .. , .... 201.77 49 493 .
Lorraine-East Lansing. Mich.. r ...... , . , . . . . 260 14 401 1.38
Kordatia, VAac Z590) 39 9 ,5 49 Stamford, Conn _ 20126 403 4 97

Riminghark Na. 20120 40.0 503

DyNoNye, Iowa 251 55 38:1 650 Delaware vilery, Pa,* 200.72 3119 5.16'

Las Vegas. N., ,
.

248 52 39 7 626 Morita, Ala 200 07 40 5 4.94°

Baton Rouge. La 248 30 42.3 517 Jacksohrele, Fla. 19941 -412 4.14

Youngstown - Warren, Ohio .. , . . , .... , 246.55 313.5 1.39 .

San Frandiscv -0ailand, C A W , . , , . 241 91 30.9 .122 Atbanyi. Schenectady -T ioy. N.Y. ..., ..: , 199.40 3916

. , Now 8allaia. Conn 199.02 40.7
_ '

Raiment - Port Arthur, Ter i 7 241 79 Philrelonia Pa.. SMSA 196 00 38.9

Monroe C o u n t y ' N Y,, .. , / . , . . . - . , . . , . 23990 40 8 5 NortheneVireinta4 . 197.90 399 4

Dayton, Olin -, 236 93 - 41.2 5.15 Poughkeepsie NW -_ .19711 397 4.97 .

Moak 01110 ' 236.49 41:2 5.74 -
;riper`. wK1 236.49 392 6.03 Modesto_ Calif. ... .... . . . .. : . . . , .... 197:10 381 . 508

Corpus Christy. Tex 19643 40.5 ' 405

3ultalb. NN 235 40 4 0 Y 3 5 91 West Palm Beach-Baca Raton, Ft*, . .. 1962 423 464

Toledo, Ohio . '233 69 . 40 5 5.77 San Diego, Calif. . _ .- -. _ 195 9- 3115 . 509-

Seattle -Erato ash.. , 233 05 393 593 Los Angeles -Long Beach. Cate. . . ... . . ..... . 194,44 ... 391 4.91

'inserogh Pa 232.05 396 5.66

Wilwaukee. yll. 231.92 5.75 Tulsa. CAW 194:17 402 , 4.83

Topeka. Kona 194.10 402 183
Madison. Wisc.- .. 231 15 VS 5:79 Anaheim -Santa Any Carden Nora, Calif . . . . . 193.5e 40.1 4.13

Iackson. Mew 22958 406 5 63 New Orleans. La: . . 193.19 403 4.77

Rochester, N.Y. 228 98 40.5 564 Boston. Mass 1 ... .. 193:11 39.5 4 89 .

;acme, wisc -: 227.76 397 5.74 '

;levaiand. Ohio 221 29 40.3 514 Hackensack, NJ a- .. _

- 391 4.134, ,

e New HaWn -West Hoven. Conn.. : . . . . .. . . ... .. . 1 39.7 4 12

,TtrIetton.--W-Va-:,-:: .- , -:',-: '-: 77:: :-.".. . .- . --. -. : 225 91= =410 -511---i-PansateIN-Fri- .-... -.._!. --._. - 39.& 4_83

4oustbn. Tel ' 225 78 421 5.30 Paterson -Cotton-Passaic. N Ja , .. , ..... . . . 191.24 4115 4.72 .

vihnington. Del 224 97 . 39 4 3.71 Jersey City. 1,11 191.00 399 - 4:79

talamazoo -POnage, Mich -4. 224 78 v 40.5 555
Dooms,. Calif 224.31 39.7 5 sz- Phoenix, Ariz - 01111 4.88

Tucson, Adz 190.81 MI 488

efioines. Iowa , 224 25 390 5.75 Apentorm - Be thusher1/4 Easton. Pa 314 4.95

:anion. Ohio i 222 78 393 5 54 availrisk Ca. ..... _ 190.11 41:6 4 57

Pour Farts. $ Oak 222 04 42.7 ' 520 Rockland County. N.Y. ... % .... . . . ..... 190.03 41.4 - 4.39

'rook N J .i 222.03 43 3 5.12

'acorn. Ilasal" . 2219- 38 4 5.78 Sinus City. Iowa
.

.57 38 8 4 81

' New York NonneaStern New Jersey 18759 390 , 461
lacramento. Calif a

221:31 391 .g13--' Burimmon. vt . . ...... 187.50 41.3 454

idianapolis. Ind 221 10 40 2 550 Binghamton, 1 8 7.4 6N.Y 46 40.4 464'
torte - Sprittleid. Nog ... 220.77 38 1 5 69 DuluM -Superior Minn. 48123 39,5 '" 4 74

Ian Jose Cull 219 29 39.3 558
F^F-'auslipoon--_ quo Snores -musk Hots Mich 217.89 40 5 538 Nampa's-, .Tenn 40 3 4 14

Nassau -Swim N.Y 4 18698 392 4 77

tor Rapids. Iowa 211 19 40 4 53 a Springfield, VI 186.86 40 8 458

:imam. Conn 216 84 41.7 5.20 ., St. Joseph. No 16584 40 4 .460
seen Bay. Wisc.. , .

216 69 411 5 20 Salinas - Seaside - Monterey. alit 74 37 6 494

°wistaria. Pa 216 00 37 5 5 76

I Louis. Me. 215 56 39 4 5_47 Santa Rosa, Calif 184.26 37.0 . 498
Elmira, NY 11414 396 465

aireal- Fairfield, -Napa. Cora . .... _ . : _ .. 215 39 38 6 558 La Crosse, Wise . . 183 83 41.3 4 45

roils. Kane '.. 215 10 42 2 509 Facnmond,b4 183 35 396 4 63

°wird*. Ky 214 58 39 3 5 46 Camden, N J,3 , 182.11 391 466

Iinneapoirs -St Paul, Minn 214 38 39 7 5 40

ewe BI as -Party Ameoy = Siveyille: N J4 213 73 40 3 5_31 Fresno. Card - 181 12 38 7 418 -
Fargo -Moorhead, N Dab 180 97 - 396 457.

driline, Nog 212 14 38 4
5 4548 .AW11 as nt CI lal ! 051:r .C.C.A.

180 42 31 Er 4 65

unprapon -Ashland: W V' .
212 62

ty.:114.5_ :

.180 03 388 4 14

Washington. 0 C -SMSA . 212 52 38 5 '5 52 Oxnard - Simi valley = veniura, Calif 179 79 39 0 4 61

'infer setng -moan*. W Va 212 13 401 529 0.

ansas City 14o 211 33 39 5 1 35 York. Pa 176 67 40.7 4 39

Worcemet, Mass 17700 389 455

incinnan. Ohio 210 94 40 8 5 17 knotyme. Term. 177 18 39 2 4 52

ack stm County. Nag 21 8 38 2 5 51 shierepon. La - 176 92 40 3' 4 39

ewant. N J 4 2 41 6 501 New 'York and Nassau -Suliout, N Y.1. .. .. 17681 377 459

irerside -San Bernardino -On r Calif 2 15 398 523 ,

°Iambus Ohio : 39 5 5 24 ;

See I aI



VOLEb. -fumed)

Molar area
.

Average

weekly
eamrkgs

Average
weekly
hours

Average
hOu1rY

earnings
Map area

Aikrage
weekly

=eamino

Average
weekly
hours

Average
hourly

earnings

_Sea Barbark- Sima Marra - Lomooe Calif i" $1.76 72 39 I 1,4 52 Wife Hook -.Worth Wile Rock Ark 1157 92 38 8 14 07Reading Pa , 176 46 39 4 44 Austin lei . 157 47 40 9 3 85
Sonivglield.,= Chicopee -Roleake. Mass - 175 62 444 Foil Lauuerdire -Horlywood Ha i 56 35 38 7 404
Oklahoma City, Okla i 17582 . 396 i 444 all Lake Cily , Ogden Utah 156001 390 400New York N Y , SMSA5 175 03 37.4 4 68 lynohhorg Va 154 45 39 4 392

HafriShirci. Pa 174-78 391 447 Halegh f_tufham NC i 50 90 383 394
Nishiaa N Iiii 174 68 - 39 r 4 40 Atlantic Lily N J . 150 62 4- g
Yonolulu Rattan i 14 57 38 2 4 57 Albuquerque N Mee 149 69
Dallas -ForrWorth Tee 174 10 / 40 3 4 2 PlOodenCe Wgrvock -Pawtucket R i 148 92 38 9 3 83
New York. Cityld Y 17400 "-3.71 4 -9 Greensboro = Winston Salem -High Point NC _.14784 385 384

. .
Tampa - 51 Rele1.50-ura Ha
rilliab Spar I Pa

173 66
173 25

402
39 2

432
4 42

. Jackson M,
New Bedford Miss

147 06
145 43,

',104
37 1

364
3 92

Utica -Rome. N T 17262 195 Bro.:khan Mass 145 16 . 379 383
Lameaster Pa 13130 39 2 457 tunbeck. Tee 144 49 401 355
Lawrebee = Haeernin Mass 169 99 36 9 4 37 Columbia S C 143 93 38 9 3 79

Poe Bluff Ark 169 26 390 434 San 41110010'Tel ' 14391 41 0 351
Chattanooga, Tenn 168 87 404 418 Miami Fla ' 143 13 390 367
L171C041 Nebi 168 17 38 9 4 32 Roanoke Va 141 93 39 1 3 63
Waterbury Conn.4--- 167 26 40 b 4 I3 Manchester N H 140 56 38 3 3 67
Amarillo Tel 165 98 399 4IS Northeasl Pennsylvania 140 34 358 392

Charleston =Norm Charleston S0 163 62 404 405 Greenvine Soartannuig Si- 139 98 397 358
Orlando. Fla . . . 162 81 4111 4 04 Scranton Pa ' 139 65 35 9 3 69
Na.stiville (Morison Tenn 160 63 188 414 Wif.'es Barre hiadeton Pa' 138 90 358 388
Portland. Me 15040 399- Fort _Smith Alk 137 63 375 367
Borangbeia o . 160 24 188 411 Charlotte Gastonia N C 1365 390 x 350

Norfolk -V gmra Beach -POILsrnouth 'Va 159 20 39 0 400 Ash/mile N C 133 52 38 7 3 45
Waeralex 159 19 40 3 3 95 Ei Paso Tel 129 03 37 4 145
1..owieli m 159 01 385 413 Fayellevole -- Solinggag Ark 1.2843 388 331
Wichita E Tee 15879 395 402 Lewiston =Auburn Me 125 07 379 330
A110041,1 Pa 158'76 378 420 Fall River Mass 124 61 352 354

' Subarea of 'Rochester Standard Metropolitan A ea
Subarea of New York = Northeastern New 32 488

3 Subarea of Philbeelphia Pennsylvania Stand rd Metrobol tan Statistical Area
Subarea 01 Washington DC Slarklarg Metropolitan Stalls cal Area
Subarea of New York Standard' Metropolitan Statistical Area

Source: Empjoymenr. and Earnino

5 Area included in New Yriffk and Nassau =5 Rork (iambi ea SMSA:s
Subarea of Northeast Pennsylvania Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area

NOTE Denver- boulder CcgOrada and Cheyenne Wyormin annual averages for 1975
are not available



7 TABLE 7.

Aetua1 and gatdardized All IndustiwAverage Hourly Earnings of

Production Workers in Durable Goods Manufacturing Industries

lw In the United States an the Great Lakes States, 1972

(Percentages in Parenthesis are Relative all Industry Average 4'rnings Rates),

Great

Fited Lakes

States States Michigan Ohio Indiana Illinois Wisconsin

Actual Wage Rate $4,29 (100i $4,75 (110)

'Standardized Averages

U. S.Tate-conctant 4,29 (100) 4,41 (103)

Great Lakes Rate-constant 4,75 (100)

U. S. employment-constant 4.29 (100) 4.59, (107)

Great Lakes employnent.constant 1;1.75 (100)

05

4$57

4,99

4,89

5.03

(122) $4,77 (111) $4,62

(107) 4,44 (16) 4,37

(105) 4.77 (100) 4,69

(114) 4,57 (107) 4,46

(106) 4,74 (100) 4.59

(168) $1,39102) $4051 (105)

(102) 4,27 (100) 4,31. (101)

( 99) 4,56 ( 96) 4,62 (

(104) 4,35 (101) 4,42 1103)

( 97) 4,42 ( 93) 4,57 ( 96)

SOURCE: 0r, John Mattila, Wayne State University, Unpublished Working Paper 'Industry Mix and Earnings Rates ih, Michigan, the

Great Lakes RegJono and the United States, 1972,"



"standardized all-Industry average hourly warnings rates" The first standardized

set of averages is a U.S. rate-cc :2nst average hourly cl)arn -gs rate obtained by

, multiplying the employment of each local industry by the U.S. average hourly

earnings and dividing sum of these cross products by the total local employment:

By holding wage rates constant these averages low the effect of regional speciali-

ion of "industry mix" on state's-average te For example, Michigan's

standardized wage rate of $4.57 is Tpercent above the national average of $4.29

because Michigan's employment is concentrated in high wage industries. It only

, 4 percent above the Great Lakes elVerage of $4.41. because there is greater

similarity in the ildu tr al structures of Michigan and the Great Lake s e-ion.

Illinois, being tf most d iversified of the Great Lakes uth

above 1 tic national average by.this-meaSure.

if standardized averages in Table 7 shows Great Lakes ratesThe second roe

is only percent

constant hourly earnings averages computed by multiplying the industry employment

of each state by the t Lakes average he-7urly earnings, and dividing the sum

by state employment totals. When wage rates are held constant at the Great Lakes

average, Michigan is 5 percent above the average because of its concentration

employment in high wage industrie=s.

third row of standardized all-industry averages in Table 7 presents

U.S. employment - constant average hourly earnings rates, obtained by multiplying

local industry average hourly earnings by national industry employment and

dividing the sum of these cross products by the national total employment. By

holding nati- industry mix c knstant, these averages reveal to what extent

of each state is above the national average. Thus the Michigan

average of percent tionll average because all manufacturing



industries used in this comparison have average hourly earnir in higan

which are above the national averages for those industries. Tllinoi is not only

log.

most diversified of the Great' Lakes -states hut also it ap

_t average wage structure.

have the

The final row shows Great Lakes emplo,ment constant average hourly earnings

'rates, when the Great Lakes industry mix is held constant. Because of the

. homogeneity of the region, the differentials are greatly re nce.. Michigan

rate is only,: _ percent hig

Unemployment

Northeast region, the Great Lakes region does not appear to have disparity problems .

gional average in this case .

and Workmen's Compensation, Unlike its sister

in unemployment insurance. In terms of contributions collected from employers

relative to

nve

ages subject to tax, the Great Lakes Is actually below the U.

by 25 percent, Michigan being an obvious exception. While such labor "cos

are still a Third hig ier than in the Southeast, unemploymeft costs Great Lakes

employers are only half those in the `Northeast (T4bles.8-10).,

Conversely, workmen's compensation costs do appear to be a problem in the

Great Lakes'. The region's share of national payments has increased over time

with no indications that the= will change in the future (Table 11). There are

large state- bystate variations, but payments are still increasing in a region

A shrinkingwhose work f is diminishing -21ative to U.S. employee

relative work force should :.eneratc 1 ,, cif a share of

payments. This is not the case.

t grows

n's compensation

Fringe Benefits. Tice U.S. Department of Labor estimates that fringe benefits

accounted for 19.5 percent of total compensation in 1972, up from 18.1 percent
1

in 1970 and 17 percent in 1966. For m inufacturing industries, fringe benefits

accounted for 18.4 percent, 20.2 percent ancT 21.5 percent of total compensation in

1966, 1970, and 1972 respectively.



TABLE'

GREAT LAKES

STATE UNEMTLOYMENT INSURANCE SUMARY - 1975

(1) (2) (3) (4) 10 (6)

Average . A eage. (1)/(2) Contribution Wages bject e6 (4)1(5) 41 ,

'Weekly Weekly (percent collected Unemp oyment (percent

Benefit Wage from,employers Insurance

($ millions) Tax ($ millions)

U.S.
,

/ 70,23 190,29

Illinois, * 78i4 215,66

4-,

Indiana 63.89 19379

Michigan * 81,47 225105

Minnesota 69,15 184.09

Ohio * 79:09 262.19

Wisconsin ,

80.05 184.47

Great Lakes Region

* Includes dependents allNances.

SoultV Data caviled f Un

Annual rt of the

6 5,208 261,960 J 1.99

36-3

13,0

36,2

37.6

39.1

43.4

37.6

176 14,942

75 6,541

284 10,472

85. 5,011

181 13,429

106 3,253

907 55,648

t Insurance Statistics

1,34

2,02

1,63

(weighted

average)



TABLE 9.

NORTHEAST

STATE uNEmPLoympiT !HOWE - 1975

(1)

Aqrage

Weekly

Benefit

(2)

Average

Weekly

Ne

(1)

(1)1(2)

(percent),

(4)

Contributions Coilected

from Employers ,

(S millions

(5) in (6)

Wages Subject to

Unemplovment Insurance Tax (4)/(5)

(Rece10.

il,R,
. 70.23

.:,.

190.29 36,9 5 lns 261 960

Connecticut 75.90- 251) 57 17,9 141 1,322 2,65

Maine 56.52 152.11 17,1 30
' 1,101 2,10

Massachusetts : 72.98k 184.76 39.5 270 7,134. 3,78

New Hampshire 60.62 159.84 37.9 15 96, 159,

New Jerky 15.53 201,64 116,4 375 10,07 3,70

New York 72,82 215.80 33.7 652, 22,398 2.91

Renns'ylvania 81.04 * 192.94 420 401 14,481 2.77

Rhode Island 67,W 16465 41.1 45 1,227 3.72

Vermont 67,00 151.18 42.5 11 506 2.27

4

Northeast Region - - 38.68 1,941 61,210 3.07

(weighted

average)

Includes dependents allWances.

**

***

Includes contributions from cmployees in states which tax workers

The U.S. figure for employer cont'rihutions as 8 percent of taxable wages declines to 1.64 when the Northeast ix removed.

Source: Data compiled from Unnaployment Insurance Statistics and Annual Report of the Secretary of Labor.



TOY 10,

SOUWAST

STATE UNE LOYMENT INSURANCE MARY - 1975

U.S.

. Allbna

Florida

Georgia

Kentucky

Mississippi

North Nrolina

South Carolina

Tennessee

Southeast kgion

(1)

Average

Weekly

Benefit----

70,23

60.91

6188

60.72

64.44

.8,2

59.12

61.70

56.'98

(2) ,

Average

/ Weekly

Wage',
.

190.29

165,36

170.12

170.19

182.21

147.63

1.56.82.

153.57

165.26

=

(3)

(1)1(2)

(Percent)

36,9

\----

,: 36,8

36.3

35,7

35.4

32 H

37,8

40.2

34.5

36,19

(4)

conth "tions Collected

fr Si Euloms

($ millions)

(5)

Wages Subject to

Unemployment 1nsurame Tax

(5 millions)

(4

(po.rant)

c,

5 208
,--

93

50

55

18

75

11

77

417

261,960--___

1,726

9,561

5,791

3,345

2,232

6,742

3,182

4,749

39 328

1:99

1.03

,91

,86

1,65

.83

1,12

.98

1,62

1,11

6Lighted

average)

* [nclude coUtributinn from orlpiD c0, in ,iLltr, which Lax worker;,

O 7, , 1 1 U 4 1 .SnurEe: Data compiled from Unemployment Insurancv otat,otiu, hnnual no_porL 61. .lecretary of Lauor.



CD

United States

Illinois

Indiana

Michigan

Minnesota

Ohio

Wisconsin

Great 'Lakes Region/U.5.

STATE WORKMEN

TABLE 11.

V
COMPENSATION PAYMENTS

1950-1974

$ Milieus)

Growth Rate Growth Rate
6

Growth Rite

1950 1960

1950-1960

-
(percent) 1970

1960=1970

(percent) 1974

1970-1974) lk

(percent)

591.4 1235.0 108.8 2189.1 125.y 4475.7 60.5

31.1 67.4 116.7 144%1 113.8 219.7 52.5

8.9 18.1 103.4 43.9 142,5 55.6 26.7

23.1 48,9 111,7 197.9 304.7 311.8 51.6

9.7 22.0 126.8 46.5 111.4 -76.4 64,3

40.4 99.1 145.3 197.0 98.8 358.9 82.2

13.4 22.1 64.9 44.1 99.5 64.4 46.0

21.47, 22.5% 24.1% 24.3%

Source: Social Security Bglietin,

v

14
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Unfor unately, comprehasive and up-to-date i: illation on fringe benefits

by state and by occupation does not exist. However, the Bilreau of Labor

'Statistics has gathered certain data by metropolitan areas (Table 12). Based

upon this lideted sample it would appear that fringe benefits are more liberal

in the 4.
Lakes region.

Note that Muskegon ranks--at or near the top for all the-benefits listed

he comparison.

1,.49sicSmay. The Great Lakes Region, with 21,6 pprcent of total 1974

employment, had 28.5 percent f total national work stoppages, 25.6 percent of

involved in work stoppages, and 28.7 percent of national days

k stoppages (Table 13).

Productivity. There several double-edged swords which must be con-

fronted in assessing productivity, especially given the paucity of meaningful,

accurate data by which to measure it. At one level, there are large differences

between the Clevelands and Detroits and the smaller "exurban" towns and outlying

suburbs, the "newer" plants are more often located in the latter; many.

of the older, obsolescent plants in the former. Similarly, there are large

variations between state; in the region, individual SMSA's within the region, and

among SMSA's within the same states.

At the overall six state regionalevel, value added per employee (Table

14) would indicate that in all but three of the calculated Great Lakes industry

groups, Great Lakes industries were more productive than the national -erage.

The latter generally holds up in a sector-by-sector comparison with North-

east productivity figures (Table 15). However, as productivity in Tables 14



FABLE 12.

FRINGE,BENEFITS FOR SELECTED METROPOLITAN AREAS - 1972

METROPOLITAN AREAS

ORE T LAKES REGION
:0u6 Reti c T W u ce

0
PLANT WORKERS RigkeT04--RgOn orce s

MANUFACTURING AVERAGE* Mich. &hio t Ind, 111, Wisc, Mass.

Paid Holidays] 8 10 10,i 10 10 . 10 9

Life Insurance 93 100 99 1 OTT 98 97 95

Sickness Acci,

Ins, 1/4 85 ) 100 98

Dentql Ins,2 11 1 2

'89

Of' 5

97 ,

3

89

2

Ra4oemen;

Pension' 78 96 -.94 80 479 85 80

OFFICE I4ORKEe-

,Paid Holidays 9 9 9 8 9 9 10

Life Insurance
2

4 97 99 99 96 95 9 98

,

SicknesU Acci, 0 (

Ins, i 85 98 91 -94 95 87 94

Dental Ins,2 2 1 4 5 3

Retiremegt

Pension 85 95 95 79 82 89 . 93

1.number, mean of distribution

2mpercentage of workers covered

3zor sick leave or both

*saverage of 299 SMSAt,surveyed

Source: Area 5 1971-72, U. S. Dept, of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statiitics

t,.

HER STATES
e p is ic on' a

Penn.

9

98

95

92

9

99

87

4

86

Va,

n liego

Tex. Cal,

81/2 71/2 8

97 100 100

87 81 83

0 0' 47

80 63 84

, 8 8 8

99 97 97

f 82 82 92

3 1 31

76 89



Tea E. 13.

WORK STOPPAGES BY STATES: 1974

State
Work Workers

stoppages involved
(1,000)

Days idle
during year

(1,000)

United States 6,074 2,778 47,991

'treat Lakes 1,732 712 13,793

Ohio 560 , 205 3,335

Indiana 206 92 1,937

Illin 416 212 3,793

Michigan 346 122 3;131

Wisconsin 117, 61 1,196

Minnesota 87 20 401



SIC Code

TABLE 14.

U.S. AND GREAT LAKES VALUE ADDED PER IMPLOYEE

BY.MAJOR INDUSTRY GROUP-- 1958-1972

20 Food

21 Tobacco

22 Textile Mill

23 Apparel

24 Lumber & Onod

1958

Percent of U.S.

ANA

NA

103

69

25 Furniture 116.

26 Paper 148

27 Printing 112

28 Cheiicals 79

1.4 29 Petroleum 108

30 Rubber 114

31 Leather NA

32 Stone: Clay, Glass .87

33 Primary Metal 105

34 Fabricated Metal 106

35 Machinery 104

36 Electric 102

37 Transportatiod 104

38 Instruments 64

39 Miscellaneous NA

All Industries
La

108

1963

Percent of U.S.

122

NA

116

115

66

107

146

111

73

120

78

NA

84

'91

94

110

96

105

69

86

111

1967

Percent of U.S.

1972

Percent of U.S ,

111 411

45. NA

123 135

118 134 Al

116 98

116 115

96 97

98 102

103 105

86. 104

NA 100

NA NA

105 103

100 104,

102 107

104 101

100 105

109 109

89 81

102 NA

107 108

* NA means not available for a given state, thereby making the six s to total impossible to derive.

Source: U.S. Census oflanufactures,
1958 1963, 1967, 197:



TABLE 15,

VALUE AIMED PEN 141110YE, NOATIIEAST 1111,1011

VERSUS D,F4, 19511 - 1912

?

A

1958 1963

Cent of ILL Per Cent of 11,8. Per?C'es19t6'ulf 11, : Per tent of

SIC Code
Per

oi U.S.

'

20 Food
102 101in Tobacco
4) 514 il , Textile Hill Prod.

112 IOU,
1 Apparel

inii 108
A l umber I Hood

1 .25 Furniture
104 95

104 102'
6 Parer

89 , 89
21 Pr Int lug

109 111
15 ChemIca I 0

91 95
29 Petroleum

10 15
11) Robber

91 , 08
1! Leather / 96 93
12 Stone, Clay, Chile

94 94
13 Felonry Metal

92 91
14 fabricated Metal

96 98,15 Machinery
94 95

36 Elect)*
96 94

)7 Tionsportat ion
91 81

38 instrnmento J04 100
19 Miscellaneous

96 91I

All thdustt len
93 92

1413

101

100

114'

102

88

110

95

10

NA

NA

91'

HA

45

NA

HA

RA

91

107

NA

101

115

89

1413

81

111

99

NA

89

95

91

92

91

101

96

119

102

aA molls Pot svi1loble for either Nev England or Hiti4A1110 iC, thereby making the total Northeast figure impoeslble to derive:Source; U,S; Cento of Manufactures, 1958, 1961, 1961, and 1972,



and 15 is Measured in trms of value added per emplotee, rather than in terms

of value added per unit cost per employee (the data for which are difficult

0 obtain and even more-difficult to interpret); differences in unit costs

Of labor can overstate Prdductivity estimates.' Value added isdetermined

not only by the skill and productivity of the work force, but also by the amount

and efficient use of capital. Since valueadded-figures include wages paid, A
4

region with 'higher wage rates would automatically have a high total value

added. Furthermore, the data on value added in this section were derived fro

sample surveys taken in each of the four years and are subject to some statis-

tical error.' Finally, economists do not generally agree on which value added

measure is the Most representative.

labor

one,way of interpreting the Table 14 figures could be the following: as

costs adjusted for coat of, living are as much hs 10 percenr\bighfer than the

national average, an off-line adjustment to the 1972 figures would force the pro-

`ductivity figures down to slightly below average U.S. productivity.

A slightly different way of looking at productivity is found in Table 16,

which measures-productivity in terms of value added/payroll. In this case, the

regional figure (East Nor

average, or in agreement wi

ral est' ) falls,slightly below the U.S.

tie adjustment made to the -Table 14 all-industry

estimate!

A third way of looking at productivity is Presented in Table 17. Note

that on a production man-hour basis, four of the .file East North Central states

are more productive than the nation. But when value added is measured as a

function of wages, only Illinois comes out with a better than national average

productivity.

Still, the key.point to be made is that the "average," all-industry situation

hides many industry specific characteristics _over the region. There are pluses

93
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TABLE 16=

A R t AC ING
REGI0N,-1963 -1972

Value Added/Payroll

Region 1963 972
% Change
1963-721

New England 1.73 1.8 9.25

Middle Atlantic- 1.78 1.90 6-.70

East North Central 1.92 1.99 3.65

West North Central, 2.00 2.11 5.50

South Atlantic 2.11 2.15 1.90

East South Central 2.23 2.31 3.47

West South Central 2.36 2.40 1.70

Mountain 2.03 2.19 7.88

Pacific 1.82 2.04 12.09

I Nation

Variance

1.92, 2.03 5.73

0.051 ,0.038 -25.5

Source: The Rand Corporation from data in the
and 1972, and U.S. Department of Commerce.

anus of Manufactures, 1963

Courtesy: Roger J, Vaughan and the Rand Corporation, "The Impact of Federal Policies
on Urban Development," The Rand Coiporation June, 1977.
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TABLE.17.

VALUE ADDED BY MANUFACTURING
per 1972 Production Man-Hour and per Dollar of Wages

State

Q. S. Average

Indiana

Illinois

Wisconsin

Value Added/
Production Man-Hour

Value Added/
Dollars of Wa-_S

As of Michi-an Actual ,As % Of_ Mic igan

13;26 89,8 3.36 116.5

1477 100.0 2.89 100.0

'14.42 97.6 3.12 108.0

13.54 91.7 3.04\ .105.2

14.t r 98.3 3.37

13.10 88.7 -3.08 106.6. s

.Computed- [Ix the Michigan Department of Commerce, Office of Economic Expansion

from Annual Lirve of Manufactures 1971 ; u, S. census of Manufactures 1972,

Advance Report,



and minuses. Also, it must be kept in mind that many of the individual industry'

estimates for the region reflect labor working on old or obsolescent equipment, in

which case it is difficult to Compare their productivity with that of a Sou

laborer producing the same unit of output on brand new_eqUipment. Indeed, it is

quite possible that Great Lakes"labor is very efficient in working with old

equipment. Summarizing the available data and their range of possible interpreta-

tions, productivity in the Great Lakes can, at best, be regarded as slightly

below average, with more prciblems in the older, industrial centers.

96
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PART.Tg0

STIMULATING THE GREAT LAKES ECONOMY



Main Obj ec

IV.

REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT STRATEtY

The principal objective for any economic adulation strategy in the Great

Lakes Region is to ease the-region's transition from an industrial to a post-

4)1

industrial economy. For as long into the future. as it is practical to foresee,

'he -Great Lakes region will continue to serve as the major heavy manufacturing_

region of the United States
4

.4

j

However, continuing substitution of capita for labor as the region's industry

modernizes, plus the slow growth of, manufacturing employment nationally, confronts
F

the region with a set of economic development challenges t did not face in the

past: it must broaden and deepen the diversity of its economic bas'e sufficiently,

to generate enough new job `co absorb both displacemets and th natural increase

in the region', s labor force and to provide improving i comes as well. All six

states have their own development programs addressed to some degree to this end.

The question is: what, if anything,' should or can they do together to accomplish

these aims?

Toward a Strategy

An economic development stratey for the region should recognize realities

concerning the major potential sources of job' owth.

1. Much of the new job growth in the region is most likely to come from

the expansion of existing enterprise. The strategy, therefore, should

focus first on retention and expansion of employment related to its

existing job base. This callS for even--handed, equitable, and pre-
-

dictable tax policies and services rather than narrowly focused incen-

tives that favor only businesses moving into the region of a state,"



2. The second largest source of job growth is likely to continue to be the

birth of new-'enterprise. The strategy must seek to create within the

region and the indiVidhal states, a climate highly hospitable toward

new start-up investment ith facilitated access to capital and competi-

tive over-all coats for doing business,

3. The least-significant source of 'ne* JO? growth is likely to continue to

the interstate migration of industry. The least relevant tools for

economic development, therefore, are incentives designed to encourage

the relocation from another area of existing industry.

Futqta,,,,growth in manufacturing employment in-,the region will depend

upon success in stimulating _growth within the region of those sectors of

manufadt4rib&that account for employment growth; i.e., those "new"

industries based on innovative, new technologies with developing markets

41
and expanding workJorces.

5. Such ind tries, together with the expanding sectors of non-manufa uting,

are highly sensitive to "quality Qf life " - factors in their locational

decisions. The states of the region should, therefore, recognize.that

residential recreational, environmental, and cultural amenities deserve

an important place in an economic development strategy.

A Great Lakes economic strategy faces the added challenge of overcoming

A
the legacy of problems inherited from the past that will impede economic

development in the future. This legacy is most evident and complex,in

The Regio

the region's older industrial urban areas that have been the center

of m t of the region's econo is life, particularly in manufacturing"

Common Problem--Cities in Transition-

7. In each of the Great Lakes states, there are urban centers confronting

the special problems of economic transition ) in the face of,changing

economic conditions. Populated by a large percentage of the region's



poor and unemployed, the economic base of .these.centers,is decentralizing

while their costs continue to rise. The economic _development of

these .cities that grew up'around manufacturing and now must diversify is

the most challenging common problem confronting the region. Revi.talizatiion

these centers will require s'two-Ovnged attack. (a) concerted

economic re-development; and (b) re-structuring of government finance and

services. These are discussed in Section V.

Shared problems r Coo-erative Action

Lowering-the costs of doing,business--While most of the region does not

rank high-in state and local taxes, there. are specific state and local

tax issues that require attention because of their consequences for

economic development. Workmen's Compensation Costs appear t contribute

to high labor costs in several states of the region. Nationalization

of this program may warrant serious consideration.

9. Labor-Management-Government Cooperation--The interviewscqnducted for

this study brought-out feelings on the part 'of businessmen that Labor

,
and government does not understand their problems An doing business in

this region. The interviews also uncovered a strong desire on the

part of government leaders, businessmen and labor officials:to cooperate

in addressing the common problems of the region.

10.' Education--One of the major needs of the region is to assure that

people entering the labor force have the skids needed to successfully

compete in the work place. While ne of the-major locational assets of

the region is its concentration of outstanding public and private

universities, the evidence is mounting that the public.school system is

turning out increasing numbers of students who are poorly quipped to work.

Voational schools need to be reoriented to skill needs of area

businesses.



11, Capital for Business Development-Gapital-f in national and inter-

naeional markets, but a subs antial part of the nation's investable

wealth is controlled by institutions in this _region. If the investment

climate of the region were made more competitive with oppbrtunities

elsewhere, more of this financial,capital could be retained in the Great

Lakes area.

12. Energy--Uncertainty over energy supply is one of the greatest factors'

inhibiting expansion of industry in the regiOn. Cooperative research i

required to undergird state and federal policies designed to ensure

adequate and dependable supplies, energy at a reasonable cost for

industrial, commercial and residential uses.

13. Transportation United regional action is needed to. bring odernization

of the region's rail network And improved navigational possibilitidk on-

the Great LAkes, Mississippi, and Ohio River systems.

14. Water -Overallwate is one of the region's competitive'a--ets which

nay alter locational-advantagee in the, region's favor onde again in 5fle

or twoidecades. Attention is needed to solve the problems of those areas

where water shortages or water quality problems inhibit development.

15. Agriculture--The region has a basic interest in bringidg about federal

policies that provide improved certainty in production and prices for

agricultural products. Steps should also be taken to protect the region's

scarce gricultural lands and to ease the ability of fasmers.to transfer

their family operations from one generation to another.

16. Federal Expenditures Policy--The region's problem with Federal expendi-

t'-e policy is not that the region pays in more and receives -ess back

than some otWer regions, but rather that past grant programs, contract



decisions, and facility location decisions were not made in light of

this region's changing economy: The region's Members of Congress, state

legislators, governors, and others in a position to influence major

federal policy decisions, need better information on the region's

needs and the potential impacts of Federal policy decisions in order

to ensure improved targeting on the region's needs in the future.

Joint Action

The hundreds of interviews with business, labor, and civic leaders con-

ducted for this study revealed

understanding of their impact' on development, or that business or labor were

acting in ways that

hat actions were bein-, taken ithouC'adequate

Some mechan

i: t in the region's or their own long -run best interests.

needed to bring these parties together to discuss their co bn

,Troblems. This could be didiie on a state-by-state basis, but most of the problems

to be dealt with are common to all the states. A joint undertaking by all of the

states would be much more likely to attract the high levels of interest required

and to generate ie cooperative attitudes needed for problem solution. This

could take many forms, from a series of key leaders in a discussion forum to a

six -state development co_ _ ssion with representatives from business state

government, local government, labor, civic, and minority leaders. Specific

organizational options are discussed in Section VII.

Re_&ional Policy Anal

The actions of federal state, and local governments are a m j__ influence

on the development of the region. In the view of many of those into d,

Congressmen, governor ;. , state Sla- s and local offic Lals often must make



or vote upon policy without adequate rmation about potential impact on the

development of the region.

What will be the impact of increasing St. Lawrence Seaway tools on the

steel indus

How will changes in environmental standards influence .employment?

What,are the region's needs with respect to problems addressed by the

Community Development Block Grant Program, or new economic development legislation?

Will they be'adequately weighted in the formulas to be used in the legislation?

Frequently, there is no single, scientific answer to such questions, but the

policy making process could he improved by informed debate based upon careful

analysis of the implications Wany decision for the well -being of the region.

Fortunately, the region is rich in technicael resources for undertaking such

policy analysis. It has an extensive network of public and private college and

univer y ems and research organizations. While there is no one organization

with comprehensive policy analysis capabilities across all fields--from agriculture,

to transportation, to urban economicssome of the top researchers in the nation

are scattered throughout the region's institutions. No single state has all

or even most of them. Thep ounces need to be marshalled in the region's

interest to examine present and proposed public policies and to provide an assess-

ment of their potential Impacts, not only to the policymakers themselves, but

also to all Parties interest. Such a center has been established to service

the Congressional delegat ions the N rtheast-Midwest Institute similar

Ser vices required by s tat es and l0Lal policy-makers well.



V.

TOWARDAN URBAN DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY
J'OR-

CITIES IN TRANSITION

As already pointed out in Chia survey, a majority of the 58 metropolitan areas

.

in the Great Lakes states grew up economic-all)tin the decades just prior to or just-

followinc the turn of the century whenFthe pntion's heavy manufacturing base was

devel6ping rapidly, At that stage in our national development, most manufacturing
Ibb

employment was -perforce located in cities and .owns close where workers lived.

Because of their strategic rOCat_0-__ close to the nation's markets,. closre to the

resources required fLor production, and athwart the. country's major arteries Qf,

commerce,- the cities of the Groat LaR68,region became the Jeading centers of. heavy
--

.manufacturing in the United States. Many grew rank among the major metrOpolises

of the nation on the strength of their preeminent role centers of such manufacturing.

ljaact of Napufaaucing Great_Lakes

For the foreseeable future, the Great Lakes region is likely to continue to

serve as the nation's leading miker o- durable goods. However, two changes in the

chatTacteristic!=; of. the region's LradfLional manufacturing industries plus several

other national shifts in, tho Locqtion of population and economic activity, have

profound impiicntions for U^` future of many of the. region's urban areas and manu-

facturing towns:

Tho tocational requirements for -major new installations in the region's

[
'traditional industries no longer invor central_ cities nor even Urban areas; and

2. Production emn_oyment in many of the rogion's traditional industrios is

likely to either decline, stnbitio, or grow cry slowly as capital is substituted

tor labor iu the procc.s o modernizing plants

The t'egion nitrnctin only A volv shAro o 'Anse sectors of mAnufac-
,

curing thlt Art' rmi,11.v ,uplovmynt, i.e., the Jo-catli_qt innovau ,o,

1

technology indu!a:le.



Since most of the cities of the Great Lakes region contain lark concentra-

tions of Americans for whom production jobs are the most desirable employment

alternative and these jobs are expanding at a slow rate nationally as well as

regionally, the human consequences of these shifts are already obvious.

These same Ahifts also threaten the fiscal health of many municipalities that

have historically relied upon manufacturing as a mainstay in their economic'base.

They are reinforced by the suburbanization (and ex-urbanization) of middle and upper

income groups and the de= centralization ef retailing and other white collar jobs

out of the central cities -a national w611-.over five#decades, old that affects

all urban areas in-the country above as certain size whether specialized in manufac-

7
turing or not. Most of the region's older, cities lost their- ability decades ago

to "capture' the benefits of growth through annexation because they have long

since been surrounded by separately incorporated municipalities.

Lon- Te m Challen

The challenge, in the immediate term is to enable these older cities .eet

the needs of their citizens and re6develop even in the face

base and escalating cost; of services.

The long-term challenge i to bring about a re-strncting of

eriorating tax

e urban economy

so'that it can support a population with rising incomes and an improving quail.

life.

To bring about such.a,transition effectively with as little human travail as

possible a major challenge to the creativity of the region's public and private

leadership. It requires that the prospective employment base that can underpin each

of these urban economies in the future be defined. While these new urban economies

will necessarily rely _uch.less heaTily upon Manufacturin

it seems quite likely that they will -(fictent:

know i

Support the mag itude of peptclat i that some

knew in tlii. pa and

central. ci

source of employment,

thus( metropol itan areas-

rh Che many yctting, PnorlY trained unemployed currently 'ling in the



Elements of an Urban Strategy

Thus, a Great Lakes urban strat gY will have to consist Of a number of -are-

fully coordinated elements,some of significance in the near-term, others addressed

long-term economic development objtctfves. Because each will require Intensive

cooperation between the public

integration of efforts between local,

-ivate sectors and will depend upc. ffective

and federal governments, ities and

metropolitan areas will have to organize both public and private leadership for

ective, coordinated action.

Urban strategies will have to include:

I. Physical and economic redevelopment components designed tc reate a

physical cnvir nment conducive to new firm formation in the city and to provide the

in Lrntives space (and land), services, and quality of operating environment required

to attract and retail Pc ential residential, non manufacturing, and specialized

high-eMlloyment growth Manufacturing -uses appropriate to central city loca-

tions in the future./

2. A labor market component designed not only to train or re-train the

employed or under-employed for available _fobs in the metropolitan area (together

transportation to those lobs), but to provide affirmative assistance also to

those choosing to move to jobs located -elsewhere outside the local labor market.

and neighborhood components aimed at correcting the social dis.n-

centives and impediments to econc}riiic revitalization, i.e., declining schools, high

crime rates, and chronic welfare problems while improving neighborhood housing

and living conditions; enablIng workers to live anywhere of their own-choosing

in the metropolitan area; and divers,ifyng, the mix of income groups residing in

the city t The central areas mi

a unique s Welt_ Lal env ir- inent.

me competitive with suburbs by offering

No city can len, survive )1e1 y as a reservation

for poor. A diversified residentiaVbase is essc tial to both the re to

,)t t Ctehlc ta

central areas.

nod ne re-develepment cc the ttcon letsi in the

10)



.

4, A fiscalcomponCnt--)designod to assis_ these cities in transition to meet

the needs of their inhabitan s in thle face .of tax base deterioration whit& they

shift toward a more viable economic base. While intergovernmental fiscal transfers

from federal and state wvernments-ofter the only immediate device for accomplishing f

s

this aid, Jong-term solutions will depend upon a fifth element:

5. Governmental re-structuring. The structure, functions, and financing of

local governments in Ebese older urban areaS no longer,mateW.the social and economic .

,

,

realities that,oxist. States will cont the urgent necessity for li :al government

.streamlining 'arid reform in 'these areas in the decade ahead. It is likely that the

growing economic problems of these area,. will -compel such reforms despite longstanding

political opposition, for the-suburban areas must come to recognize their common

interest with the city in economic revitalization.

Regional Cooperation in Influencing_ 'Federal PoliGy

Obviously, the state, county, and municipal governments of the region are

unlikely to succeed in carrying out such urban re-developMent unless Federal policies

and programs are designed and carried out to support them.

To the extentf- that the -Fi-ieral.--&vornmen unsifccessful in restoring economic

growth rates to levels high enough to generate employment opportu:ities for a rapidly

growing labor force, the older cities of the region will continue as centers of high

unemployment while their fiscal capacity to meet the ne6ds population

declines.

To the i!xtent- that many Federal policies are "tilted" against the modernization,

renovation, rehabilitat'iou and re-wie of existing urban facilities, the state and

ileban governments of the region will be anable to contravene their effec m. To the

extent that Federal~ programs are addressed principally to short-term, ameliorative,

counter-cycli.cal ohjectiven rather than the long-term resolUtion of structural ,

employment and economic development problemi-i, state .and urban governments in the

I mount. ,aicecHstul urban redeye opment



Organizing for Urban Action

In organizing for action, 'therefore, there appear to be fou prereq isitos

for successfully handling the economic transition of these urban areas:

1. The states and their urban governments should cooperate regionally in

pressing for- supportive federal policies and programs. This can be accomplished

most effectivelyjhrough cooperation with the region's coalitions in OOngress.

2. Suburbs and cities in the region must come to recognize their common stakes

in economic revitalization and unite in common effort cope with the employment

and fiscal implications of these structural changes taking place the region's

urban economies;

1. Public efforts, in each urban area must be intimately linked with private

planning and Lummitments in a focused effort to bring about revitalized economic

base; and

Coherent, closely coordinated and sensitive action must be pr vi&A by the

state and Eede 1 governments to enable each urban area to deal with its own special

problems and potential in its own way.

Regional Urban Needs and the Federal Government

The-Great lakes states should urge the Federal government to:

Establish a mechanism by means of which federal actions in the region can
be coordinated and integrated with efforts to re-build urban economies;

Establish a means to continually evaluate and monitor the impact of federal
programs and policies the region and its urban areas;

Alter progra-criteria to permit full use of federal assistance to modernize
or renovate facilities -rather than to favor new construction;

Provide assistance programs more clearly targeted on the needs of older_
urban areas.

Municipal Government a ricl Economi Development

Until recently, few munLcipallties assumed

significant or neceLisary (a)

economic development was a

city government. Under the pressure of events,



that circumstance is changpg rapidly and some cities and metropolitan areas are

developing highly sophisticated tools and mechanisms to promote their economic

re-development, nearly always involving joint public and private planning.

Every metropolitan area and industrial city in the Great Lakes region should

establish, as a permanent agency of local or regional government, an economic

development agency and the states of the region should undertake to provide a full

grant of authority and tools to these agencies through state legislation. Ideally,

such agencies should be metropolitan-wide in order to incorporate the entire local

labor market,

Such area-wide developmentragencies should be enabled to develop economic

trategies for their areas based upon identified new potentials for re-development;

stabilization and retention of the existing economic base; elimination of major

impeiraents to re-development; and correction of labor market deficiencies.

The agencies should be able to serve as vehicles for joint public-private

planning, land acquisitio _development and the co-ventUring or joint venturing of

projects

The agencies should be equipped with:

The ability to simplify local decision-making on economic development
projects;

The ability to hold or assemble land;

The ability to provide long-tu. m, low-cost mortgage financing;

The ability to engage in risk-sharing through co-venturing;

The abil- to provide fiscal financial incentives such as tax
abatement_ exchange for desirable development;

The ability to obtain cooperative services and capital improvements in
conjunction with development projects;

The ability to coordinate economic development with housing improvement.
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State Actions

Nearly all these powers require state enabling legislation. Such legislation

should be accompanied at the state level by

A state development agericy,or cabinet capable of bringing the full - resources
of state government to bear on major local projects;

A one-stop point of contact for local government and private inves
developers on economic development matters;

and

A balanced business ta4 structure that encourages business retention and
modernization as much as it the attraction of new firms;

A set of state banking and financial regulations that favors rather than
deters access to investment capital;

A set of state incentives, guarantees, subsidies, and lowinterest loans
that -reinforces and complements the powers provided to the local agenc_i:ca

Physical and Economic Development Component

poiptiation and employment decline in the core urban areas is certainly

perceived as a problem, the physical and economic development component of an urban

strategy must be designed so as to take advantage of population loss as an opportunity'

to re-structure the city physically and economically=

Neighborhoods and enterprises that are still viable and not yet in conditions

of advanced abandonment or decline must be protected, reinforced, and assisted. But

areas and facilities already abandoned should be prepared for conversion to totally

new uses appropriate to the future economic and social role they might play in a

postindustrial economy. Because so many manufacturing ca. es in the Great Lakes

region grew very rapidly during their early development, a much smaller percentage

of the housing-stock now being abandoned is attractive to rehabilitation or renovation.

The only viable alternative appears to be replacement of these abandoned properties

slowly drifting into public ownership with totally new uses--commercial, residential,

industrial, recreational or cul ural-



Land Assembly and Land Banking

The interviews conducted in the major cities of the region found a pervasive

concern over the growing amount of either abandoned property A property not currently

being used for any residential, commercial, or industrial purposes. Present prices

for such land remain high. Usually it is in scattered plots, with insufficient acreage

in any one place for large-scale commercial, industrial, or residential development.

Several steps appear to be in order to a __lerate the re- cyclying of land in the

-cities to new.uses:

o

1. The states and municipalities should adopt legislation expediting he process

by means of which tax-delinquent properties pass into public ownership. e process

is needlessly protracted in most states at the present time

The states should adopt legislation permitting land banking:including the

use of eminent domain, in areas candidate for conversion to new uses.

3. The states of the region might urge enactment of special federal guarantees

and 1: ns for the purposes of assembling and holding land for development in central

urban areas. This could include recommendations for strengthening the "new town7ln

town" provisions cora ined in existing federal urban development legislation.

A comprehensive study of state land use laws and incentives for facilitating

land assemhly should be carried out. The study should include two major elements:

(a) Incentives encouraging private land assembly such-as tax incentives,
zoning techniques and principles, direct loan programs, special pro-
cedures to quit titles, and safeguards against the abuse of incentives.
An examination of experiences under Ohio's Chapter 1728 would be

,_particularly instructive.
--,

(b) PuBtic land banking. Here, the study should concern itself with the
defi

1

ition of "public purpose" financing mechanisms, less-than-fee
acqu sitions, the use of ,tax delinquency proceedings, and operating
prikiples and safeguards. Major 'problems lie in the administration
of a land banking program. Techniques of acquisition usuatly involve
a numbef of agencies in both the city and county--the tax collector, the
sheriff, the county attorney, the zoning administrator, and the renewal
agency. All of these must be coordinated, perhaps through a special land
banking , c ' or a developm6nt corporation with broader responsibilities.

11M



Development and Re- development

Appropriate new uses for specific sites will, of course, vary from city to city.

In some instances, new uses for the immediate future may nut'be ascertainable. In

such cases, assembled sites might be held in interim uses such as:parks. Every care

should be exercised to avoid maintaining assembled tracts as empty'pace with no

public use: This will only drive conditions down further in surrounding areas.

A wide range of tools can be made available under state legislation to assist

in the development of new industrial, commercial, and residential development.

Efforts should be concentrated upon attracting newly developing sectors of

manufacturing based on newer technologiesithat still have expanding employment

requirements. Such firms are of a size for which urban locations can still be corn-
'

petitive and their employment needs are expanding rather than contracting.

Where practicable, commercial projects should be emphasized that "exp xt"

services out of the city. This has the advantage of reinforcing the economic base

of °the city and will yield highc, multipliers in "spin-off" employment than local-
/

serving Commercial projects.

The success of/development and re-development will depend upon the up-grading

the city fro imply serving as a workplace into a more diversified environment

residential use aS well as work.

Residential projects that help diversify the mix of income groups and strengthen

the tax base also deserve high priority. There are nascent trends among childless

households to move closer to the central administrative districts. While it will be

necessary to guard against displacements of low-income residents as such trends

accelerate, this development should be capitalized upon.

A fourth land conversion and re-use priority, therefore, is the development

of recreational, ch 1, and aesthetic amenities that resurrect a city's - ability

to compete as a pi -ace in which to live. Thi possibility is treated more extensively

la

lit



Obviously, the physical and economic re-structuring of these older urban areas

will require major irjiprovements in capital faallitieS and municipal services. Clearly,

deterioration in the tax base prevents the use of lame

for these purposes, but with changes in federal funding fonoulae, many of the Great

amounts of locaOpublic funds

Lakes cities will be receiving large amounts of counter--- cyclical and urban development

funds. These should be used to upgrade the facilities and services most likely to be

key to economic revitalization. Present evidence indicates few cities are

.410

effectively using these funds for that purpose. yet long-term solutidns to the'pro-

blems of transition depend upon doing so, Cooperative public-private planning in

each urban area LC make maximum effective,use of this assistance is vital.

Effective use of revenue bonds, mortgage guarantees and mortgage insurance,
4

direct loans, and tax incentives will be essential in enabling private fir loca

in these central areas. Already, there is ample evidence that older, abandoned

structures can be converted effectively to tiew uses. Several states alr-ady provide

incentive to promote modernization of industrial and Trcial facilities. These
0

should be supplemented with similar incentives to facilitate conversion and reh-

at ion.

c

1. 1
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A LABOR !, AFt1ET COMPONENT

The Urban Job Mismatch

The principal challenge confronting the region in devising a labor market

strategy for is industrial urban areas is the growing mismatch between the

location of regional employmzt growth and the location-of the urban unemployed

and those displaced by manufacturing shut downs or modernization.

Although the central cities and older suburbs serve as home to most of

the poor and unemployed in the region, most of the new manufacturing jobs are

locating on the periphery of the region's metropolitan areas or in rural

counties outside of any effective conunuting range for central city populations.

A new automobile plant ret =ently announced for the Cincinnati area, for instance,

Iles from the city; another, soon to be, constructed in central Ohio,

in a small non-metropolitan community nearly 30 miles from central Columbus.

Meanwhile, steel production facilities in central Youngstown and rubber

products production in central. Akron are being phased down. These losses in

the central hreas are reinforced by the long-standing and continuing suburbaniza-

tion of reta and office employment all too often aggravated by the decentraliza-

tion of educational, cultural, recreational, and government facilities as well__

i.e. , locan)en of ion facilities, stadiums, government off=ices, museums,

etc. in outlying areas. Such jobs as still do remain in the central areas are

by no means held by central city residents. Nearly 73 percent of those who

worked in the City of Cleveland in were not residents of the city, but

commuters; for Detroit 54.4 percent; for Chicago 43.1 percent.

The result is inevitableisolation of many of the region's central city

unemployed from whatever new employment opportunities are developing in the

refon.'
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For rea uns s rth earlier in the analysis, it appears unlikely

large-scale traditional manufacCuriAg will loii-Te in these central areas.

They are uncompetitive in terms of space and other. costs with other sites in

less congested locations. While it is possible to redevelop the central cities

for new economic uses, these new uses may, in many cases, not match up with

the employment needs of the central city unemployed or underemployed.

While there is some po sibility of "bringing jobs to people" in the central

cities, it appears unrealistic to expect that lobs' can be attracted in the numbers:

necessary to meet the employment needs of those currently residing there.

It should be no surprise, therefore, that a movement counter to the rural-

to-urban population infloW we have known in past decades is now setting in and

that, in every section of the United States, there is an outflow from the city

to the suburbs_and into non metropolitan counties beyond as the location of

job opportunity has shifted under the impact of modern transportation and

communications.

however, it may p )ve more difficult for the poor and those displaced by

changes in-nlariufacturing to move-4tom cities to smaller communities, suburbs,

and rural areas in tile coming years than it was for those who were unemployed or

displaced by changes in agriculture and mining in the past to move to the cities

in search of opportunity. The cities absorbed this inflow through the "trickle

down " Of h ing from middle and upper income households to lower income house-

holds. In smaller communiCieH- here honsil iitties and services are more

and in migrants more visible, such a process does not occur nA in-momvment

ion fi=sted cial discrimina tion.

Evt!n It movement ot unemplo yed minoritios

i [Aped nil

the id not face such

1lttlil1 c ,116 I- 11 -t` t.k pi ttvfide'

I
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generation and increased participation by women in the workplace. Nor is it A solution

4

to the problems of the socially - alienated, hard core unemployed youth who have

taken themselves out of the regular labor market -and fallen back dn.welfare and crime

to sustaio themselves.

Labor Market Strategy

Federal Employment Policy--

1. The success of any labor market strategy for the industrial urban areas

of the Great Lakes will depend first and foremost then upon restoration of a national

economic growth rate high enough to enable workers to exercise freedom of choice

in searching for and moving to jobs.

Opening up the Suburbs--

'"2. Suburbs and cities will be forced, of economic necessity, to cooperate in

opening up suburban housing and jobs to those central city residents seeking work

pl the metropolitan, area. Open housing and metropolitan-wide allocation plans for

low and moderate income housing appear to be imperative.

Urban Transportation--

3. Urban transit systems, with substantial federal operating subsidy, must be

re-orientated'from servicing solely the suburb -to -city commuter (who is using the

system,at declining rates) to the reverse city -to- suburb or cross - metropolitan

commuter (whose employment prospects depend upon public transit out of rather than

into the city). 'Servicing widely dispersed suburban employment locations will

require use of new, smaller scale transit units on flexible routes -- modified

taxi systems.

Vocational and Technical Training--

4. Affirmative training and placement programs for the unemployed must

if

be matched up ith whatever newly developing job opportunities may exist within

the urban labor market. This can only be done through close coordination and

planning with employers. Voc i_nat and technical training schools should he

operated as a key component of an affirmative labor market strategy. In many

115
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states in the region, vocational and technical education system- are operated

purely as educational systems withlittle direct sensitivity or relevance to labor!

market requirements. The approaches used in such southern states as South Carolina

should be closely studied and considered for adoption in the Great Lakes region.

Federal Comprehensive Education and Training Act funds (together with other

manpower and youth employment funds) should be combined into a carefully targeted

program for.dealing with structural unemployment in the central cities. The

states should urge amendments to the regulations and legislation behind, these

programs that will modify them from counter-cyclical programs providing temporary

employment into programs operated in cooperation with private employers to meet

long-term employment needs.

Mobility Assistance--

5, The Great Lakes states should seriously consider urging the federal

government to provide moving costs to trainees wishing to relocate to jobs outside

of their local labor market. Such relocation is in the long-range best interests

of both the worker and the jurisdiction. Such payments are regularly made to

workers by other advanced industrial nations. To date, the United States has not

done so except on a demonstration or experimental basis.

Public Service Jobs and Rebuilding the Cities--

6. In the short-term, it will prove essential to put unemployed urban youth

to work on public service jobs. These jobs should be directly related to improving

central city capabilities to support economic redevelopment, i.e., improvements

to streets, utilities, parks, living environmen 'neighborhood.ractiveness.

Such work should be rmat veiny combined with out -of- school efforts to eliminate

functional illiteracy among out -of -work youth and to equip them with both a work

thic and fundamental working skills.
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Subsidizing -Frivate gmployment--

7'. For out-of-work yout i capable of going on to private employment, there

are ample uncommitted federal youth employment funds to support cooperative employ-

ment programs with private employers. Under these programse private employers can

receive a subsidy to hire such workers at orabove the minimum wage with the obj c-

tive of moving them eventually into mainstream employment.

The Displaced, Mature Worker--

8. The displaced, skilled, mature manufacturing:worker has far different

needs however Such workers, with substantial equity in their homes and out of

work solely because of plant modernization, relocation, or shut down, are able and

willing to work, but unable to find work-appropriate to their skills locally. To

meet these problems, the Great LakeS states should seriously consider establishment

of regional employment information and forecasting services operated in cooperation

with the Employment Services. At the time displacements occur, such a regional

job information bank could work closely with the mature workers in identifying

job prospects nearby or elsewhere that are reasonably appropriate to their skills.

Retraining and mobility assistance will also prove necessary in many cases. Such

a program could be operated in cooperation.with the labor movement.



SOCIAL AND NEIGHBORHOOD COMPONENT

Certainly two of the major social impediments to r_ developmen the cedtral

city economic base is the wide-spread perception, not always accurate, that street.4

crime is rampant, and schoola.are bath

Cleatly both problems are directly related to the social_ and economic deteri-

oration of- the central cities over the-last several decades.

Street Crime

Street crime in the cities is in-part the result of joblessness, in part related

to the breakdown f family life among welfare families, in part related to that.,dis-

proportionately high number of youth in the war babies generation, and in part the

result of urban social breakdown and alienation, and in part the result of the

disappearance of vital economic and social activity from city streets. As many

urban critics have pointed out, structures and social patterns that create unwatched,

vacant streets are an open invitation to crime.

More police cars and radios -- even more stringent punitive meaLures in the

criminal justice system -- do not resolve these underlying urban problems that are

the cause of crime and social alienation. Certainly, restoration of the "cop on

the beat" can help create a more closely watched street and a law enforcement

bureau more sensitive.to neighborhood problems, municipal budgets are not

likely to be sufficient to permit this approach itself to present

The lon

and social and economic vitalit in urban neighborhoods.

Coup l with long -term economic re- development, therefore, it would appear

to be wise to support neighborhood-based programs to combat ree crime and

answe

total solution.

me in the cit _tore the sense of community

forestall violence in the schools. in all but those neighborhoods in the most

advanced state of abandonment, there area parents and other adults determined to

impr ve the publ i{ itety. In no sense an "undercl;

improve life for their children and gr Idchild
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Neigfiberhood street crime ie not high in many older city neighborhoods;

particularly; ethnic areas and areas with a'high level of civic pride. The key to

controlling street

of peers-.

.

_e and vandalism is neighborhood pride and the social pressure

In many cit es, experiments have already begun with "citizen watch" and

"citizen patrol" programs on neighbOrhood streets. Similar approaches, sing

.

the talents of concerned parents in the neighborhood, can be mounted in school

yards and hallways..

Urban schools

in parallel with such efforts to reduce the levels of crime and violence,

the states., in concert with the federal, government, should undertake a major effort

to upgrade the quality of urban schools. It is too much to expect the presently

beleaguered teachers and administrators in.these schools to be able to reverse

conditions that reflect urban social deterioration in general.

While there can be no single set of prescriptions applicable to all city

,school situations, it is clear that the "ghettoization" of schools simply rein-

forces the social alienation and decline of the city environment in general. Many

gifted central city youngsters can be assisted through establishment of magnet

schools tailored to their own interests and'more accelerated pace while regular

schools must more accurately reflect the social mix and makeup of American

society in general.

While funds alone will not necessarily lead to enrichment and improvements,

they are a necessary p it ion for improvement. 'States in the region must

ensure that urban school ystems are not allowed to degenerate because of

excessive reliance on dt

equity

ining revenues from local property taxes. State-wide

financing school systems is imperative. In many cases, simple

equity will not guarantee the extra resources needed to reverse conditions in the

urban schools. Augmentation with

undoubted l y prove' es

state and federal assistance will



a
For many urban youth,,staying in school will depend upon a clear demons

tion that there is a connection between their education and getting ajob.

Vocational education must be much more directly tied to labor Market demand

in local and national job markets. More direct involvement of employers in

c_ -iculum,design and technical training appears clearly indicated.

In the` liarly 1960's,'it ie finite probable that the region will begin to

detect eclinIn1 g rates of street crime, school violence, and pressures on the

schools as the baby generation moves into the adult labor force, there are fewer

teen-agers in the population, and school 'enrollments drop.

Neighborhood 11e-Structurin

If the young unemployed can be made-more mobile through training, open housing

opportunities in the suburbs, and employment opportunities nation-wide, it is quite

probable that an economic and social re-structuring of the central areas can occur.

Indeed, some signs of such re-structuring are already underway,in some older city

neighborhoods.

In many of the nation's older cities where in- migration of rural poor has

ceased, the number of middle and upper income neighborhoods close to the central
-104

business district has begun to increase.

A combination of high ro-ices for new housing in the suburbs, frustrations

over rOrmiuting, and changing social customs and tastes has led to a substantial

number of renovation and rehabilitation efforts in older city neighborhoods, parti-

cularly in those offering a unique environment.

Most such renovations are undertaken by young singles, childless households,

and so-called "empty nesters". Properly nurtdred, these trends can lead to a

more diversified residential tax base in the central cities and the more attrac-

tive living environment they engender can in turn lead to regeneration of the economic

base.
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It is essential, however, that such efforts to diversify the city's residential

not lead to the inhumane displacements of low income families and individuals

'characteristic of urban renewal in the11950's and 1960's. A proper combination of

state And federal housing allowances for low income persons in such areas can help

obviate that possibility.

The Neighborhood Rousing Services Program of the Federal Home Loan Bank

Board, working in cooperation with cities and- private lenders in the Great Lakes

region, is already demonstrating the utility of this sort of balanced approach to

urban neighborhood renewal_

Such a residential strategy when combined with an economic development strategy

provides the basis for a long-term approach to the re-structuring of urban economies

in the Great Lakes region.

the meantime, short-term approaches to provide youth employment, improve

schools, and reduce dangers to the public safety are essential to enable these'

long-term processes to get underway.

Two other components are necessary in-an urban redevelopment strategy, however,

to enable the foregoing to occur:

There must be a state and federal component to assist these cities make their

economic transition over the near term;'end

There must be some fundamental re-structuring of local government in urban

areas if they are to be viable economic and social entities over the long term.



N -TER FISCAL STRATEGY

;Because of the accelerated fiscal decline in_ any of the nation's older cities,

has been necessary for the national government to dramatically increase the flow

of federal funds to these jurisdictions. Such cities as Detroit, Cleveland, and-other

\
Greatlakes cities will receive federal aid in 197t,that equals more than 60 percent

of the revenues they generate through local taxes.

It has been necessary'fo :the states to assume responsibility for many func---

tions these cities formerly performed on behalf of their metropolitan areas in

order Co ease their fiscal crisis. Despite this assistance many of these -ies

have been compelled to cut back expenditures and-fpayrolis in order to balance-
,-

their budgets and remain in good - standing on the municipal bond markets.

A series of measures reducing municipal expenditures out of local revenues,

-combined with increased federal and state financial assistance, appears essential

over the near term (through 1983-5).

However, these cities, like all municipalities, are constitutionally

creatures of the states, but they are in danger of becOming wards of the federal

government. Such a development would contravene many of the most fundamental

principles underlying our federal governmental system.

It is clear that long-term resolution of the problem rests with the states:

they face the urgent necessity during the coming decade, even while providing

special financial assis

in urban areas

ance durdng the transition, of reforming local government

responsibilities, re-assigning functions among

jurisdictions, and re- allocating methods of financing urban services.
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LONG-TERM REORGANIZATION OF LOCAL URBAN GOVERNMENTS

1
The re- structuring o f local- governments in urban areas will be thd most con-

troversial and politically difficult task facing the Great Lakes region over the

coming decade. Yet it will prove essential in dealing with the new economic and

social realities of the region. Some of the Great Lakes States and localities.

have led the way in adopting governmental innovations to accommodate these new

realities already Indianapolis Uni-Gov and the Twin Cities Metropolitan Council

in th-eMinnpapolis-St. Paul area. State approaches to these problems can fall

under three general headings:

metropolitanreorganization,.

state and local tax reform,

local government modernization and reallocation of functions.

Metropolitan Reorganization,

Despite the fact that local governments are creatures of the state, -state

governments have avoided, as much as possible, the task of readjusting local

government boundaries to the scope of- hanging service and development needs.

yeform were merely a matter of achieving greater efficiency, the continued

fragmentation of local governm -o id not be so serious but it is now clear

that the "balkanization" of government contributes to economic and social con-

flict and decline. George Peterson writes in The Urban Predicament, "Adherence

to out-of-date central city boUnda-ies has done more than capriciously allocate

urban resources between the central city and the rest of the metropolitan area

in response to the decentralization of private markets. Once in place, the bound-

aries provide o her incentive to out-migration from the central cities.

Recognizing - extreme political difficulty of far-reaching reforms, the

states may make an important beginning through developing a policy

state districts in metropolitan areas. If state and federal programs are
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required to conform to sub-atate district boundaries, it would be possible, for

the firot time, to coordinate economic.development'and coMmunity development pol-

icies within metropolitan regions-to carry out the sorts of strategies outlined

earlier.

-Because of the large numbers of metropolitan areas of different sizes in

the Great Lakes area, states might enact permissive legislation for at least hree

types of metropolitan reorganization.

First, city - county consolidation would be especially appropriate for metro-

politan areas covering a single county, of/i.lhich there are 18 in the six-state

region.

Secondly, multi-purpose regional service corporations would be very useful

in both large and small metropolitan areas. They could operate such

key services as water,, sewer, transpor+ation, etc., on a regional basis.

Thirdly, states might authorize the conversion of metropolitan councils of

government into general purpose governments.-

By encompassing the patterns of-growth and common labor market within a

common governmental framework, the fiscal, administrative, and service delivery

problems so characteristic of the region's urban areas.at present can be obviated.

State and Local Tax Reform

State law determines who pays for what services by its actions in (1) fixing

local boundaries, (2) regulating the sources and amounts of local taxation, and

(3) distributing state grants-in-aid. A number of devices are available to help

central cities.'

C -titer Taxes: statutes allowing cities toftax the wages of suburban

residents working in the city are already widely used.

Tax Base Sharing: the seven-county Minneapolis-St. Paul area has an lnno-

lve tax base sharing plan under which 40 percent of all new commercial and

industrial property evaluations go into a metropolitan -wide pool for redistri-

bution to all local government units on the basis of need.
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State Redistribution: all six states in the region have state-collected

taxes which are retuned to local governments. Unfortunately,- little of this

aid-is distributed so as to equalize revenues.between richer and poorer jurisdict oats.

Nationwide, as well as in the Great Lakes states, the equalization objective is

restricted almost exclusively to education grants-in-aid. It is estimated that

for the country as a whole, only $15.1 billion of the tot 1 state aid to local

governments in 1972 was.apportioned according to measures that show some equalizin
,

intent, however modest. Of that amount, $13.1 billion went to public education.'

NOW that the principle of power equalizing is generally accepted in school finance,

it would be most appropriate to extend that principle to state revenue-sharing

programs in general.

Property Tax: the adverse impacts of the property tax system are another

problem needing attention. In both the central cities and the suburbs the property

tax is nearing its practical political limits. Taxpayer revolts are in evidence

in some parts of the region. Optional levies placed on the ballots are failing

with increasing regularity. The time has come to consider a substantial reform

in the property tax as a way of financing local services.

Site Value Taxation: "there is widespread agreement among economists that

site value taxation (taxing land but not improvements on it) produces few of the

bad effects of the general property tax. Betause land is totally immobile, a

tax placed on it cannot be avoided by movement to the suburbs. Furthermore, land

taxes do not discourage investments on land improvements- -e.g., buildings and

equipmentas does the general property tax. Despite these advantages, few states

have permitted cities to use this revenue option. Perhaps this reluctance is owing

to a belief that such a tax is too difficult to administer. However, the practicality

of land to has been amply demonstrated. Windfalls would not be created if site

value taxes were imposed as an additional revenue source. Instead of raising the

general property tax rate to produce a desired increment in revenues, the tax rate

on the land portion alone could be increased. Thus, it appears that site value
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taxation tofinance increases in city eXpend urea could be an attractive policy

option open

prope

\

to state governments.

While it would not eliminate existing disparities in metropolitan general

y tax rates, such action could go a long way to ensure that such disparities

do not increase in the future.

State- Grants: Although grants to cities in support of urban services have

grown consderably'ln recent years, they still account for less than 5 percent of

total state aid to local governments. Furthermore, a number of state grants dis

criminate against central cities and work in favor of suburbs. The Advisory

Commission on intergovernmental Relations found-that the state aid and state--

administered federal aid favored the central city in only 31 of 68 metropolitan

areas for which the comparison between central city and suburban areas was possible.

Reform - of Local Government

Most local governments in the-United States are very small. More than half.

have fewer than 2,500 residents. In addition, many local governments, especially

counties, have no centralized executive or legislative authority. State action is

critically needed to deal with these problems of size and public service capacity.

States should begin the extensive job of restructuring local government to make

it _ adaptable to both local and area-wide needs. A first step is to establish

specific standards for the viability of 011 types of local governments. Standards

should be set for judging viability on the basis of the capacity to raise revenues

adequately and equitably, population and geographic size, and tax base. Other

standards should-be set relating to incorporation and annexation, an area in which

a number of states have already made significant changes.

Boundary CommiSsions: An appropriate vehicle for administering these standards

and monitoring the creation of new government units is the local government boundary com-

mission device. Such commissions already exist on a state-wide basis in Minnesota and

Michigan. They ex specific counties or groups of unties in California, Oregon,

and Washington. The boundary commissions, in addition to approving incorporations, the
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annexations, and the creation of special districts, should apply the standards

viability on a case-by-case basis all general purpose local governments.'

A function of the boundary commission that has a direct relationship to

economic development has emerged in California and Oregon. This is the require7,

ment that commisssions develop municipal "spheres of influence," which are the

ultimate boundaries for the provision of major urban services, including utility

systems. The "sphere of influence" then becomes the area subject to future annex-

ation by the central city.' This procedure gives further strength to the abtlirty

of local governments to plan utility services that are important for economic
.

development.

Finally, internal structural reforms are needed to ease the difficulties

businesses face in dealing with local governments. These include revising regu-

lations that inhibit expansion, such as zoning and permits, providing information

to firms and individuals about city processes and streamlining those processes.

even a simple office to assist firms in meeting all city requirements would be a

great help. One of the reasons.the Southern and Western cities appear attractive

to firms is that they do not have overwhelming accumulations of administrative

requirements. If they have the rules on the -books, they manage to tailor them to

fit the needs of new industries. The larger the city, the, more difficult this is

to db, but it is essential, particularly for the older, highly bureaucratized cit



S D PROELE S FOR COOPERATIVE ACTION

The following chapters review the major problems, and 'concerns flowing out of

the interview and research programs. In each case, courses of action that could

be 'nitiated an promoted by the-committee are suggested. -Some of these lend

=themselves to joint action. Others wilf require individual state-by-state action

to deal with either state statutes or administrative policy. 'However, while

prescribed actions will have to be taken,by the individual-states parallel action

by all or, most of the Great Lakes states ould strengthen their resolution.

The Specific chapters are the following:
fi

Lowering the cost of doing business in the region.

Labor-Management-Government cooperation to improve the
-business and industrial development climate.

Improvi4 the quality o education and building upon the
strengths of the region's college and university system.

Making more risk capital available for the development of
new enterprise in the region and theexpansion of existing
ent rpride.

Dealing with uncertainty of energy supply and price in the
region.

Saving the region's rail network and building upon its water
transportation assets.

4
Solving isolated water supply and quality problems and developing
the region's natural advantage in water supply.

Protecting the position of agriculture in the region and promoting
the retention of family farming operations.

Reexamining the focus of federal funding to aSsure.that it more
adequately meets the growing needs of this region's communities
and people.
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A. LOWERING THE COST OF DOING BUSINESS

I
One of the Great Lakes region's competitive problems, as was discussed

in Section III, is the higher cost of doing business in some areas of the

region. The difficulty facing state governments in trying to-neutraliz-e some

of the comparative disadvantages the region has is that, in our free enterprise

system, most of these costs lie outside the control of government. Wages for

example cannot be lowered by state statute and, even if they could, such a

reduction would run counter to the region's ability te retain its highly skilled

labor force which requires a gooc wage structure.

qw

However, there are several sign ificanc kinds of costs that are controllable-

to a degree by state government and these should be examined.

State Tax Policy

Most studies indicate that both state and Local taxes are not a major factor

in the overall costs of doing business, and the Great Lakes states are slightly

below the national average iii taxes as a percent of personal income.

Nonetheless, taxes deserve at as an urban economic development tool

for two reasons. First:, some kinds of taxes can be especially hard on some

businesses and discourage their location in states having them. Examples cited

by businessmen in t he interview program were inventory taxes and franchise taxes

on insurance.

Second, taxes Arc tine of the fc- factors of production cost that states can

4
do anything about. rborelore, the state should, U. they have not already clone

!io, examine each of diet conduct an impact. analyt;ts of the ottect

that alteration 01 thi faxe iii lit hnve on it lilt ot Iii iii in centriti



cities. This must be done with care and with the recognition that the projections

of costs and benefits will always he debatable Several studies have indicated

that communities lose more from tax relief than they gain from increased business

activity.

Workmen's Compnsation

in several states, Workmen's Compensation (rato, administration, and liti-

gation) is a major cost issue. Many characterized this situation as a constant

source of friction. Payments of awards to retirees is an especially onerous

issue- A number of government officials suggested that the administration of

programs needs serious attention, and one official said that his state ought to

spend some time with another state which operates the same program well,

On the other hand, some businessmen and legislators called Workmen's Compen-

sation a false issue. They said the real issues are insurance companies, which

need serious regnlatioa, .oil the legal profession, which prospers from litigation

claims. Government officials and businessmen expressed the view that something

H. to he done hecnnse the rhetoric that surrounds the Workmen's Pomp ens it it in

is,;ne is driving industry our of their states. This same opinion is expressed

hy sOme top Inhor officinls, who :..mlmented Chat they are ready to talk about

tigikteoihg the legislation. Similar agroement was expressed about the need to

examine the I (Air:11.1.allom or tiles aud reutations so that the Great Lakes states

will not suffer adversely: "The tIJLior; should play cinder the snme rules." A

consistent_ problem with thi:. bout I. Lite critical need for facts. Comparahle

tO;ures not Availahlc nnd this lie the prohicm or rhetoric drivin

isne ft_het than soher discussion.

Unompjoyment L ii ii

issue was not menLioned Howevet, the widospred impiession

t it 1te=rni1i I;ovunt,it Out I 11;-;ii I l!,, cot; t .;.; .11-c it 1.,:j1t._`t I us li III 10 Ic Sou tHt .

1 3()
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RECOMMENDATIONS

State T

State taw statutes should be examined to determine whether way particular

taxes (such as inventory or insurance premium taxes) discourage the location

some kinds of businesses. Tax incentives for plant modernization should

be considered. However, broad-based exemptions from local taxes should be

approa hed with great caution as

to t'unctif,m effectively.

y ay hamper local government's ability

Workmen i r » n pt n and Unemployment Compensation Laws

'Each of the states should conduct a detailed study of their Workmen
,:, .

Compensation and Unemployment Compensati n laws to detenniae the adva

. disadvantages of nationalization of both of t ese prog

region.

and

for the Great Lakes



B. LABOR-MANAGEMOT-GOVERNMENT COOPERATION

Another field where state and Local govenment can play a positive leadership

role in enhancing area development prospects is in bringing together labor, manage-

ment and government in a new forum for discussing their common interests in

maintaining and expanding local industry.

he problem here goes beyond the usual not Ian of the adversarial relationship

that exists between labor and management in the collective bargaining arena. The

interview program brought out a strong feeling on the part of business men that

goverunks n t and labor did not understand their situa ion. Similar feelings were

expressed by government and labor officials.

V
The notion among businessmen was that overnment, aside from economic development

agenc ies, is hostile to business. in describing bow he saw the region's economic

problems, an officer of a large corporation said, "I'll tell you in one word -

overnment "

Many of the businessmen with whom we talked who had experience in both the

Midwest and the SouLh said that the major distinction they saw between the economic

development activities of the South and the Midwest was one of attitude. In the

South, special effort seems to be: given to be positive and receptive toward business

in all branches of government.

A businessman reeognis:ed that rod tape is a national problem, but said that

the issue can be ameliorated when states and local governments have an attitude

or cooperation with business, as they do in the South."

"Red tape has a lot to do with the movement of industrial, plants," said a

specialist in helping firms relocate. We know a firm that finally cancelled a

proposed plan after two ;ears ald si:,:ty approvals. The major problem is not knowing."

This theme t.:m,! up L!,aitt: the uncerLdnLy of ,ioLnyi htn-;inc,s w[111 Lhe

govornment.



A utility executive said that the most disturbing trend is toward more

and more delay in government. "Energy companies must wade through a growing

number of permits and hearings. What took only se A mits a few y

ago requires 21 different permits today. iness is concerned that overnment

indifferent toward ameliorating the problem.'

"o sum it up,"T said a chamber of commerce officer, "the .-. t£>te and local

government need a more caring image and the estab4shment of economic development

exper It the Local level. cunly through these Ilwo approaches wilT we, be

able to compete with the South, where development tr.ttegie. are of ual concern

to the man the --it and com -ity

"It's not tax breaks or tabor casts that

observed an executive thriving man 7acturiug company. "When we were evaluating

alternative locations a few ago, the difference e s hctwnen thc Souilh

and the Midwest wa ; the way Southern public offielgis made specific definite

eoniniitments about things like alternative at land costs, highway im[,ruverrten

and vocational cdtcation It's not tart Northern public officials 3172

hostile; they just vague, tentative and uncertain."

On the positive side, tits se negative views were balanced by expressions of

willingness on the part of business, v -nment and labor :lea_ to get together

and talk about the, region's or their area's problems and what they could do

about them j _ i nt l y.

iris been used successfully in James towir, New York,

Evansville, Indi la' and other cLties is a committee of labor, lagement, and

,ernment Lead _me committccs have been organ [zed dr the c_orrLmun tti , level

with public off i i-ts servirw as

Leal plant Level,

states i

Lalyst. Other committees or at tint'

a la-trg r seals .°.cane major in istries in the Cream Lal

ve reported con Ider hie, and even dra -tie, SUC in a him--

industr tabu,- Improvement of oductivity is an
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underlying objective of the strictly labor-management groups, but other issues

relating to the quality of work life and skills training are frequently involved.

ever, the kind of program suggested here would allow the discussion of problems

with government, as well as productivity and labor issues.

A consistent suggestion heard from those interviewed was that the most

important item of both local and state efforts to encourage labor, managemen

and overnment cooperation should be agreement on economic facts of life and the

particular economic situation of states or local areas. Many felt that this kind

of discussion was long overdue and that the establishment of a neutral environment

in which discussion could take place would go a long way toward softening the

terms on which most exchangts now take place.

New For

RECOMMENDATION

LahorTManagemen -rn ent Discussions

ent adversarial relationship b etween management and labor, and business

and government, must he changed. Mechanisms to do this include state and local

level labor management committees or councils, with government bringing parties

together.



EDUCATION

One of the met economic development tools available to state

and local governments is public education, This includes not only primary and

secondary schools but also the network of technical colleges and public college

and universities (the special problems of urban school systems also were discussed

in the previous section on Urban Strategy) .

The university system generally was seen as one of the region's greatest

assets by the busines meu interviewed. However, public primary and secondary

educat icon in Its

Schools are on-

--and,

central es was seen as one of the region's greatest liabilities.

the major centrifugal forces that have moved middle-class whites

ly, h]lcf- lLso--Lo the suburbs. The failure of large city school

-t.
to educi ce young people

prime regional concern

region. in spite of

or even t make them literate,

of the large concentration of major cities in this

_cre siri-4- amounts of federal assistance, education is still

a state and local responsibility.

'[here are no quick nd easy or ine xpensive answers about how to improve the

quality of urban education systems. The problem is compounded by the effects of

racial disc rimlnati _ which Iiti -e concentrated on 1_ er-income blacks

in siitc_h nit st cities have the dual task of improving educat

quality, white carrying out court--_-- desegration plAns. The quality of urban

public school sy, mu _ be improved if the body of unemployable young people

is not to increase drama; -111y.

F art rt. the pi blem is ill-m:1'1. ,,)me staTte laws have the it of diS-

not nta 1

property and I
-)r

incrensin aderluarn ha

snhc-1 systems. With the ill t of t xable

central cities, local taxes will he an

school in central cities. States



will have to consider whethor the education of young people ought to be a general

state responsibility rather than the mixed system of state and local financing

which presently exists.

Money alone will not solve the problem. A reorien ..1-ion of schools to

assure the development of basic reading and mathematical skills is essential.

Cities Such AS Clovoland are at-empting to do just this.

The vocational. and technical schools need to he better geared to the current

needs of businesses that have expanding numbers of,jobs. The businessmen intor-

viewed frequently praised the voca .ional education programs in southern sta-_es

such as North Carolina. Their view was that Southern programs were more directly

orientud towat meoting the immediate employment needs of new and expanding,

industrial plan_s.

Finally, the support of public colleges and universities _s important.

Although it is true tha the region's universities educate many Deople who later

migrate to othn-:regions, the research and knowledge base that these syl_hools

represent is a major attraction to indusAry and service business.

_RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Public Primary and Secondary Education

The need to improv the quality of public education, the level. of literacy

and basic skills of graduates is wail known. Billions of dollars are being

spent on such effor s. Study committees at sta c, local and national levels

are grappling with ways to solve some of these seemingly intractable problems.

The Committoc can support such uf[urt a and dramatize he fact that the quality

of public education is closely related to economic development. CommunTLies

Dm)



with good schools will attract growth; those with poor schools will lose

industry and commercial activity and accumulate growing numbers of unemployable

youths.

2. Vocational Education

Vocational apd technical education must be better focused as an economic

development tool. Efforts should be expanded to develop better forecasts of

near- and long-term needs of industries in the regions served by these schools

and methods developed for rapid curriculum adaptation to changing needs.

Higher Education

The region's network of public universities Should continue to receive

strong 4!pport it is one of the region's greatest economic development assets,

not only as a source of managerial and technical talent for .industry, but also

as a research base needed for industrial expansion and new enterprise generation

in the region.



D STIMULATING NEW INV STMENT

1. Economic stagna ton in this region stems primarily from the high death-rate

or contraction of existing firms which is not now being offset b:

expznsif,n of existing business and the creation of new firms. In the past,

economic self-renewal brought the reo-_ _its econ prominence.

While funds'fo- large-firm expansion are available in the national capital

markets high-risk venture capital for small start-up ,_. rms has been

difficult to access both in the region and nationally-.

The need to encourage new start-ups in the region should be one of the

region's major economic concerns. A number of steps might be taken to improve

access to capital for such firms. Other observaCions include:

Retention and modernization of existing facilities must be a key element
in the region's economic development strategy.

In spite of continued high rates of capital investment, obsolescence is
a problem in some industrial sectors. Modernization of plants is occurring,
though perhaps at a lower rate than desired. Tax incentives encouraging
modernization are suggested as a key component for any economic development
strategy.

C h angcChanges in Federal policy, such as the elimination of the double taxation
of dividends and a larger tax credit for investment perhaps targeted on
older areas in economic distress, might increase investment.

tape in gaining approval from many nment agencies, coupled with
the delays and uncertainty inherent in th s process, discourages firms
from locating-in some areas of the

To diversify the ,ion's economichase, new types of firms should be
attracted. However, the region may be more successful doing this if it
tries to ;attract firms related to its existing manufacturing base in such
fields as transport ition technolQgv, solid w4sto management, and information
systems.



KEY INVESTMENT SECTORS

Manufacturing

The Great Lakes s the locus of much of the nation's heavy industry,

so its share of dollars invested in manufacturing has been higher than its

share of U.S. population (21;:l. The region's share of investment averaged

29.8 percent from 1960 to 1973 and was only slightly lower in the 1969 to 1973

period (28.6 percent). Maintenance of its manufacturing base is viewwed by Great

Lakes business, labor, and government leaders as one of the most critical elements

in ensuring future economic health of the region. Expansion of that existing

base will account for the lc- t net additions to manufac _ring employment in the

region even ile moderization existing fat line reduces jobs in some plants.

The states of the region are economically linked through the manufacturing

sec _r; 1.e steel. for machi Ez par s and machine parts for automobiles. The

interconnec tedness in manufacturing means that issues which affect_ the ability of

manufacturing firms to modernize and expand have a substantial regional d' ension.

These issues fall into two caregorie: those that affect the desire of

id those that affect their _ability to borrow money to finance investment.

La_ ge,firms are able to meet their needs for investment capital through their own

earnings or o.ing it national markets.

Small Business

-Small firms outside the region's traditional manufacturing base face

somewhat differen

birt

problems, In the Great bakes region most of the deaths and

s of fir s which occurred between 1969 and 1974 were among those with tower

than 100 employees; however, the death rate exceeded the birth rate and a net

:employment loss occurred. The small start-up firms attempting to manufacture

alculared from the Annual. Surve,- et 0, ut -le r_es
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new products and technologies are of particular significance to the Great Lakes

economy because rrlost new employment growth in manufacturing nationally is derived

from these innovative companies. . Thus, a employment in traditional

manufacturing stabilizes or declir-,3 growth in innovative new industry is essential

to absorb displaced blue collar workers. Lakes region is not attracting

a sufficient number of such manufacturers. These are footloose companies capable

of locating anywhere in the nation. They to be responsive to population

movements, regional amenities and labor force quality. But a number of studies

have found 01 m particularly sensitive to the availability of investment capital

in specific areas of the country. The growth of high technology films outside of

Boston during the 1950s slid 19C for example, has been ascribed several sources

of wilding private venture capital as well as federal research dollars. .Stimulation

of high growth manufacturing in the Great Lakes region would, therefore, require

some attention to the regional capital market.

Re anal Cap? al Markets

Because money is mobile, the credit market is generally considered to be a

notional market. I-77- 2 firms and la cities and states can borrow funds in this

national market because lender s can easily ascertain the creditworthiness of these

-111(2h -saving has tended to become inure institutionalized in pension funds,

life insurance companies, mutual funds, and the largest banks all of which are

par in the nationa_ c r _dit market. Pension fund assets he tripled since

19(2 and deposits. in the ten 1 have increased trom 20 33 percent of

all deposits in the sins

The levetopment of :=e condary markets, the use of correspondent }bank, irid the

h of lank holding companies, as well as fewer restrictions on branching rules

for commercial hanks, have also facilit .cd national c.rpital flows. Thus, over

t imp there its I on a mu.rL'i;icut tut=rirtl grc ccter ntlt nri dtal market- and

Small Business Administration, Report of the Task Force on Venture and
Capifat tar Small 4ness, .January 1977, p.

VO4
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a reduction in the regionalization of funds. This is a desirable development

expanded national output and regional indmes.

For some borrowers, however, the market for credit still must be regional

and local. Home m&rtgages and installment loans, loans to small firms, and farm

loans are to a large extent limited to regional lenders. Information about small

borrower, more costly for distant. Lenders to obtain and access to distant

lenders is more costly for borrowers

The information costs due to- distance would not be sufficient for significant

regionalization of credit unless there were some constraints on t national flow

of funds or perhaps less an a fully competitive market among local lenders.

The branching regulations in a state can hinder the flow of dollars among banks

within a region. Entry restrictions have probably resulted in fewer banks than

would have otherwise existed. This reduces competition, especially in areas rved

by only a few banks. In general, small and riskier borrowers are hurt e by

reductions in competition than large bnrrowero who operate in nation credit

markets.

Some types of enterprises may be particularly disadva ged by regulations

and a limited number of banks. For example, some -at banks find that they

are close to their lending limits, given the increased cost of agricultural

equipment.

Hanks do supply some funds for existing small firms which have adequate collateral

and deht-net worth ratios. An additional funds for small business could

be savings and loans. At present, they %vest the major portion of their funds

fn housing. Ho _vet they extremely knowledgeable about local ecorieic condi-

tions, and if permitted, could provide loans to firms. The concept of broadening

the activity of rws .end riot new and has been %--po sed by financial
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reform commissions at the federal level. In addition, states such as Massachusetts

have been considering expanding the legal list of eligible investments for 'state-

chartered thrift institutions to include specific firms operating in the State.

More marginal existing firms often cannot qualify for the long-term loans

necessary for growth. The Small Busineg'S Administration has attempted to finance

a portion of these riskier firms through direct loans and guarantees of bank

financing.

In the Great Lakes region, SBA business loans are far lower than L

share of population. In both 1972 and 1976, only about 12 percent of SBA's total

volume of busine.,s loans occurred in the Great Lakes. it is not clear why SBA

activity is lOwer. One possible explanation is a conservative attitude by area

bankers whichmeans they would not participate in guaranteed loan programs. A

contrary explanation could be that aggress Lye lending by banks leaves less need

1 for SBA assistance to firms. Conversations with SBA employees in the region

suggest that fewer resources are put into staff in this region, and therefore

awareness of SBA programS' Is relatively low.

Venture Capital

Ple riskiest business loans are probably for the start-up and expansion of

high-risk, high-growth potential firms, i.e., venture capital. There is litH.e

centralized information on availability of venture capital doLlars or tie
V

demand for these loads hv onLPepronours. Although the percentage of the total

investment which takes place is Lheso fiims is small, interest in nurturing them is

high because the growth in emplovment which they could generaLo, if successful, is

Bu4grOun1 Lujormatjon 111 Proposed 1b 1st iou tiili Legal list,. mimeograph=
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high. A study by the MIT Devtlopment Foundation found that the growth for youlg

high-technology firms in sales and jobs was 42.5 and 40.7 percent respectively'

from 1969'to'1974

Venture capitalidts favor investment after has developed its

prototype and begun production. Funds are generally not available for true

start-ups, Venture firms are usually purchasers of equity rather than loans.

The primary sources of venture funds are individuals, family and publicly vied

venture coital firms, and small business investment companies (SBICs )- Prior, to

the.Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA), pension funds either directly

or through venture capital companies were another source of funds. Sftty-four

percent of pension trustees surveyed by the International Foundation of Employee

Benefit Plans in 1976' reported that as a result df the 1974 pension law they were

less willing to invest in anything other than blue-chip-type investments. For

example, the Ohio State Teachers'Retirement Fund had invested 0.4 percent of its

$3 billion portfolio venture capital companies. Under ERISA's "prudent m'An"

rule, retirement fund managers at OSTRF no longer engage in venture inv'ZItments

bemuse they believe that these are now disallowed.

In 1969, 548 small businesses were able to raise almost $1.5 billion through

first ti a stock offerings. However, since the later 1960s the stock market has

not been a good vehicle even for established firms to raise money. Less well-known

firms of the'sort venture capitalists finance are less likely to be able to

raise funds by going public. In 1972 firms with a net worth of less than $5 million

raised $918 million-in 418 und 19,75 there were only four such

ort of the SBA Task Force, p.2.

U.S. Congress, Senate, Senator Benten speaking for Senate 11 285, 95th
Congress, 1st session, 18 January 1977, Congressional Record, vol. 1:23.

U.S. Congress, Senkor Nelson speaking
session, *3O Junp 1977, Con 7:sio--
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underwritings with a value of $16 million.* Because venture capitalists may

eventually want to take their money out of a firm, the inability of firms to go

public may tend to discourage some investment.

The data available on all venture capital firms are limited, though information

exists for SBICs because they(are licensed by and must report to the SBA., Only

38 U.S. 'IBBICs (14.9 percent) are located i

need not correspond to lending locations in a national capital market. However,

the Great Lakes. Location of SBICs

most to
- A

venturers want be able to oversee their investment and be able to advise

the fledgling company before problems, 'ecome too substantial. A rule of thumb

used by some- SBICs seems to be to invest in firms which can be reached in a day's

travel.

The SBA reports SBIC financing by state, but not by origin of loans. The low

share of SBICs in the Great Laked is also paralleled by a low share of financing-

***
aciivity, 11.8 percent ($12,603,843). The SBIC recently created an index

rank states on the basis of "adequacy of SBIC activity?'. The index takes into

account a state's share of SBIC balances, employme bank assets, and'the size of

SBIC financing. According to the 1976 SBIC index, all sik Great Lakes states were

****
below 100, which represents inadequate activity. The range for Great Lakes

,states was from 9.22 for Illinois.. to 53.34 in Minnesota. 'Although the venturing

states varied in 1974 and 1975, only one state, Wisconsin ever exceeded 100.

The region's share of SBIC loans in 1974 and 197 5,were also low; 10.4 and 11.9 percent,

4respectively.

It!por of the SBA Task Force, p. 1.

U.S., Small Business Administration, SBIC Digest, Spring 1977.

U.S., Small Business Administration, Directory of gyrating Small Investment
Companies, June' 1977, C =ll.

Ibid., C12.
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. =The low amount of venture loans in th0 Great Lakes has been attributed to

a general decline in venture dollars available at the national level because of

the recession, problems with real estate investment trusts and restr.- ve federal

rules on institutions such as pension funds. This does not, however, exci ain the

low Great Lakes fraction of total SBIC dollars. Some venture capitalists have

suggested that the number of'good opportunities available in the Great Lakes is

low._ What may be true is that although many ideas with venturing possibilities

are generated in the MidWeSt, the skills necessary to put a firm together are often

lacking in a single entrepreneur. If this is true, technical assistance for both

start -ups and early business operations could increase the probability

in the Great Lakes obtaining venture financing,

RECOMMENDATIONS.

entrepreneurs

Recommendations involving changes at the federal level. These can be best promoted
by regional action:

Relaxin Portfolio Re-ulation:,--

Because saving is being increasingly institutionalized and because financial

institutions have significant constraints o 'the kinds _f-investments they

can make, larger investment in h-risk firms could be obtained by

relaxin portfolio regulations. For example, the Employee Retirement income

Security At (ERISA) could be changdd so that the "prudent man" rule applies

the total portfolio rather than to each investment.

Senator Lloyd Bentsen introduced a bill in 1977- which would give managers-of

11-

pension funds the leeway to invest two percent of the assets of their plan in
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companies with paid-in capital of less than $25 million or in venture

capital firms which invest in such companies. This is the type of change

required to increase funds for high-risk, potentially high-growth

2. Incentives for Modernization

Federal incentives for modernization of plants should be examined for tbtal

impaCt, e.g. , larger tax credits, higher depreciation allowances to add to
,

internal sources of funds, the tax treatment of dividendq and capital gains.

Special corporate tax treatment for small business has been proposed in the

Senate Small Business Committee to increase the ability of these firms to

grow through retained earnings. In addition, tax reform has been identified

as a major legislative interest for the Carter administration. It is in the

region's interest, to ascertain which types of tax changes will benefit its

A
industry most, i.e., those for which the target modernization.'

3. Strenthenin Small Business Administration

The SBA could be strengthened so that bigger source of investment for

small firms and for venture capital. An SBA task force has identified

several areas for improvements and legislation responsive to these

suggestions has,been proposed in the Senate Select Committee on Small

Business._ This legislation includes lowering the leverage costs for SBICs

and greater SBA sharing of the risks SBICs take when making start-up

investments.
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The Small Business Developmient Center Act is innovative legislation which

provides assistance for management, product planning, and marketing.

Universities in conjunction with the SBA would be used to make centrally

gqailable continuing input for wall businesses. ,This bill has passed the

Senate and is presently in the House. The region could benefit from having

a mechanism to involve its universities in the management and development of

small busiu

Recommendations which may best be, accAplishecrby actionat the regio al level:

4. Funds :mall F

The'level of funds available for existing firms in the region may be

insufficient; an assessment of the sources and amount of unds available

would be helpful. The reasons for the region's low share of SBA loans and

SIC activity ought to be determined. The' effectiveness of technical

assistance cu ntly available from state government agencies, the SBA,
0

and others may be blunted by a lack of awareness oaf the programs, and by

,conBilsion arising' from the overlapp _g functions. Coordination among groups

offering technical assistance and an ongoing effort to iiforin small busineses

of the resources available could substantially assist marginal firms and

increase the birth of firms in the region.

5. Stud of Venture Development in the Region

the Great Lakes region, venture capital availability and the identification

of entrepreneurs and their demand for funds are two topic' an which there is
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little organized or easily accessible information. A study of these issues

could considerably improve, the region's development of new, potential high

growth enterprises, The mics of generating venturing activity are not

4
well understood. There may be econom es f scale from sharing among the

states existing knowledge about encou a- ent and support for individuals

who could become entrepreneurs as well as their fledgling firms. Perhaps

high sales potential firms could be generated by an organized and sustained

effort to-ake available to entrepreneurs the array of- talents needed to

manage a successful start =up firm. Assistance in joining entrepreneurs

with venture capital and SBICs throughout the region could also be useful.

6. Information Clearinghouse

Set up a clearinghoo6e for dissemination of information on successful financing

and econo ic development experiments. Although large ci ies in the region may

"keep'in close touch, smaller cities and rural areas may especially benefit

from more organized contact during which common problems and successful

solutions can be shared.

7? Encour in Forel Investment

Joint ventures to encourage foreign investment in the region will directly

and indirectly benefit all the states because of the employment and

purchasing linkages. Joint ventures to encourage purchases of the region

products by foreign countries could generate more demand for the region's

products.
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Recommendations requiring action at the state level and affecting the supply of

credit:

8. Branch Bankira

Concentration in banking in a local area can lead to less competition among

banks and result in a lower volume of loans through either high interest

charges or a shared conservative lending policy. The flow of funds between

banks can also be impeded by the structure of the banking industry. All

states in the region except Illinois have limited branching laws. State-wide

branching should be examined to determine if improvements in customer service

and ease of transfer of funds from surplus to capital- starved banks outweigh

disadvantages which could stem from potentially increased concentration of

banking activ Y.

Broadenin barters of S vestment Institutions

Legislation allowing state - chartered savings and loans to invest in a wider

variety of investments could increase the supply of credit,tocal businesses.

Recommendations requi:A action at state lever and affec

10. Easin State Licenses and A royals I'roble

I

investment demand:

Business firms would be more likely to locate new or additional facilities

the region if there were one person or agency responpible for coordinating

k

the many agency approvals required before a plant is built. A streamlining of

this process would reduce delay and uncertainty for firms.
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11. R sk_P052lia&

Government, at both the st and local level, can take a leadership role

in encourajng innovative t e niques to rebuild decaying areas of cities

and increase loan availability n rural areas. !Risk pooling -by banks and

other financial institutions a one meaps of doing this.

12. odernizinz_Industrial Plant-

Revision of state tax laws which could give incentive to firms to modernize

existing plants should be considered:
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E. ENERGY AND TUE FUTURE THE GREAT LAKES ECONOMY

1. Uncertainty of supply is th major energy problem. Because of the region's

heavy concentration in manufa turfing, the Great Lakes states are large fuel'

consumers. Consumption proximately balanced among coal, natural

gas, and o although the six states vary considerably in their.edependence

on various fuels.

2. Although the region is a net mpor e- of energy, it has abundant coal

reserve?; however, their high sulfur content presently impedes the full

realizationtof their potential

The availability and price of energy are, of course, highly ependent upon

national energypolicie7 As both a major supplier and cons -er of

`energy, federal government action in large measure will determine the

ease with which this region can make the transition to higher priced fuels

and a different mix of fuel use.

Federal policies on automobile fuel consump n will have a major impact

on the region in both short term adaptation of automobile industry opera-

tions and in the mix of foreign and domestic automobile `purchases.
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Of increaing concern, both regionally and nationally, is the role of

energy in economic growth and development. The. extreme cold of early 1977

revealed the vulnerability of some sections of the Great Lakes region to dis-

ruption in natural gas supplies. Debafe and legi-lative action on the

President's National Energy Plan have further served to increase 'public awareness

of national and regional ener y issues.

Implementation of a strong national energy policy will have both direct

and indirect implications for the Great Lakes region. As a heavy manufacturing

area, the region is a large consumer of all types of energy. The Great Lakes

region is also a significant producer of energy from its abundant coal reserves.

National efforts to shift to coal and domestic oil and gas will most likely

mean increasing development of regional supplies. Such development, however,

will require careful balancing of developihental objectives with environmental

and soial, values.

The survey revealed several perceptions of energy issues that will affect

and shape future growth in the Great Lakes region. These _include:

Concern°Over energy prices, but assurance of supply was a

far more important issue. Management of supplies by gas

companies was of particular concern in sdme parts of the

region.

. Concern that the region's own energy resources should be

more fully developed; that ways to facilitate use of high

4J:

sulfur coal should be promoted, and that energy resource

development not be allowed to .affect environmental quality.
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Concern over the effect national eitnergy policy may have

on regional employment, particularly the effect that efforts

to increase American automobile efficiency may have on the

region's auto-related econc

This section presents an analysis of these three broad issues and presents

recommendations for dealing with them.

ENERGY CONSUMPTION PRICES AND SUPPLY UNCERTAINTY

Because of its heavy concentration in manufacturing, the Great Lakes region

is a large consumer of many fuels. In 1973 (latest year for which comprehen-

sive national data are available), the region accounted' for 22% of net U -S.

energy consumption as shown in Table 1. (The region has 21%,of 1973 U. S.

population and produced about 22% of 1973 Gross National Product.)

As a region, total fuel consumption as of 1973 was balanced approximately

equally amon toal, natural gas and oil commodities, as shown in Table 2. The

impact of the 1973 oil embargo, five -fold increase in oil prices and curtailment

of interstate gas shipments have, prompted shifts to coal or fuel oil on the- part

of many businesses. As such, the 1973 data understate the relAt ve share of

-coal in regional energy consumpt

Although comparable, the six s ates of the Great lakes region vary in their

relative dependence on the various els (see Table 2). States such as Ohio and

Indiana are more dependent on coal whereas Illinois, Minnesota and Wisconsin

were relatively more dependent on petroleum products in 1973. Michigan is the

most evenly balanced state in the use of these fuels.

Prices for all forms of energy have risen sharply since the 1973 Arab' Oil .

embargo and the subsequent, five-fold increase in the price of imported crude

oil. While the Great Lakes region tends to have average fuel prices



TAL L

DERV OSTIIIION AS A PERCENTAGE OF 01 CONSWIN

(Trillloo BIT's)

I.

Numinous

Coal and Petrol*. Word Nuclear Cross Net

Anthracite Ligolte liroduc0 Cas Hydropower Power, Inputs Inputs

Great takes .0 4,21.5 5699 11,55U 5L2 110.1 15,14,1 J2,6812

'Jolted States 12/.8 12,193 )i!66 11,121.0 1,0151i 88,1 NAM 51,01.1

United States (1) ix 11A N.Oi\ 1.1: 18.51 11A 122.11

Source! Eureau of Mhos Information Circular, 1M, PUe1 and tnerallE
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TABLE 2.

RELATIVE FUEL OONSITION PATTERN, I971

Illinois

Michigan

Minnesota

Ohio

Wisconsin

Great Lakes

UnitedState

U.S.-G.L.

Anthracite

Bituminous
Coal-and
Lignite Petroleum

'Natural

Gas Hydropower Nuclear

(Percentdges)

.04 23.0 . 39.3 31.8 .03 5.8

.04 41.9 34.6 23.3 .2 -0-

.1 27.4 37.7 331.4 .3 1.1

-.03 15.3 49.7 31.2 .9 3.0

.09 40.5 29.1 30.3 .003 -0-

.02 22.3 42.2 28.5 2.0 5.0

30.5 36.8 30.0 2.3

.2 17.2 44.8 32.2 4.4

13.6 47.0 32.7 5.4 1.0

Source: Bureau of :`fines Info atiom Circular; 1976, Fuel and Energy Data, 1973.
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comparable to the :lonal averages, natural gas. prices for indust- al

commercial purposes. in 1975 we ''about 10% higher than the nation al average,.

and about 15% to 30% higher thari the gas producing states in the South.
-

The future rpte of increase in energy prices (pal-ticularly_ natural gas

and crude oil) will be determined by international events,, fedetal policy on

regulation of natural gas and "old" oil, and the effects .of 'conservation

efforts on demand. Provided a balanced national ene can be developed,

there is no reason to assume costs will

vere manufacturin= econbm and the :e _n' long-

run develtliment.

Perhaps more significant than relative energy prices

,supply: Uncert inty concerning federal gas and oil pricing policy confuses

i- availability of
0

P

the energy situation for all energy intensive firms. This cdnfusion may deter

investment or, more significantly, lead firms to take out "insurance" by

locating near energy supplies,, which are mostly available in the energy producing

_______states thethe South. Present federal re lation of the well head price 4

natural gas produced for interstate Shipment has. resulted in increasing pro-

duct ion for unregulated intrastate fliarkets. The certainty of supply in the

producing states must be considered an important locational advantage for such

areas. Phased deregulation of energy prices would help in'the long run to

balance the energy cost.and supply environment of the various sectors of the
0

nation, while providing the capital and incentives for exploration and new

production.

The issue of regional natural gas supply uncertainty can be separated into

First, partially as a result of regulation of well head pricetwo component

_ gas produced for interstate qhipment, total quantities of natural gas
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available 'have aqua y declined since the late Sixties.- Regulation of the

interstate market has also created an incentive to sell,gas to unregulated

in;rastate markets. While total supply has declined, the artificially low
4

price of interstate gas haspmeant growing demand. As a result, some industrial

)

customers have been discontinued and others with a non-interrupted servi have

been curtailed to varying degrees. The second part of the pro 1 re es

to bow spOtific transmission companies and gas utilities have manage long -run

planning related to purchase

underground storage. The extreme cold of early 1977 plac peak demand on all

contracts, supplemental gas, and lopment of

transmission and gas utility,systemin the region. dose with inadequate

storage or emergency contracts or sources of supply, or transmission capacity

to handle peak loads, were forced to curtailervice invarying degrees to

industrial and commercial cust mers; This problem was particui &rly severe in

Central Ohio and porti_ s of*Indiana

during February.

ith the x e ion of extreme conditions the mana-ement

-es n

1.A9pg7rue and involves _e need to Ice natura

to a price-w_Ach-refle-M_ opportunopportunity cost

schools,and factories were cloyed

be

as

eiiii,2_rtgion-wide_pE2hlem. The 4Egsrproblem

onsu

as at its scarcit value.

would heve an incentive_ to

economize and -oducer_ o-e 'lore for ne

REGIONAL ENERGY SUPPLY

lan for other fuels.

Although a net importer of energy, the Great Lakes region has abundant coal

reserves and some reserves of natural gas qnd'oil. Because of environmental

restrictions related to sulfur content, however,'the region is not able to

realize the potential cif its coal reserves for use in local industry and power
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generation. National energy policy and the enforcement of envirOnmer'tal

regulations and technical deVildpment will be 7mptrtant determinants of the

future 4irection of regional energy developmen

The three Great Lakes states account for almost 30% of

remaining identified resources of bituminous foal in the U. S. as of January 1
)

he total estimated

194 (Table:3).

Of the coal consumed in the Great LakeS

presently °'comes from outside the region. On

sta es, approximately half

he other'hand, the region exports

abbet 20% of its coal production, primarily to nearby states. State-by-state )

the following situation prevails:
I

,

Illinois- roduces 6O of its own coal; another 21% comes from
the Montana/Washington area.

Indiana- Produces 45% of it supply; another 13% comes
from Illinois.

Michigan- Imports 30% from "Southern 2"; another 27% comes,
from Ohio aNd 18% from West Virginia.

Minnesota- Imports 65% from the Montana/Washington/area; another
12% from Illinois.

Ohio- Produces almost 50% of its o- supply; another almost
25% comes from "Southern #2".

Wis&psin- imports 34% of its supply from Illinois; another 19%
from Montana/Washington area, 13% 'from western Kentucky,
and 11% from "Southern #2".

fa

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Mmes, Mineral Industry Surveys, Bituminous
Coal and Li- e Distribution, 1976.
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TABLE

TOTAL ESTIMATED REMAINING IDENTIFIED RESOURCES
OF COAL AND LIGNITE BY STATE, JANUARY 1, 1974

. (Billions of short tong)

State

Total
Coal and
Lignite

Coal

Lign

Anthracite
and

emianthracite
Subbitu-.
minous Bituminods

United States 1,730.9 f9.7 485.8 747.3 478.1

Illinois 146.0 146.0

Indiana 32.9 32.9

Ohio 41.2 41.2

Source: Paul Averitt, U.S. Department of the Interior. Coal Resources of the
United States. January 1, 1974 (Bulletin 1412).
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.Although not ptodUcersxd naeural.gas,_several of the -Great Lake

es have in-state reserves which are developed to- varying degrees. Table 4

shows estimated proved redovecable reserves of natural gas for the Great Lakes

states and the t.S.

TABLE 4.

TOTAL ESTIMATED. PROVED RECOVERABLE RESERVES
OF NATURAL GAS, 1975

(millions of cubic, feet)

, Preliminary Net
Production,:1975 Reserves

Illinois 1,304 380,804

Indiana 143 59,,839

Michigan 105,703 1,606,749

Ohio 85,822 1,354,010

United States 19,718,500 228,200,176

Source: American Gas Association, American Petroleum Institute and Canadian
Petroleum Association, Reserves of Crude Oil, Natural Gas Liquids
and Natural Gas in the United States and Canada as of December 31.,
1975.

Recoverable reserves in the region as of 1975 accounted for about 1.5%

total U.S. reserves. Preliminary net production in the Great Lakes states in

1975 accounted for slightly less than 1% of U.S. produCtion.

Crude oil reserves in the Great Lakes states are also a small fraction of

total U.S. reserves, as shown in Table 5. Crude oil production in the four

Great Lakes states in 1975 accounted for about 2.2% total domestic U.S. produc-

tion and proved recoverable reserves amounted to 1.2% of total U.S. recoverable

reserves.
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TABLE 5.

ESTIMATED PROVED B COVE LE _ _ERVES
OF CRUDE OIL, 1975

(thousands of barrels)

:Estimated
Production, 1975

Reserves as
of Deeetber 31;4.975

Illinois

Indiana

Michigan

Ohio

United States

Source: Same as Table 4.

BecauSe of

generated

Wig the relative proportion of fuel used in .generating elect-

Ohio and Indiana Presently produce most

25,434.'

4,565

24,533

9,57g

2;886,292'

160,986

'te2,029

121',263

- ,J

127

abund &nt reserves of Coal, a significant Portion of electticity

in the six states is based on Goal. Data for 1973, presented in Table 6,

y in the states.

their electricity by coal. Illinois,
kit

--Michigan,- Minnesota and Wisconsin-have more diverse-electric power generation

bases, with nuclear power playing a more prominent role.

Trends in relative energy prices, supply availability, technology and

environmental considerations will lead to shifts in the composition of fuel use

in the region.
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TABLE 6,
0

USE OF COAL I ELEOWCITY G7TION, 1913

Percent

Illinois 67

Indiana 96

Michigan 75

MIrnissota. 52

Ohio 96

Wiscohsin 52

Soirce: Bureau of Mines info
Energy Data, 1973.

462
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REGIONAL ENERGY DEVELOPMENT

The National Energy Plan that must eventually bk agreed upon Will undoubt-

edly depend upon efforts to increase domestic energy production, a: strategy

that will have important consequences for each section of the country and a,

strategy in which the Great Lakes, by necessity, must participate. .

The National Energy Plan sent by the President to the Congress, while

stressing energy consetwation measures, rests on ieveral presumed increases in

domestic production that must involve the coal and potentia offshore oil and

oigas in various parts f the nation.

'Because of its role as both a major energy supplier an0 a major energy

consumer, the Great Lakes faces important problims in making the transition

towards higher relative energy prices,. How smooth the transition away from an

economy based on cheap energy actually turns out to be will depend on both

regional and national policies. Of partiar concern for the Great Lakes

region are the following items

Acceleration in development and use of regional coal resources.

Acceleration in development of regional natural gas and oil,

including possible drilling in,the Great Lakes, and development

f shale sources.

Expansion of the role of nuclear power in regional electricity

genera,tion and consideration of ways of achieving greater effi-

ciency through increased coordination of ,regional power systems.

Increase in the use of solar energy as a supplement to conventional

sources.

Increased development of the nation's fuel resources will have direct effects

in the Great Lakes states, in p, ticular, 111-inois, Indiana, Ohio and Michigan.

Acceleration in the development of these regional resources is not withou

significant problems and will involve compliance with strict environmental

standards.
lb



Coal. Although the coal fields of Illinois, ndiana, and Ohio contain

vast r -4 the high sulfur content of thecoa restrict the extent to which

it can be used. Federal air quality, standards 1 iting the sulfur dioxideN
. r

emissions from power plant stacks me &s that coal in the middle western:fi'elds

can only go to boilers equipped with stack gas a' bbers or be

_methods.

Wined by other

Although still costly and controversial, scrubber technqlogy does

appear to be emerging as an economically viable ternative for using

high sulfur =dal.

Air quality standards are not the only.constaints on development of

Midwestern coal reserves. S rip mine-riclamationrequirements increase the

cost. of surface-mined coal. There is also the issue of tradeoffs between strip

mining and prime farmland in coal-and-farm belt of Illinois and Indiana.

Rail and waterway transport capacity also will constrain rapid expansienof

coal production. Health and safety standards for miners and labor instability

pose other challenges. Mn a global basis:significant increase in coal burning

could raise the level of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere, causing significant

increase in average t peratures. 4-hese considerations weigh heavily against

any ica (next five years) expanSion in Great Lakes coal

production. In the linger run, however, advances in technologies for pollution__

control, coal gasification or liquefaction, and coal cleatline, together
1

improvements In the rail system, shouLP.satis y the necessary cvditions for

ith

expanding regional coal production.

Gas and Oil. Though small ih comparison to the Gulf of Mexico and Atlantic

Continental Shelf, deposits of natural gas and oil along -the eastern side of

Lake Michigan, in and around Saginaw Say; and in the Lake Erie Basin are

Kansas City Power & Light, after'extensive experimentation with maintenance
and corrosion control, is now operating the scrubbeis on its 820 megawatt
coal-fired plant at 95% availability rate compared to 55% in 1973 (WALL
STREET JOURNAL, Tuesday, June 14, 1977).
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potential sources of supplemental supply to the Great Lakes economy. In the

U;S# .tertitorial waters of Lake Erie'are an estimated 600 billion cubic feet

3 trillion cubic' feet of recoverable gas based on U.S. Geological Survey

Su'

estimates. Bans on.drilling, imposed in the sixties in response to environs

0
mental concerns, are now being reevaluated in light of the current energy

.

situation. Ohio has a major portion of the U. S. side of Lake Erie under its

urisdictio a would'6tand to gain the most from deVelopment of'the lake.

Undeveloped on-shore sites in Ohio, however,- offer d-less costly source of
0

supplemental gas supply for the state. Removal of drilling bans on the Michigan

portion of Lake Erie would raise the'issue of drilling in the other lakes

rdering Michigan. Because of the importance of environmetal quality to the

ocal tourist economies along Michigans shore, proposal lake drilling

are likely g&I meet with significant opposition.

A/though it is probable that Great Lakes gas ll someday be developed,

how,soon and in what manner will depend on several factors. Reduction in the

rate of growth of U. S. energy consumption, ccimmercialization,of solar energy,

development of nuclear power, and imports from gas producing areas of Canada or

Alaska will reduce pressures for exploitation _

sena-I-rive-area such a,s the Great bhke

s reserves in environmentally

Natural gas and oil from eastern shale represents a potential

fossil fuel resource of consideraUe
/ magnitude in' he Great Lakes region.

1

Distribution of these deposits is shown in Figure 1. Michigan alone

is estimated to have shale containing organic content equivalent to 60 ttmes

the nation's current crude oil reserves*. Technology for utilizing this

resource is still in the experimental stage. It involvaS methods of increasing

*
Mr.M R. David Matthews and Dr. John P. Humphrey, "A Search for Energy from the

/ Antrim," Paper Number SPE 6494, American Institute of Mining, Metallurgical,
and Petroleum Engineers, Inc., 1977\
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the flow of gas by means suCh4S_acturing of the Attempts tc develop'.

HIchigarroil shple have nvolVed us& of underground high-pressure alr,and oxygen

as reactApts. Hydtaulic frabturing and chemical 'explosivea.haVe been used on a

massive scaleAnAttempts to genera e,the necessary fractuie permeability for in

sit_ retortiug Use of rtiesebna c ercial basis is still several:years-away.

DeVelopment will require further advanc ate state of the art of production tech=
\

no y as well as further rises in the relative price of easily accessible supplies

of oil and gas. There are already venal million dollars of federally supported

research ca) the developmeat of gas and oil from regional shale deposits, 'Ac941era

tion of this r- ea chns well as a rise in the relative price of Conventional sources

gas and oil could lead to more rapid development:of the region's shale, oil

and gas resources.

- Electricity Generafion and Nuclear -e Development. As a region, the Great

Lake§ states praxiliced almost 40 percent -of he nation's nuclear-generated ele ricity

in 1973. Actual and projected_fuel composition for-electrielty production in the

East North Central states is shown in Table 1. Nuclear power is projected

to increase ore than threefold in relative share by 1985 with coal=declining in

,relattye importance from 82 percent to 66 percent in relative share.

The projected 1985 reliance on nuclear power in the Great.Lakes region reflects

'assumptions about the real costs of _1il and other fossil fuels and the speed with

which transition to nuclear fuel can occur. If the past several year are typical,

siting problems and construction delays will be major impediments to the increased

use of nuclear fuel as a source electricity generation. It will be essentl

that these impediments be surmounted as legitimate environmental anal public safety

requirements are met.

A

Solar Energy. In addition fo space heating fro solar sources, solar

energy development potentials include supplemental electriCity generation by



TABLE 1

PERCENT CONTRIBUTION FROM EACH FUEL TO REGIONAL AND TOTAL U.

R ion Coal 011/Gaa

1960 41974 1985* 1960 1974 1985*

Northeast.

I

New England 50 3 1.4 26.8 31.1 61.3 28.i

Middle Atlantic 69.3 42:1 41.9 18.5 36.2 13.6 (

North Central

_ E. North Central 93.5 82.0 66,4 3.8 8.7 5.8

W North Central 40.3

cCI\D South

54.4 70.1 46 9 27.2 4

South Atlantic 66.3 54.9 52,6 .20.2 32.5 10.3

E. South Central 74.5 76.5 50.8 5.5 5:4 4.5

W., South Central ----- 3.0 20.6 95.7 92,6 55.3

Weft

Mountain 11.8 46.3 48.1 36.6 13,2 16,9

Paciflc ---- 1,7 4.7 42.0 27.8 19.9

NATION 53.5 44.5 45.4 27.1 33.2 16.1

Nuclear

1960 1974. 1985*

0,1 24.4 41.0

8.5 29.9

0.2 8.3 26.3

7.7 17.2

1.4/732.0

3.6 37.3

0.22 22.8

--- 14.9

--- 2,8 10.2,

0.1 6.0 26.1

'ELECTRICITY GENERATION

Hydro v Other

1960 1974 1985* '1950 1974 19851

11 9 6.9 3,9 ----

12.0 12.6 7,3 "- 162f

2.5 1.0 0.6 ---- 1.0

12.6 10.7 i.7 0.2 ----

13.5 5:r 7.3 -- 1.2

20.0 14.5 1.4

4.3 4.2 1.4

51.6 30.5 15.2 3.7

58.0 66.1 62.2 1.0 2.5

19.3 16.1 11.5 0.1, 1.0

*Assuming a $13 per barrel c.i.f. price in 1975 dollars

Source: liationa, Federal Energy Administration, FEA-N-151113, U.S. Government Printing Office,

Washington, D.C., February 1976.
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windmill, particularly along the shores of the Great Lakes, and bio-conversion

-king use of the forested areas of the, Tipper Great Lakes states. .Use of

technology and ManuA7tturing base of the region for producing solar energy

equipment is also a long -run possibility.

IMPACTS OF NATIONAL ENERGY POL4CYON REGIONAL

REGIONAL AUTO PRODUCTION

Efforts to increase the fuel efficiency of the American automobile are

also of direct interest to the Great Lakes region. Because of the high region-

al concentration of automobile acturing and related industries, national

policies that impact the demand fo American automobiles have direct implications

for regional employment and income. Taxes on cars with high fuer consumption

can be expected to shift consumer demand,-_- ards more -fuel efficient cars;

either American or foreign made. To the extent that total demand for American-

produced autos is affected, this portion of the transitional cos_ in adjusting

to increasing ene gy scarcity and higher prices will fall disprdportionately on

the Great Lakes region (see Appendix A for detailed analysis).

RECOMMENDATIONS

Because energy availability and prices are crucial in the functioning of

our highly technical economy, recommendations that focus specifically on the

Great Lakes region will also involve other levels of government as well as the

* Of particular interest is the development of a process for transforming
organic waste materials (trimmings from forestry operations for example),

using high pressures into a pelletized product with a BTU content comparable
to medium-grade coal. This process has been developed by a company,on the
West Coast and produces a product. which has a lower C.I.F. price/million BTU's

than oil or natural gas. The other interesting aspect of this material is that
it burns with little or no pdllutarits. Capital costs for constructing a 200-
300 ton/day plant are-low, making decentralized locations attractive. -J_Itven
the abundant forest resources of the,Great Lakes region, this technology holds
Many-interesting possibilities. It also raises the possibility of increasing
the economic feasibility of more intensive forest management on presently
under-utilized areas.

Includes Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan and Wisconsin.
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private sector. The recommendntion outlined below relate to a variety

f actions which will influence energy development,- -fuel composition, and

energy prices, both nationally and in the creec Lakes region.} - 'Because of the

interdependence 6f energy systems, several the recommendations relate to

(Ile posture of the Great' Lakes on critical national issues rather- than region-

specific actions. Recommendations are organized according to actions which

influence Federal policy, actions whicit_ are regional in scope, And those which

are best handled at the state level.

qfP

.-Federal involvement in the energy field is significant, ranging from regulation

of energy prices to support of research and development efforts.-

1. Regional Posture on Federal Energy gulation.

ert regulation of the welt-head price of natural' gas produced for interstate

shipment encourages consumption and provides little incentive for expl_ altion

and production for interstate shipment. While higher prices of natural gas will

naturally affect Consumers in, the Great Lakes region, it is in the region!s

long- un interest that natural gas I. priced to reflect its scarcity value.

Pricing to reflect the opportunity costs of natural gas would prom conserve-

tion efforts, substitutions to other forms of energy such as solar, Innovations

to increase the efficiency of energy use, and efforts to locateHadditional

supplies. clhether rationalization of the energy pricing area involves ultimate

deregulation .or pricing on the basis of the BTU value regardless of

here it is shipped, long-run certainty in regional supply would be enhanced.

is recommended that re icnal le' o t rationalization

natural gas pric iment.



Federal Research and Development on Use of High-Sulfur Coal

The Federal government

4

resently spends about $500 million on research related

to the use of coal: It fs important that the region understands how v4rious

dieter of this research 'ay at use of its abundant reserves of high-sulfur

coal. It s recommended thl't a study be conducted to 'synthesize existing research

on the technical and economic constraints of using high-sulfur coal and the present

state-of-the-art research efforts for dealin with existing constraints.

Several potential energy problems .have regional dimensions which may merit

interstate cooperation and pooling of resources. These areas relate to energy

development and the impacts of national energy policy on the regiNnal.economy.

ch on Shale Oil and Gas Development

Because of the vast physical- ptential of the shale underlying the Great Lakes

region, it is in the region's interest to encourage acceleration of federal research

on the development and commercialization of this resource'. Pooling of regional funds

to supplement present levels of Federal support may also be possible. It is recom-

mended that the states seek adAtional federal support for acceleration of shale

oil and gas development.

4. Research and Planning on tail and Gas Drilling in the Great Lakes

1)-

The small amount{ oil'a gas in the Great Lakes are potential regional

energy sources of considerable controversy. Because of the potential benefit

to the region and the potential -pacts on certain local areas, it may be useful

to conduct a broad regional assessment of the possibilities and constraints of

development of this res ce. Lt is recommended that the merits of a multi-state

study (primariiy Ohio and Michigan ) be explored.

c ,
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5. Anal is of the Et --ts_ Proposed National Energ Folic on thn Great Lakes Re-ion

Because of the dependence of this region's economy on the demand for

automobiles, national -forts to increase auto fuel efficiency have major implications

for the region. It is recommended that _the auto-producing, and supplier states

undertake a broad Cxamination of implications for the region of the ittioto

more fuel-efficient automobiles.

Some energy issues a

planning as appropriate.

-st handled on a state -by -state basis, with interstate

6. State Planning for Energy Emergencies

Particularly in the area. of natural gas supply, state economies are vulnerable

to supply disruption. Although only Central Ohio experienced severe disruption

during, the extreme cold of early 1977, evaluation of contingency planning and

methods for reducing the economic impacts of future weather-related shortages

could be e:tvlorecr, Areas for expanded interstate cooperation in planning of storage

and in exploration for new source- of gas are also subjects for consideration.

It< is recommended that an agenda of intro- and interstate topics be developed for

Consideration by the individual states as appropriate.



TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE GREAT LAKES REGION

1. Enhance -n the Great Lakes /St, Lawrence Seaway system can make an

important contribution --the region's economy. Extensive studies

are available on the feasibil

regulation.

rY f season extension and water levels

ancing river commerce also is important to the region. The major

issues here are cost recovery on water commerce and extension of the

locking capacity at some points.

Rail deterioration and abandonment are major concerns, particularly

to smaller towns,and manufacturing centers.

Enhancement of air facilities and service are needed' _ help some

urban centers develop their full economic potential_

5. Although the interstate system is virtually complete in the region,

4,4

some areas, particularly the North, remain isolated. There are problems

with the secondary road and bridge capacity in some areas.



: 4

The combination ot low-cost trans fi- _tA=1041.s:Vdza the Ohio River, the Great

Lakes and the Mississippi, and abundant res'oai=es'S-purred early development oT the

Great Lakes region. Major manufacturinO t centers such as Glevel'

Detroit, Chicago, and Cincirfnati owe their early development to acceSs to water

transportation and proxity to raw materi ,n&-product markets: Advent of

the railroads granted interior locations the !'transpo4tation arross
EL

necessary for manufacCuring development. Deve nt of auto and truck trans-

portation And air trael have further dispersed l, !,spatial location of

economic activity in Xhe Great Lakes region as in other regions:of'thenation,

Today the region is served by a complex intermod-41Zsystem. This transpor-

tation system co/isists of several major airports as well AS' a national and

.

international hub airport (Chicago); an intensively developed river navigation

-7 ; access to world shipping as well Os dolnestic hulk commodity shipment via

the St. Lawrence-Great Lakes system; extensive but deteriorating rail capacity;

and a well-developed interstate highway system. These transportation facilities

represent a major economic asset to the region and help to detemine its

comparative adVantage Some aspects of thesevarious transportation systems,

however, are also the source of potential constraints on long-tun efforts to

'revitalize the region's economy.

The survey revealed a variety of perceptions on problems and potentials in

all dimensions of the region's transportation systems. These perceptions can

be summarized According to the four modes and include:

Water Transportation

There is broad concern the competitiveness of the Great Lakes/

St. Lawrence Seaway system, In particular, differences in the level
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of federal subsidy tc the system appears to increase the ompetitive-

'less of inland waterways relative to the Seaway for some commodities.

Efforts to lower Great Lakes shipping cost through season extension

and ,regulation are projects that hav,jieen considered. ',larger sized -

,vessels would create additional demand for new construction and channel

deepen g Finally, concern over, international relations that may

exist nould affect costs of shipping via the St. Lawrence.

Concern over capacity constraints on the inland waterways (locks,

charinel depth.4.etc.) and of arts to begin implementing cost recovery

of publicly 'financed infrastructure through user charges are continuing

issues in the region.

-Rail

Concern was voiced over the deterioration of the region's rail

infrastructu abandonment of rail service to smaller

communities dependent on rail shipment of-agricultural or locally

produced goods.

Air

Though the survey did not reveal. explicit perceptions on airport

development problems, the region does face major issues on whether

to construct new regional airport facilities offshore in the Great

Highway

Lakes.

Concerns here focus on the issde of highway financing. In particular,

the effects soline conservation effort. on state gas tax

revenues and ate s_LmE time,

lT '

__I to make a ilable the proceeds



I

from the collection of gas taxesfor other modes

were seen as region-wide highway-related proble

of transportation'

The following section presents a brief overview of these perceived issues

and makes some recommendations on ways that new regional policy initiatives

could benefit from regional transportation development revitalization. These

issues are discussed below:

1. -m etitiveness of the Great Lakes /St, Lawrence Sea

Enhancement of this system is important to the re on's economic viability

'-for several reasons. The cost of shipment of bulk commodities important

comparative advantage for the, region in heavy manufacturing location and

investment decisions. Costs using the St. Lawrence' system, for

example, influence the costs of basiic industries such as steel. Agricultural

exports another important commodity moving via the St. Lawrence.

Lake water levels and the length of the shipping season are critical dements

to industry and shipping in terms of how large winter inventcr,ies must be and

linw heavily vessels can be loaded and still vigate interconnecting water nays

and harbors. Lake _ levels also influence the need for dredging and the

social costs associated with disposal of dredge spoils. Extensive technical

studies have been conducted on the feasibility of further regulation of lake

levels and the extension of the navigation season.*

Great Lakes Water Levels Regulation." In 1964, in view of record low water

levels, the International Joinf` .Commission, in response to requests of both

Great Lakes Basin Framework Study, Appendix G9, Commercial Navigation,
Great Lakes Basin Commission, Ann Arbor,,1975.

Great Lakes Basin Framework Study, Appendix 11, Levels and Flows, Great

Lakes Basin Commission, Ann Arbor, 1975.

Regulation of Great Lakes Water Levels, A Report, International

Great Lakes Levels Board, 1974.
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the S. and Canadian Governments, established the International Great Lakes

LeVels Board to study the problem of fluctuations and to make recommendations

to'fh'e Commission. The Board concluded its work in 1974 at a period nf histor-

Ically high lake levels. 4 final report was released in 1974 7:-

concluded that a

The report

yresent time complete control of'the lake wade eyels

(Superior and Ontario are already partially regulated) would not produce

,benefits commensurate with cos Further regulation of Lake Erie will have to

be considered in light of environmental effects. Learning to live in harmony

with the natural fluctuation of the Great Lakes appears to be the only present-

ly.yiable alternative.

Navisation Season Extension. Ice formation in locks and interconnecting

waterways and stormy winter weather generally limit the navigation season on

the lake sys LO an eight- or nine-month period, depending on the severity of

the winter. Extension of the shipping season would benefit the regional

economy by reducing inventory costs, providing more efficient utilization of

port and seaway facilities, reducing bulk co _od y shipping costs through

substitution of water for rail transit, and increhsing the utilization of the

freight fleet.

A variety of studies have been conducted to show the benefits and costs

of navigation extension. They show benefit-cost ratios greater than one

indicating the ecoh.omic potential of extending the season. Many factors must
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be considered in judging the merits of season extension,* however. Uhett

1,

Include the role of changing technology in transportation including dontainer-
ki----=',.

----

izaton, the an it of general cargo that would move during the tended se son
/

if

and the 'environmental costs and human risks'assocated with winter navigation.

Problems of navigating during winter weather (buoy location, channel de arca-

tion, etc.) also present significant problems. costs _ _ insuranee.far increased

risks are also significant.

W41!NwAyChalLE. Through user tolls, the St. ,Lawrence Seaway was intended

to be self-liquidat but in 1970,,,all U. S. interest ebsrs' were forgiven,

eliminating a need for an increase in tolls. Transportation costs

are also affected by subsidies from hydro lee

policy on financing of waterway systems is presently under debate and the

outcome bill affect the competitive position of water borne shipping, as well as

the relative_ positions of the St. Lawrence and inland flow systems.

ric power production.

Seaway

Federal

*Examples include:

.Regional Economic Analvsts Division, Bureau of Economic Analysis.
Social and Economic Statistics Administration, U.S.

Department of Commerce. "Economic EffectS of an Extension
of Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Shipping Season on General Cargo
and Related Industries: A Summary Report." 1974. (Mimeographed).

(2) -Schenker, Eric, et. al. The Economic Merits of Extending the St.
Lawrence Seaway Navigation Season. Milwaukee: Center for Great
Lakes Studies,-University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, 1972.

Schenker, Eric, et. al. Extending the St. Lawrence Seaway Navigation
Season A Cost-Benefit Approach. Milwaukee: Center for Great
Lakes Studies, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, 1972.

U.S. Maritime Administration, U.S. Department ut Commerce. The

Great Lakes and St. Lawrence Seaway Study of.Insurance Rates.
Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1972.
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Over- shipping from the Great Lakes is also

important to the Great Lakes regional!' economy. The movement to containeriza-

tion

-,

in the id-1960's has affected the competitiveness of the Great Lakes

ports since physical constraints limit the size of containerizedvessels that

can enter the Great Lakes syStem.*

Inland WaterwqDevelopment and Financing

Development and f4Rancing of the region's river Water eranspo

the subject of public policy debate. Major issues relate tosnsti

system is

ution of diser

Charges, tIle economic justification of increasing depths in some
7!=

ctions--the-_

need aid economic justification for expanding2.1ocking capicity,.an environ-=

mental costs of various development pjpjects.

The U. S. inland waterway system is an integral part of the transportation

infrastructure serving the mid-continent and coastal economies. As such, the

barges and tows accommodate a vast array of bulk commodities and some general

cargoes. The largest proportion by weight is bituminous coal and lignite

followed by crude petroleum and petroleum - related products. Other major bulk

commodities include grain and grain products, rafted logs, basic chemicals and

products, crushed stone, limestone flux, 'and calcareous stone, and iron and

steel products. The portion of the inland system serving- the Great Lakes-states

include the Ohio, Upper Mississippi, and Illinois waterways. General factors

influencing shipping costs on this system include barge and tow technology

and scale which in turn is controlled by physical dimensions of locks and

channel depths; by capacity of locks in terms reci with which tows can be

* An excellent analysis of technical and economic aspects of Great Lakes
shipping is The Great Lakes Transportation System by Eric Schenker,
Harold M. Mayer and Harry C. Brockel, University of Wisconsin Sea
Grant College Program, Technical Report No. 230, Madison, Wisconsin,
January 1976.
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"handled; by the number of locks in the system, and by operating costs such as

labor, fuel, and tolls.

f

- 1 Public sector physical investments in this system involve both deepening

k

of existing channels (presently at nine feet or greater in major sections of

the system) and expanding dam and lock configuration or handling capacity Of

locks. Development and management of the system is the revonsibility of the

. S. Army Corps of Engineers.

,

Privatersector actions that will potdntially affect inland shipping costs

will probably come through coordination of services by the various modes and

through development of containerization allowing combined service of inland

water transport,- with rail and highway operations.*,

;

While the inland waterway system serving the Great Lakes region will under-

go periodic investment in upgrading and expanding of capacity, major large scale

changes appear unlikely for several reasons. First, such projects as extensive

deepening (to a 12 channel throughout) entail environmental costs that are

probably unacceptable not to mention their economic .keasibility. Second, rising

construction costs have probably affected the short-term economic feasibility

of some improvements. Finally, proposed changes in the financing of federal

water resource projects may affect the tolls charged users, adding a cost to

Lnl;Ln(ilwaterway shipping which, if passed, will influence growth in demand for

sr-borne shipping._.

For the above reasons, improvement in tne inland waterway system, while

an important contribution to holding down real bulk transport costs, can only

offer a gradual influence on the region's comparative economic advantage

* Charles W. Howe, jniand Waterway .Transportation, Studies in Public and
Private Management and Investment Decisions, Resources for the-Future,
Inc. , Johns Hopkins Press, Baltimore, 1969.
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Rail Deterioration and Abandonment

Railroads are the other large mover of bulk commodities, particularly in

the land regiori. The problems of .major segments of the railroad industry are

ell- They involve the complexity of regulatory constraints, differen-

tial subald es between competing modes, tanagementfprohlems, and labor costs

and work rules As a consequence, return on investment hAs been affected,

servido:has declined, and several bankruptcies have occurred.

Last year, Penn Central and five other bankrupt eastern railroads were

combined into a government -aided entity, Congolidated Rail Corp. (CONRAIL).

Implementation of this consolidation has and will mean abandonment of low,

traffic segments, primarily those serving rural small towns. Loss of rail.

Service for thede communities will dean higher cost truck transport and un-

favorable:impacts on agricultural storage.busin'esses, as well as effects on

transportation costs of other rail-dependent businesses.

The major issue for the region is what form of regulatory

change and rate changes and Federal subsidy are necessary for private

sector revitalization efforts and what are the reasonable alternatives

for public/private sector initiatives. Redevelopment of the region's

railroads will be crucial to expansion of coal production needed to

meet the national energy situation and to long-term creation of a

balanced, energy-efficient transportation syStem.



4. Regional Airport Expansion and Development

Location of major new airports is a subject of considerable controversy

-
some sections of the region. Two offshore sites (Chicago and CleVeland)

have been proposed which would minimize the impacts of noise -on residential

areas but which will potentially cause other environmental problems. Growth

of regional air travel will require solutions to over =taxed capacity at major

airports and is likely to be a difficult problem to resolve with new land

sites Long-run land banking for expansion and strict land use controls will

be necessary if major airport needs are to be net within environmentally

tolerable limits.

5. Highway Financing and Sharing of Highway Revenues

Though mostly completed, the interstate system still has some links to be

built. More important for the region is the ability to finance improvements

and maintenance of existing secondary roads and to improve bridge capacity.

National efforts to slow or reduce the growth of gasoline consumption will

affect each state's ability to improve highway systems. Financing of alter-

nate modes of transit from gas tax revenues is also .an issue that the region

must consider in efforts to create viable alternatives to the automobile in-

`urban transportation.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Because most transportation issues are integrally linked to Federal

policy, the individual states should be in a position Ito evaluate their own

-and region-wide implications of proposed policy changes. Of particular con-

cern should be the direct and indirect effect of federal capital and operating

subsidies and federal regulation on in ermodal competition, particularly as
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it affects bulk commodity shipments. A major regional concern should be that

federal transportation policy be as neutral as possible in terms of the cost

competitiveness of alternate modes. Whil the region might benefit in the

short run from the explicit subsidy of one mode over another, futmre change:

in 'a subsidy pattern can mean significant dislocation in industries

grown ependent on the implicit or explicit subsidy.

Examination of Federal Regulatores12-.,_

On the basis of the above, it is recommended that the states develop a

broad-based position on impending federal regulatory changes affecting regional
A

transportation.

`Examina n of Federal' Financi

Similaily, the region should suppo* rt changes in federal financing of water-

based transportation which is relatively neutral between systems in terms of total

private sector cost of using the system. Further, the region should encourage

examination of the effects of federal financing on the distribution of bulk

shipments between competing modes.

While constrained by the extent of federal involvement in transportation

policy, there are some things the states acting together can facilitate, One of

these may be intercity and interstate rail transportation, partictilarly,passenger

service.

_ passenger Plannin..

Because of the number of potential high-density traffic idors in the regicSit,:

the states should explore ways in which they can.facilitate the upgtading of intra-

and interstate rail passenger service; BXamples may include renovation of downtown

stations, state support for upgrading railbed or joint federal -state programs to

expand passenger service. Such efforts could serve the additional purpose

of creating semi-skilled employment opportunities for the urban unemployed.
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4

overall, water is One of the tegioo's-greatest developpent assets,

especially when compared to the West; however, some areas do have

f
problems ofoaverU ilitation and supply shortages. Others have'

severe pollution-'problems that prevent further development t.wa er--

WATER__AND,FUTURE DE LOP NT IN THE GREAT LAKESREGION

using industries.

The region's costs of providing adequate waste treatment facilities

are now higher and are projected to .be higher, than-Other parts of the

United States on a per capita basis, yet it is presently receiving less

per capita than other areas from federal grants for sewerage treatment

facilities.,
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WATER RESOURCES

At ..'a time when water availlbility ts emerging as a major constraint an

development in some sections of the country, the Great Lakes rcegibn is blessed

with the largest fresh water -resource in the world. The Great Lakes and the Ohio

and MiSsissippi River systems represent natural resources

and environmental value to this region.

of tremendous economic

the early stages of settlement, they served as major transportation routed,-

supply, and provided food for early fisheries. Today these water resources

service 'a complex set of demands, some in direct conflict with each other. Trans-

4
portation, industrial and munic ar-wa er supply, and waste disposal, sport,and

commercial fishing, a variety of outdoor recreation activities, and aesthetid'

values lendiryg significant character to the region represent the variety of demands

on these resources. Balancing trade-offs among competing uses and managing

water resources for long-term benefit represent major challenges to the states in

this region.

Although not explicitly articulated in any of he interviews, many confl

between economic development and environmental interests hinge, on present and

1

future trade-offs in use of water and water-land related resources. Trade-offs

include:

Waste disposal versus various forms of recreation and preservation

of fish and wildlife habitat.

Maintenance of navigation depths versus fishery habitat or scenic

characteristics ( e., the issue of dredging and spoil disposal).

Private sector shoreline development versus preservation for open

space and public access.

Industrial and transportation development versus preservation of scenic

and amenity values.
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Policies-and planning for managing water and Water land related resources

must provide mechanisms for consideration and4protection of public values and common

property resources while minimizing regulatory and procedural costs and uncertain

which stifle

limitations, stream-water 4uAlity,standards and area-wide waste water management

regional investment. In addition to special industrial effluent

,planning (Section 208 plans) called for in the 1972 Water

Amendments, some subregions also must participate in coastal zone managem

PollutiOn Control Act

y

planning, HUD 701 planning, Overall Economic Development District Program planning,

in addition to Framework Level River Basin planning.

Although the overlapping planning, fiscal and regul-_tory functions of various

fderal /state programs affect water resource planning throughout the nation, the

Intensity of water resource use and economic vetupment in major areas of the

Great Lakes states exacerbates the problems -of financing conflicting uses through

overlapping planning and regulatory efforts. The international boundary on three

of the four Great Lakes in the region adds to the complexity of water resource

planning and management.

Whi' he survey/ revealed various perceptions relative to the above water

resource- major concerns stood out:

Concern over water supply availability in some localities;

Concern over water quality and the level of federal support

being provided for waste water treatment.

1. Water Supply

On the average, the six Great Lakes states are abundantly endowed with water

supply. As shown in Figure 1, the region is drained by three major water systems:



the Ohio, Upper Mississippi, and Great Lakes Basins. E d freshwater consumption

is small relative_to mean annual runoff in all these basins.* Withdrawals, on

the other hand, a eeatimated at 62% of_mean,annual runoff in the Great Lakes Basin

compared to an average of 30% nationally. The rates for the Ohio, and- Upper

Mississippi Basins are estimated at 297 and 257, respectively. While specific
-

meaning cannot be ascribed to these average figures, the withdrawal rate for the

Great Lakes Basin is indicative of the intensity of water use in the region. This

is also one of the highest ratios of withdrawal in the U.S. with the exception of

the Western basins. A high withdrawal rate implies the need for extensive waste

water treatment andthe potential fOr regional water quality problems.

In the Ore LakeS twain, -the predominantly rural northern areas have abundant

Supplies of good quality water. Water availability and quality in the upper part

of the region are anticipated to meet all projected long-term growth in consumption

and withdrawal. Major problems, however, exist in the highly urbari southern portion

f the region, stretching from Milwaukee toeast of Cleveland!
*

Water-use it

some portions of this area is in excess .of that available on a long-term basis

from local -round and surface sources. In nany areas withdrawal use exceeds

_ .

available supply from interior streams. ,The difference is made up by,with'drawals

from the lakes which in turn draw their water from the entire Great Lakes Basin.

With continuing economic and population growth, it is expected that more of the

existing interior water systems will supplement their stream sources by drawing

from the Great Lakes. Although ground water sources may be a problem in some

locations, ground water sources probably could be more effectively developed and

utilized.

The Nation's Water Resources, United States Water
D.C., 1968.

Ibid.-

ources Council, Washington,



Flew 1, O.5. Water Resourcen Reaions

5_ lone per day)

Reg

Mesa Fresh Water
annual COneumptl.ve Use

Run -off2 19701
Withdrawals

19701

North Atlantic 163 55

5out-Atlantic -Gulf 197 3.3 35

Great Lakes 63.2 1.2 39

Ohio 125 .9 36

Tennessee 41.5 .24 7.9

Upper Mississippi 64.6 .8 16

Lower Mississippi 48.4 3.6

Souris-Red-Rainy 6.17 .07 .3

Missouri s
54.1 12.0 24

Arkansas-White-Rad 95.8 6.8 12

Texas-Gulf 39.1 6.2 21

Rio Grande 4.9 3.3 6.3

Upper Colorado 4 13.45 4.1 8.1

tower Colorado 3.19 5.0 7.2

Great Basin 5.89 3.2 6.7

COlumb --North Pacific 210.. 11.0 t 30

Califia 65.1 22.0 48

CO-ta inous United States 1,201 87 365

Sources: 1, rrey, C. Richard 4 Reeves, E. Bodette (1972). Estimated Ose'of Water in

the U.S: in 1970. Geological Survey Circular 64. U.S. Geological Survey, Washington,

D.C., p. ,17.

2U.S. Water Resources Council (1968). e -t on's Resources. U.S.

,0ovur ent Printing Office, Washington, D.C., p.
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the Ohio Basin, abundant surfaces runoff and extensive ground

aquifers should provide for anticipated future needs, as

There are local imbalances

uming sound management.

however, in some of the smaller ibutaries with

-summer low flows some years_and f/o4;ding in others. Water quality-problems do

exists in this Ba4in, including Acid mine drainage and heavy sediment loads in

areas where extensive cultivation or strip mining takes place.1'

In the Upper Mississippi Basin, which drains major portions of Illinois,

Wisconsin and Minnesota,, surface water supplies are considered presently adequate

but subject to increasing "intensity of use. Ground water is abundant and relatively

undeveloped, though highly pumped urban areas-are experiencinga gradual lowering

of water tables. A major concern in the region is the maintenance of adequate

water quality at specific locations. As with the Ohio Basin, total availability

la less problem than is timing of supplies (spring flooding And late su

low flows) and local shortages requiring expansion of distribution systems. The

major future water supply problem for this Bain will be pr iding water of adequate

quality in the right place at the right time.

The major challenges in all three basins will be to increase the use of

recycling and closed syste__ technologies in order, to reduce growth in withdrawal

use of water. Improving land use practice including watershed management and urban

runoff control will also be necessary factors in enhancing long-run water supply.

The most critical element, however, will be to increase levels of industrial and

municipal waste Ater treatment in order that theiregion's water supply can support

both increasing water withdrawals and serve major envi o ental and aesthetic

objectives.

* The Nation's Water Resources, United States Water Resour Council, Washington,

D.C., 1968.



er sualit Control Eequirements, Costs, and Fede

Large urban population-concentrations, agricultural development And the

older heavy manufacturing economic base have contributed to significant water

quality deterioration in several of the regional water bodies. Lake Erie and any

of its tributaries are major examples of degraded water quality in the region.

Other problem areas include 'aginaw Bay on Lake,Buro, Green Bay on Lake Michigan,

and the southern end of Lake Michigan.* Specific reaches of many of the region's

rivers and indhore areas along the Great

.varying degrees. Open waters of all of the lakes, however, are considered of good.'

Lakes suffer degraded water quality in

to excellent quality, with the exception of Lake Erie.

Because of-the significant water -quality problems in the region, projected total

per cap1a waste water treatment costs are above the average for the rest of the

nation, as shown in Table 1. Per capita costs based on the 1975 population were

estimated to be $544, 31 percent higher than for the U.S. as a whole. A majority

of the difference in costs, between the Great Lakes region and the rest of the nation

is attributablk to control costs for combined sewer overflows. Netting out this

category, Great Lakes' estimated per capita costs for the 1975 population would

be 8 percent higher than the U.S. average.

Table 2 shows 1976 levels of federal grants (actual outlays to state and local

government) to the Great Lakes ates'for waste water treatment and basic water

supply. The Great Lakes region received an average 1976 per capita grant f waste

water and water supply purposes of $11.91 compared to.an average of $12.67 for the

6
U.S. as a-whole and $12.88 for the U.S., excluding the Great Lakes. Thus the rest

of the nation (U.S.-Great Lake received 8 percent more per capita in grants

water supply and waste water t -atment in 1976 than the Great Lakes.

* A detailed inventory of water quality problems in the Great Lakes Basin is
contained in Appendix 7, Water Quality, Great Lakes Basin Framework Study, Great
Lakes Basin Commission, Ann Arbor, Michigan. Appendixes from the framework studies
of the other Basin Commissions provide details; for the Ohio and Upper Missis-tipW-
RiverBasins.
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TABLE 1

Projected Costs for Construction of Publicly wed
Owned Waste Water Treatment Facilities

(1976 dollars)

Per Capita
Total Costal

to
Control Per Capita Cosa of

of Combined Sewer Major Rehabilitation
Overflows2 ' Of Seward

Great Lakes

Excluding
Great Lakes

1975 1990

$544 $456

$416 $348

I

Population

1975 990 1975 1990

$164 $138 $27 $22

$ 63 $25. $21"

Source: Cost Estimates for Construction of Publicl wed Wastewater Treatment
es, 1976 Needs Survey United States Environmental Protection
ashington D.C. February, 1977.Agency,

1 Includes expenditures for secondary treatment, higher than seconds_ treatment,

correction of infiltration/inflow, major rehabilitation of sewers, me collector

ewers, new interceptor sewers, and control of combined sewer overflow.

2, Costs reported for this category were for facilities to prevent and/or control
periodic bypassing of untreated wastes from combined sewers to achieve water
quality objectives and which are eligible for Federal funding.

Major rehabilitation is considered to be extensive repair of existing sewers
beyond the scope of normal maintenance programs, when sewers are collapsing or
structurally unsound.



TABLE 2

1976 FEDERAL GRANTS TO GREAT LAKES STATES

FOR WASTE AD SEWAGE PURPOSES

(1,000'S OF $)

Dept. of Ag.

Rural W ter &

Waste D sposal

Illinois $ 2'459

376-2

.Michigan 1,154

Minnesota i,311

1,735

2,939'

Total G,Li. 13 360

Total U.S, 88,710

G.L /U.S. 1531%

Indiana

Ohio
,

Wisconsin

Per Capita G.L.

Per Capita U.S.

Per Capita U.S /G

$ 0.30

0.41

0:44

EPA EPA

Const. of Waste Abatement

Treatment Facil, & Control

$ 108,758 $ 6,176

,50#952 3;023

123,812 4 060

57,415 1,751

104,867 6,901

41,732 3,557

487-536

2,428,569

20.1%

HUD

Basic Water &

Sewer Facil.

$ 1,644'

900

955

228'

A TOTAL

119,037

58,637

129,981

6005,

3,867: 117,370

606 48,834

25,468 8,200 534,564

134 357 67,299 2 718,935

19.0% 12.2% 19.7%

$ 10 86 $ 0.57 $ 0.18 $ 11.91

11.31 0 63' 0.31 12.'67

r'l

11.43 0,64 0,35 12.8i

1

4'

Source: Federal Aid to States,_FiscalYear 1976 and Transition Quarter, Department of the Treasury.



These figures are suggestive of an imbalance between estimated regional

clean-up requirements,and the level of federal support for meeting the requirements.

Conclusions, however, should not be drawn until federal outlays prior -to 1976

and future authority for waste water treatment grants to the,region,are examined.

of Existing_ Studios

New studies should not be needed here because the water resources field has

RECOMMENDATIONS

seen extensive studies (University Sea Grant programs, River Basin,Commission

Framework studies, Office of Water Resources Research gr4nts, University Water

Research Institute studies, not to mention a number of feera1 and state agency

_ ,

studies). Further work in this area for the Great-Lakes region should be made only

aftercareful consideration of present and past efforts. Multi-state efforts to

syntheSize-and implement --icommendatIons from preVioua planning efforts 'should

take precedence ovei any new, large-scale regional studies.

Evaluati n of Waste Water Treatment Assieta

As suggested by the data in Tables 1 and 2, the Great Lakes states received

lower than average federal assistance for waste water treatment in 1976, but are

projected to have abbve average treatment equiements. Before in vidual states

begin efforts to Secure additional,federal-support for wa water treatment,

is recommended that the total level of federal support prior to 1976 as well'aA

budget authority for regional grants be determined' If the region is below the

national average, based on past and projected federal outlays, it is 'recommended that

state end local actions be initiated to secue grants in propor.tion to EPA

estimted needs.
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AGRICULTURE D RURAL COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

1. While other sectors of the economy overshadow ag4culture in the Great

Lakes economy, farming employs over a million of the region's people d rectly.

More significantly, agribusiness remains one of the cornerstones of the region's

economy: thus, its performance will continue to he one of the important components

of the region's overall economic health.

2. Like farmers and ranchers everywhere, the agricultural community in the

Great Lakes is caught in a cost-price squeeze. Prices for all of the inputs to

a farming operation--land, machinery, seed, fertilizer, and labor - -continue to

rise. Prices for farm products, however, not only are not keeping pace with

costs, they also vary substantially from year to year.

3. Changes in the buying and selling patterns for agriculture have left

many rural farm market communities behind as farmers do their buying both for

family and farm operations in the larger cities.
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The agricultural issues affecting the region are basically the same as those

impacting all agricultural regions of the nation. The issues relate directly

the causes and consequences of the continuing cost-price squeeze facing the .region's

farmers.

The survey revealed general perceptions on the problems facing regional agri-

culture. These were focused on the rising costs of energy, fertilizer, transpor-

tation, and land on one hand, and the stable er falling prices of farm commod-

ities on the other.

I. 'AGRICULTURE IN THE,. REGIONAL ECONOMY

Agriculture has been one of the cornerstones of the region from the beginning

of its modern deyelopment. Although farming directly accounted for only about 3.6%

of the total regional income in 1975, (Table 1 ) one million people earned their

livelihood directly from farm. --, oils (Table 2, ) and, more significantly,

the region's agriculture is linked to many other manufacturing, trade, and

rvice sect-rs. As shown in Table 3 , -,ion accounts for about 22 per-

cent of national farm income based on about 12 percent of the total U.S. acreage

(Table 4

The co

2. THE COST-TRICE SQUEEZE. AND ITS CONSOIJENCES

-price squeeze in agriculture is the result of production facto

prices rising in the face of stable or fluctuating commodity prices. The prob-

lems are long-term in nature and have been exacerbated by recent dramatic energy

e increases, inflation, the etoo of two back -to -back recessions, and

management of international trade by the federal government.

q---3 are be forced up by a variety of Sources. Nationwide,

rising energy costs raise

Indirectly,

input' -. In theof

ahandonment of rail

el, for equipment operation and drying

rice. raise the cost of fertilizer and

L r Lou struerur

r,LSm5 the real cost of l r to )orfin'g crops. Rising
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TABLE 1,

PERSONAL INCOME FROM AGRICULTURAL ACTIVITIES

(8 Million)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Food & kin= AgiCUltUral TOW person-

Farm dred products services ,(1)+(2)+(3) al income

1973 1975 1973 1975 1971

Illinois 2143 2376 14 1636 109

Indiana 1398 1265 403 469 37

Mithigan v586. 585 573 :680 75.

Minnesota 2369 1476 512 614 '40.
-4

Ohio 766 1011 801, 936.. 98

Wisconsin 938 876, 618 '782 47

Region 8200 7589 4380 5118 406

11,S, 40803 33818 16962 19878 2460

Region 3H

percent

of 20,1 22.4 5.8 25:7 16:5

(1) as ,, (2) as (3) a5 (4) as

percent percent percent percent

of (5) of (5) of (5) of (5)

1975 1973 1915 1973 1973 1975 1973 1975 1973 1975 1973 1975

118 3699 4130 51026 58349 4.2 4.1 Le 2,8 0,2 0,2 7.2 7:1

45 1838 1779 21793 23715 64 , 5,3 1.8 2.0 0.2 02 8,4 7,5

88 1234 1353 40885 43/33 ,14, 1,:3 1:4 1,6 0,2 0,2 3.0 3.1

46 2941 2136 16132 17655 147, 8,4 3.4 3.5 0:2 03 18.2 12:1

114, 1671 2061 44335 49063 1:7 2:1 1.8 1.9 0.2 0.2 38 42

'54 1603 1712 17026 19485 5.5 4.5 36 40 0,3 0,3 9.4 8.8

465 12986 13172 191191 212000, 4.3 3,6 2.3 2:4 02 . 02 6,8 6.2.

2958 60225 56714 835603 950817 4:9 3.6 2,0 2.1 0.3 0.3 7.2 6.0

15.7 21:6 23:2 229 , 22.3

Source: Survei of Current tiosinss, August 1976,

0.;



TABLE 2.

FARM EMPLOYMENT, 1975
(1000 Persons)

Illinois

Indiana

163

134

MiChigan -110

Minnesota 200

Ohio 160

Wisconsin 199

966

U.S. 4,389

Percent of U.S. 22%

Source: AgriculturalStatisties, 1976, U.S. Dept.
Agriculture, pg. 131
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TABLE 3.

FARM INCOME - CASH RECEIPTS, 1973 to 975, and PRINCIPAL
COMMODITIES IN ORDER OF CASH RECEIP-:, 1975, BY STATES

(In millions of dollars. Cattle include calves and sheep
include lambs.)

STATE 1973 1974 1975
"(Frei.)

Principal commodities in order
marketing receipts, 1975

Illinois 4,882 5,693 5,405 Corn, :-oybeens, hogs, cattle.

Indiana 2,932 3,097 3,996 Corn, hogs, soybeans, cattle.

Michigan 1,500 1,654 1,656 Milk, corn, cattle, wheat.

Minnesota 4,008 4,446 3,855 Miik, cattle, c hogs.

Ohio 2,099 2,539 2,759 Soybeans, corn, milk, cattle.

Wisconsin 2,280 2,464 2,652 Milk, cattle, hogs, corn.

Great
-Lakes 17,701 17,893 19,323

U. S. 87,068 92,648 89,563 Cattle, dairy, corn, hogs.

Per cent
of

U.S. 20% 21% 22%
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TABLE 4.

FARMS - ACREAGE BY STATES

(Millions of Acres)

1970 1976

Illinois 30 29

Indiana 18 18

Michigan 13 12

Minnesota 32 31

Ohio' 17 '17

Wisconsin 20

130 126

U.S. 1,121t 1,085

Pe _Alt of U.S. 12/ 12Z

Source: Statistical Abstract, 176,1 640.

(preliminary)



value of land (both urban fringe and in prime pgcclucing areas) adds to the

tax burden on farm. - operations. Coupled with the tremendous iproduction capac/ity

and price and income inelastic_ nature of demand for agricultural products, prices-

received.often have not covered production costs.

The consequences of the long-term cost -price relationships have been declining

.farm populations, increasing fa__ size to capture economies of scale, corresponding

changes in the ownership structure of American farms, and changes in the marketing

and purchasing patterns affecting rural communities.

From a policy perspective, regional agricultural problems are irate_ .,fined

with national and international events. In the long run, the U. S. has a major

comparative advantage in agriculture. Growing world demand should mean healthy

and growing markets for the region's and the nation's farm products. As a policy

matter, protection of the:family farm may take precedence over trends toward the

economies of scale of la P' ions. sing relative energy prices, while

seemingly contributing to the trend toward larger farms, could also have a reverse

effect benefitting the family farm. Rising energy prices may make labor - intensive

operations more attractive for some types of crops, thus. increasing the economic

viability of smaller scale farming.

RURAL COMMUNITIES

The health of agriculture must be separated from the health of rural or non-

metropolitan communities and vice--

prosper while agricul

while farmers prose

It is possible for rural communities,

uffers. Itiks possible for rural communities to die

Agriculture is an increasingly politan business, with

its buying and selling being carried out in the larger cities rattier than in the

older fart-market communities. The small towns have been bypassed and-frequently

they have been found to he suffering a decline in their trade and service businesses.

On the other. hand, non- _iltural husinesSes, particularly manufacturing,

increasingly locating outside of the itrjUr metropolitan areas. In the region,
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more rural people

The policies and

nearly 1.1 million) work in manufacturing than in agriculture

programs cited elsewhere in this report are as important tO
k
the

growth of business enterprise in these non-_ t 1polita- communities as they are

t the growth of city busil

ENDATIONS

Generally speaking, state governments have had few agricultural assistance

programs. The federal policies dominate price and production structures. The

region's major concern, therefore, should be to develop a better knowledge

about how these policies affect agriculture in the region. It needs to utilize the

exte 'iVe knowledge it eady has in the agricultural extension program.

Two fields cif state policy can have an important impact on agriculture--

land use policies and inheritance taxes. Beth of these have a direct impact on

the viability of farming operations, particularly family firms.

. 1. Land Prices

Land prices have soared in Lice region, not only due to the pressures of

alternative urban uses, but also because of its intrinsic farming value. Much

of the land in this regionis prime agricultural land. It is more productive

per acre. It is close 2 to markets and processing plants. The nation and the

region. have not ed Pltc> point at which agricultural land is scarce. Some

prime land still-lies fallow. But it.is estimated that within ten years meeting

world food nood,, will utilize all of the prime land and force the reutilization of

marginal ag,ricultutal lands in the region. While the number of people working on

will not increase, because of increasing mechanization in agricultural- opera=

Lions, agriculture still represents one of the great growth opportunities for the

region iothe coming decade. It h s been estimated that the American corn belt,.

much of which is lte region, could feed the would (if people ate only corn an0

corn was not fed to aniTnaLs). One of L1-1(! major inter rh LI(
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is to protect its-agricultural land.' Land use laws should be examined with this

in mind. Several options are available'for protecting such lands including real
'ti7.^

estate tax relief and the purchase of development rights. All of these are expen-
,

sive in the ,short run but studies have demonstrated (see Suffolk County, New Yo

that conversivn nI agricultural land to single-family homes costs local govern-

meritsmore than the development returns in local tax revenues.

inheritance Tax 7

As farm values have increased tremendously relative to their income growth

because of the increased value of the land, equipment and bnildings, transferrin

a family farm from one generation to another.has become prohibitive in many case.

because of inheritance" taxes. Federal law was recently modified to eas;EL the

burden of such transfers. If farms are to be kept in family rather than corporate

hands, special provision must he made for the transfer of such properties. 'Lower

sta e inheritance tax rates have been suggested. Provision for extended payment

under existing rates would also help. Furthermore, purchase of eveloPment-Yights

in urhnnizing areas would reduce land costs for farm purposes and make it more

feasible to transfer Corms from one generation to another.

3. Industrial Development o_ Nen-Metropolitan Communities

Former farm mu et communities obviously still face the problem of diver4ify-
i

ing their economic se. The interstate highway system and much smaller farm

populations have enabled laseger towns and cities to capture the markets once

served by these communities. The trend in the location of manufac ring facilities

outside metropolitan areas works in Favor of these small communities. Indeed, at-
)

tracting manufacturing plants to these smaller towns will he an easier task in the

future than center Oty redevelopment. There arc only two obstacles -facing smaller

towns. One, there are many more smaller towns across the country chasing industries

than there are industries Looking Cor small town locations. Not every small town

is .n good prospect for industriallocatiou. 'Community facilities, particularly



water and s

are scarce:

services, are needed in many cases. Funds for these facilities

States will need to set priorities to maximize the effectiveness of

available funds.

,Second, the growth now being enjoyed by non tropolitan areas across the

country is in large measure dependent upon cheap automobile transportation and

truck transportation. A rapid increase in gasoline prices would work a

very severe hardship on rural communities and rural commuters. Developing

and carrying out plans for rural mass transportation systems is, th-

fore, another way in which state governments can assist rural cimmunrities. Con-

siderable experime- :_n and most-benefit studies have n c tied out with

federal funds over the past fifteen years. (This

raphy.)

cited in the hibliog-



I. FEDERALFUNDS IN THE GREAT LAKES STATES

Perhaps no other issue has received as much attention recently as that

of_ whether the Manufacturing Belt regions 6t others are being equitably treated

in the distribution of federal tax funds relative to what they pay. Statistics

published popularly on this issue have been gross and have failed to differ-

entiate among Social Security payments to people who work in Michigan and

retire in Florida and grants for variou.s$dnds of municipal facilities. The

central issue for the Great Lakes that, while i4t has been federal

policy to bring about greater social and economic equity among regions, there

/
I

now appears to be some question as to whether the changing position of the

Great Lakes region in the national economy prompts a new look, at the equity

of preLent federal expenditure policy.

In Neims of federal aid to state and local governments, whiehaccounis for

17 percent of federal expenditures and is growing, some changes have taken place_

over the 1969-19/4 period. Most iatic has been a stift in the flow of aid

toward the Northeast region (Middle Atlantic and New England regions). To a

certain degree, then, it can be said that the provision of more benefits to the

Northeast, which had lower per capita income and population, growth and higher

than average rates of unemployment, has had a counter- cyclical effect over the

time period. The Great Lakes, however, still ranks last among the major regions

in its receipt of federal aid to state and local government. The situ Aon has

changed somewhat. In 1469, the Great Lakes region paid 22 percent of national

personal income -- and received 15 percent of federal giants to state and

local governments; by 1 74, the region paid 21 percent, in taxes and received
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16 percent of the aid.* While this represents a,net gain of two "percentage

points," the 7-eat Lakes region still received only 79 percent of 1974 per

capita federal aid ($192 versus $43).

Table 1 shows the distribu&on of federal aid ate and local

governments as-a percent of general revenue, per $1,000 of personal income,

and per capita for 1970 and 1975. The Great Lakes states received the

amounts on all three measures. In terms of percent change in per capita

amounts, the Great Lakes states fared better, but Ois merely reflects the

much lower base figures. When public welfare grants are removed (Table 2)

there is less _variation among regions. Tables 4 through-12 are included to

indicate the individual state figures f_ each of the three measures for the

nine basic grant categories.

Generallyoalthough the overall differences among regions declined from

1970 to 1975, in 1975 the Great Lakes was ,_ 11 below the national average

when examined on either a regional basis or when exakned state-by-state

each of the categories,

A final and regional
fi

comparison

'transfer' grants. Although first -round regional impacts may be simil

'resource' versu

both resource
.1

make a regi

and transfer grants, resource grants may, in the long run,

tractive as they add to the infrastructure and human skill

level of an area, rough estimate of the disbursement of resource grants in

1975 was obtained by subtracting grants which had a large tran_-er componen.t

from total grants. On this basis the fraction of resource grants was in

the Nott1st (Table 3). However, on a per capita basis, the Great Lakes Region

was lowest: On both the _ measurer the South and West received a higher traction

of resource grants.

Chansjng Patterns of I c d ral A

Accounting Off ice, July 1,977.

ate and Local Governments, General



The 0
Grants by

TABLE 1.
ribution of Taal

ate for 1970 and 1975

Percent of Per 41 00 0 cf Per Capita P. ercent
Total. General Peraonal Incoma Change

Revenue 197 0-7 5

1970 1975 1970 1975 97 0 1,975

NORTIMeNST

Co=ieeticut 15.0 2.1.5 21.44 33.75 97.46 7,40. 12.3.1
MaLne 20.3 29.1 37.66 40.87 113.16 76.00 143.9MasSaOhUsetta t 18.4 21.7 '31.50 47.61: 115.53 249.86 98.6Now Hampshire 19.6 24.3 29.00 42.89 97.81 209.47 114.1New Jersey 14.3 19.0 24.45 22.79 86.46 205.20 137.3New !ark 14.6 20.4 29.07 50.95 130.04 313.60 141.2

mrylvauiia 20.3 23.4 31.10 41.55 113.89 228.11 100.3
Rlx+ode Island 23.1 15.9 37.75 49.72 139.67 268.52 92.2Vwneont 24.0 27.0 54.07 72.38 173.27 327.50 89.0

MIDWEST

Illinois 13.0 d' 14.6 20.08
,

32.08 85.53 199.77 133.5
Indiana 11.9 16.7 14.67 29.16 67.83. 151.72 -113,7
Iowa 13.6- 15.9 24.76 0 36.38 86.49 193.67 1.23.9
KAXISALS 170 20.2 28.61 35.65 103.00 196.33 90:4
Michigan 13.0 20.4 21,16 39.49 86.67 130.80 166.5
Minnesota 15.7 13.5 30.29 42.39 - 107.06 230.53 115.3
Missouri 20.5 22.7 11.21 37.78 107.34 190.80 77.8
Nebraska 14;2 22.2 24.81 41.33 87.45 218.79 150.2
North D.akota 21.0 12.7 47.37 48.04 141.95 269.05 84.5
Ohio 16.1 19.1 22.13 30.18 83.41 166.19 99.3
South Dakota 23.9 31.0 51.97 66.74 ' 355.64 312.20 100.5
Wisconsin

sours

12.0 18.1 23.98 38.39 83.46 199.63 139.2

Alatwuma 30.4 27.4 57.43 54.41 132.01 126.96 49.3
Az3c&tigas 31.6 31.8 55.38 59.04 142.24 241.67 69.3
Delaware 1.3.5 17.3 23.04 33.26 93.7 207.63 121.6
0. C. 56.2 51.7 107.52 141.87 535.89 = 1099.12 88.7
FlOride 14.2 17.9 2/.35 30.09 75.03 137.77 110.3
ci,eorgia 23.1 25.5 38.85 50.83 120.65 239.35- 98.4
Kentucky 27.9 27.6 49.62 56.14 141.34 246.50 73.8
Louisiana 24.8 23.4 50.61 53.33 144.65 212.51 -60.
MaLryland 14.4 20.6 25.76 39.69 100.72 235.62 33.9.
Misaiasip-pi 35.9 31.7 78.92 72.18 186.31 271.94 46.6
North Carol:.zle 21.1 22.8 33.94 41.96 99.78 192.59 93.0
Oklahoma 27.4 29.1 51.60 37.53 157.78 263.24 66.8
South Carolina 24.3 24.8 39.62 47.88 107.33 203.45 90.0
Tennessee 26.2 26.7 43.53 48.47 124.12 217.44 75.2
Terms 20.2 20.7 31.64 26.82 103.01 179,79 74.5
Virginia 19. 21.3 30.16 38.33 100.19 202.20 101.8 -

West Virginia 32.9 32.6 44'.14 70.44 174.14 305.86 75.6

WEST

Alaska 9.2 22.7 92.15 109.44 38.3.87 739.94 92.8
ArilOna 20.2 20.3 41.54 41.91 133.84 208.01 55.4
Cali.. otniia 17.6 17.7 35.95 39.09 1.50.27 Z32.73 54.1,_ _

Colorado 19.2 21.4 37.29 43.72 L27,- 9 2.37.50 85.7
lava ii 18.2 19.9 40.39 48.34 160.3 285.29 77.8
Idaho 13.6 27.6 44.95 53.87 137.4 258.10 93.1
Montana 28.6 27.4 62.58 63.30 195. 308.29 57.9
Nevada 18.5 18.2 37.72 40.34 157.11 2.34.39 49.5
New Mexico 30.1 21.6 76.00 86.02 215.37 348.13 61.6
Oregon 21.4 22.1 41.04 50.15 142.49 262.45 84.2
Ctah 25.3 29.7 99.91 56.05 164.16 243.87 48.6

washngtOn 16.7 19.3 30.59 40.21 117.47 225.20 91 -7

Wyoming 28.1 23.5 77.81 68.19 251.44 353.71 40
;...1

A2.1. STATES 18.5 21.8 32.67 43.18 119.52 233.31 95.2

Source: Academy for =Contemporary- tohlems staff computations based
on the 197th and 1975 editions of the Department of Treasury,



TABLE 2.
TaE DzirRinT:oN OF NET ,JF ?1:5LIC vELFARZ

0 RANT5 3? STATE FOR 1970 .4213 1975

.

As a. Pereans et
7 .t,a.' Genera_

Reveni.e
--.,-t-__

,Per 3 120 '.3
Personal --.r.-=e

" Ter 0-
C::-.ane

i 3

1970 1 975 13'5 _. 1 97 0
-

Zonnecr£= 3.3 i3.3 13.30 21.76 60.46 1:9.33 151

M,a;.e 11.E 15.9 21.00 33.15 63.11 130.43 133

:lass c:° e --s a,4 12.0 15.99 24.70 63.-83 141.51 122

-r-psnra 14.3 16.4 21.31 28.97 :3.57 141.48 92

New- .,7 ar ev 9.1 11.0 12.98 18.95 54.86 113.60 116

New 'nark 6.5 10.2 12.92 25.51 57.79 137.131 172

Pennsylvarli,a 12.4 14.3 13.94 25,59 69.33 ,119.46 101

_tcde : a la:1d 13.0 14,6 21.35 25.10 79.00 151.76 - 92

e rmc n _16.1 16.9 36.24 45.33 116.13 205,32 77

:11 wne,i8 7.5 10.0 .11.53 17.19 49.11 3 3.07

ir.z.1 2na 9.6 11.8 13.89 20.59 50.47 107.12- 11_
7swa 8.6 13.3 15.74 25.89 54.98 135.95 147

nsas 13,3 13,26 24.44 65.73 134.60 105

:-11-sh 7.6 11.5 12.78 22.25 50:42 '130,06 158

wscta 9.2 10.5 17.33 24.06 63.01 130.93

--,zscr4r1 12.3 16.1 13,65 26.313 64.14.- 135.76 112

Nesraska 2.0 15A 15.78 29,16 55.53 - 153.60 176

Ner:h T-aksta 13.3 16.4 29.36 34.67 39.43 194.19 117

s 10.5 12.5 14.52 19.74 54.72. 108.68 99

aka- 17.5 23.2 38,06 49.87 114.02 233.27 105

'-:;

5.9 9.0 .39 19.19 41.39 99.31 141

3-C.17-4_

Al .w&ma 17.4 17,0 32.89 33.74 87.06 140.73 62

Arkansas 17.5 20.5 30,71 38,14 78,38 156.07 93

Delaware 9.3 11,8 15.91 22.60 64.42 141.00
D.C. 49.4 30,6 94.56 112.98 471.29 803.63 71

FIcs's 3.6 11.5 13,74 19.30 45.32 101,20 , 123

Zecrg -la 12.0 14.7' 20.23 29.27 62.33 137.84 119 ..

Fen s'.2,:sky 16.6 17,2 29.57 35306 34.38 153.94 32

1-,cul31ana 12.2 13,5 . 24.97 35.23 71.36 153.62 115

Xary-t an' 9.2 14,4 15.21 27,67 61.33 164.24 116

4t3.ssas:. 19.3 21,3 43.48 49.33 102,63 139.98 . 32

Nor: Car _= °.a 1.2.9 14.6 20.60 26.93 60.92 123.59 103

Dklanc=a 14.1 19.1 26,48 37.79 80.97 127.91 114

Ss,LtIn Car l=na 14.7 13.6 23.52 a 32.11 63,71 136,79 115

Tennessee 16.3 17,9 27.10 32.47 77;27 145.67 89

:exa.-4 12.0 13.0 13.83 23.09 61,31 112.61 34

v1.rg:na 14,1 14.3 21,77 26.06 72,30 137.45' 30

:via z 7_r3 2- 1 22.1 25.4 43.04 54:91 116,37 238.44 104

Alaska , 29.1 31.53 98.70 339362 667.31

Ar1ssna. 15,7 17,1 33,40 35.22 174.79 67

-2.5.12f ern .,-a - 10.0 15.63 22.16 65,33 131,96 102

Telcrado 11.6 14.9 22.45 30.51 122.30 165.73 35

13.8 14.2 30,52 34.45 121_23 203.30 68

.1slans- 13,6 20.7 33_84 40.39 1300,63 193.49 02

vten=3 na 21.3 50.95 49.09 159,47 239.08 50

':-,vada 15.0 14.2 30.61 31.39 127.48 132.76 43

row 1 exIzo 21.7 23.8 54.82 64.37 155.34 262,53 69

-32 egcn
13,4 30.38 34.37 105-49 132.48 73

ah 19.3 41.39 42.62 122:40 135.46 52

12,9 13,27 26.37 70.17 159.49 114

_226 60.37 222,99 313.14 40
-s,

:1-,D,A7Z 5 1r1. 9i ..;3 , 9 19.0 26.911 109

ure_e

/
Academy for' Contemporary Proh lems, stti'f f comiamtat ions based

on the 1970 and 1975 ed itions of the Departmebt of Treasury,
Federal Aid to ScatLs ; -tad the 1970 and 1975 editions s of the

if 0 liir.111 rho con.q11,-; = Covornmenral Finances.



TABLE 3.

RESOURCE GRANTS, 1975

Resource Grants
.- as a Percentage
of Total Grants

Resource Grants
per Capita

(dollars)

NOrtheast 59 153

North Central 64 126

South 70 154

West 66 162

Six Great Lakes States 61 119

Illinois 53 116

Indiana 72 110

Michigan 56' 131

Minnesota 60 133

Ohio 69 115

Wisconsin 52 108
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Siriee federal aid goes not only to states but to local jurisdictions as

well, a related question is whether there are differences among regions in the

per capita aid received by similar kinds of local jurisdictions. Most dis-

cussions of state and federal aid to local governments Use data based on

Bureau of census publications. These data, however, do not differentiate

between grants that originate a- the state level and grants that originate at

the federal level but are "passed-through" state governments to local govern-

ments. Both components are classified as "state aid". If an estimate of

actual federal aid to localities is desired, the census classification "federal

aid" is an underestimate to the extent that the"pass-through" amount is neglected.

ieDepending on the magnitude of the "pass-through" amount, intergovernmental aid

flows may be considerably different than the published data. In a recent study,

the ACIR has attempted to estimate the "pass-through" component for each state.*

The data presented in Table 13 reflects federal aid to localities adjusted for the

"pass-through" element.**

The table illustrates that, with the exception of the Western region, central

cities received more aid than their suburbs in both 1970 and 1975, and by 1975,

central city grants for /all regions had grown far more rapidly than grants to

suburbs. The Great Lakes cities analyzed maintained the state pattern of re-

ceiving less aid than in other regions.

Advisory Commission on. Intergovernmental Relations, The States and In ___

governmental Aid, A-59 (Washington, D.C: Government Printing Office,
February 1977).

Adjusted federal aid for each jurisdiction is equal to the jurisdiction's
federal aid plus the "pass-through" amount. The "pass-through" amount
is obtained by multiplying the jurisdiction's state aid times the esti-
mated fraction of total states aid that originated at the federal level.
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ems of aid received by counties outside major SMSA's (Table 14), the

,-
West was highest with Great Lakes counties again the lowest. However, the

Great Lakes counties,Tegistered by.far the greatest 1970-1975 increase, while

the increase for the West was least, reflecting a substantial reduction in

regional,disparities among rural counties.

Of course, state and local grants-in-aid do not account for the bulk of

federal expenditures. Transfer payments to individuals, federal payrolls, the

location of federal installations and federal procurement are more significant

components of the budget. These expenditures profoundly affect regional economies.

In 25 years, the Great Lakes share of federal procurements has declined by over

60 percent and its share of federal payrolls has been similarly reduced. The

region has a major interest in ensuring some equity in these federal locational

decisions.

But its most urgent interest is in achieving a more careful targeting of

federal expenditures to meet newly emerging regional needs. It should support

a shift in grants-in-aid for capital facilities toward the renovation and

modernization of .existing facilities and away from present emphasis upon the

construction of new facilities in new areas. It should devote attention to

winning a fairer share of Chose federal expenditures that bear directly upon

stimulating the Great Lakes economy. For instance in 1970, $27 billion was

spent on research and development, whiCh about $18 billion was performed and

spent by industry. Of the $18 billion, $7.8 billion was provided by the

federal government. By 1974,--industry performed research and development in

excess of $22 billion of which $8.) billion was funded by the federal govern-

ment (Figure 1).

The Great Lakes region (East North Central) has its fair share of total research

and development expenditures, about 20 percent of total spending in both years.
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FIGURE

.Source of Industrial Rand D Funds in the Nifle Geographic DivisIons.4
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However, federal funding of research and development Pn th4 region amounts

toAray 5 per ent of the national total ($406 million in 1974). For every dollar``

spent on R&D id the region in 1974, the region's o industry wovided over

90 percent ($4.423 billion out of $4.867 billion)..

In summary, examining grants-in-aid is a very sompliwated matter. Much

Of the distortion occurs because federal assistance is indirectly aimed at

prOblems. That is, many of the grants were designed to assist with unemploy-
.

ment and low income, the EDA program, for example. But-the money does not go

directly to the unemployed or-to those wjth low incomes, but rather into
.

projects intended to assist in the generation of jobs and the creation of

income for low-income families.
8

EDA is one of the several federal agencies

making grants for sewerage treatment facilities. The probXem occurs when the

need for sewerage treatment facilities is distributed quite differently from

patterns of high unemployment and low income growth. As noted previously

in the Water chapter, the projected need for sewerage treatment facilities

in this region is much higher per capita than elsewhere in the country

and yet this region receives, from all of the federal programs for

sewerage treatment facilities, much less in per capita grants. All of this

calls for a very careful program-by-program examination of the objectives

underlying the grants-in-aid and the adequacy of the formulas for distributing

id in light of present -day needs.
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The Diatribdtian

Grants by State, Aar
C
41: 1975

;

accent of
Total G+ neral

Revenue a

-Par X1000 of
Persia a3 InCatte

,

Par Capita
--=

Percent,
Change
1970-75

1970 1979 '1970 1975 1970 1975

NORTRZAST

5.7 '8.14 12.04 37.00 77.57 149.5Co {- 4 CU t
t

C uietts 9.2 9.3 }-5.51 8.91 .61.95 2 108 55 74.9

_ MIAMMUMMIMMIWIJMN_

WPM.
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0
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- liMiniiiiiiiMiliWniiiii
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72,2 136 59 - 119.7

=Mini=MIME
_-MALIMIMllra.Hiirnlni.HMinrrMifillrMM

MiMiairril/Mi_

BUT I

14.89 95.44 92.74 5.
-.P..lino

WRIPIIIMMirira.
IMISTRTIMMILTAMI1111WW=
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8.2
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4.3 3.2
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_2111111111111EEMIT=

Zcaho 5.8 6.9_ 11.11 33.02 64.61 95.6'

jiontana___ 5.2 6.1 U.43 .76 69,21 93.5
Nevada , 7.11 6,95 29.63 52.13 76.0

Nev _ x .4 7.8 21.18 60.03 _8 0 4
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28.50
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Source: Academy for Contemporary Problem:- staff computations based
on the 1970 and 1975 editions of the Department of Treasury,
Federal Aid to_ States; and the 1970 and 1975 editions of the
U.S. Bureau of the Census, Governmental Finances.



TABLE 5.
The Distribution of Education

Grants by State 'or 1970 and 1975

AA a Percent of
Total General

Revenue

, :

Par siooa of
: :nal Income
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. v.,

-ant
Change
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1970 1975 1970 1975 1970. 1975
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and 1975 editions of the Department of Treasury,
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of the Census, Governmental Finances.



TABLE 6r
Thu Distribution of Ltanway and TrearportatIon

Grants by State for 1970 and 1975

As a Percent
Total Gonsral
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8.89

-

So=
4.7 3..3 6.49 21.53 27.07 13.0. .

iiM=MMPELMMEEM MUM=M20.==Miniali=111111111=LiM=MtEt=
66.7i Mir=
0 . 7

- 3.3 4.45 7.46
..... IIMZEIMMIMMOMMIIMMUNNIFINITEM -

.3 10.62 7.43 MPW3IIIMESTIME
- = 1.15BniMMiniffiiii

= .1 1;_l 11.12
_. = - fo . 2,0 .77 IliFiERIIIIIIIFFWINIIIMIFFNUIIII

IIIMEn11111111FWEIIIIIMMIIII2.5 7.
3.0 4.79 IMMIMILIIMIE .
5.0 3.4 8.26 6 7
4.1 2,4 6 .4 .

=
4._ A 6.96 _IMPEFOMMIONFUMMONIOMMOMI
9.4 8.9 8.2;

33.79

moximmurprwimmimormumm

WEST

. - 3.4 12.0
4.3 .16 8.91 44.2-Ca11a1a 3.1 1.7 6.32 3.76 26,42 22.40 -

C0 4.0 3.1_ ___ _7_ .78 6-42 26.69 34.88 30.7
Haw- 2 4.1 12.65 10.05 46_.10_ _ 59.1
Idaho 9.3 5.8 17.65 U.26 .47

n 12.6 29. 4 .
Navada 8.5

_5,7
4.1 1 17 linffill1111.11111011.1.11Mill

, 5 _ __
.

EIMIBMTMISTIRUTEv 1C
-0

7.7
5.1

5.0
3.9

19.36
9.78

-a
n

Utah 5.2 22.91 -

Wa n - ton 4.0 2.9_ 7.37 t. NM=
-rov 12.7 6.9 32.2

STK:MS
3.5 2.5 614 2664

Source' Academy for
on the 197-D
Federal Aid
U.S. Bureau

Contemporary Problems staff computations based
and 1975 editions of the Department of Treasury,
to States; and the 1970 and 1975 editions of the
of the Census, Governmental Finances.
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TABLE
Tha Diatributlon of TwIroaalammt

Gyants b State for 1970 and 1975

As a Pe ant of
Total General.,

Ravenna

par $1000 of
-al Income

Per Capita roan.
Change
1970-75

1970 1975 1970 '1975 1970 1975

NORTEEAST

2.2 3.33 3.41 15.16 21.94 4.4.8Connaetiosat
__ MMEW1KIMME 2.50 11.36 .2

Masa 2.2 1.8 3.73 3.76 11.54 44.4
New H 2.6 1.7 3.88 13.08 15.07
N F211= 3.58 2.1.2- 15.15 13.30
N - , 1.4 1.3 2.72 3.24 12.1.5 19.95_ 64.2

jennsvIvania 4-.6 2.4 7.01 4.34 25.65 -
Rhoda LILAnd 3.0

1.2-
1.8 4.92 3.52

2.20
18.21
8.93

19.02 4.4
.YAUCBC03t

MIDWEST

0.3 2.79 9.9

1.2

,---

i
0.7 1.91 7.51 -7.8

..-...-_-_
3<13 -Inc s
za -_iana 0.9 1.2 1.25 2..09 4.90 9

0 1.0 1.82 2.36 6.36
9.41

12.39
19.42

94.3
106.32.62 3.53asaa_

MININEMIMIENAM
2.33

-42.2-
-3130-

8.40
-8.25 16.30

6
7.1.2

'- 2.2 1.7 3.31 2.841 11.39 14.37 26.2
0.6 0.8 1.07 1.40 3.76 7.38 96.4

_,..11 EWcata _ 0.8 LI 1.75 2.32 , 3.24 13.00 143.0
2.0 1.5 2.78-' 2.35 10.48 12.94 23.4
1.2 3.2 2.51 6.89 7.52 32.25 328.8
1.1 0.4 2.16 0.76 7.53 3.93 -47.7

SOUTH

3.4 1.6 6.42 3.17 17.00 13.2.2 -22.2A.1.

.111.MNIMAIVAII=MUMIMINACP1MMIPAREEMMILUTHIN -

D 1.0 0.71 1.67 1_37 6.76 8.55 26.6
D 5.5 4.1 10.61 11.20 52.90 79.64 5

lrlarida 1.3 0.8 2.09 1.30 6.90 6,83 -1.1
; 2.6 1.4 _4..37_ 2.79 13.56 13.12 -3 2

Itentu 0k7 T 3.8 2.2 6.77 4.54 1.9.35 19.95 3.1
Louisiana 1.1 0.8 2.33 1.92 6.66 8.33 25. 4
Mat-yland 1.9 1.1 3.27 2.1. 1.2.79 - ;2.64. --1.2
Mismissicpl_ 3.4 2.0 7.42 4.55 17.52 17.15 -2.1
Nortk Ca= 2.5 1.6 4.03 3.01 U.93 33.31 15.8
OklahOrta 2.6 2.1 4.86 4.09 14.87 13.71 25.8
Stltl ? 2.1 1.6 3.32 3.14 8.98 13.37

,, 3.3 2.2' 5.41 3.97 1.42 17.79
Tea 1.6 2.49 1.77 8.09 8.63 6.6
Vircri.mi i 2.7 1.2 4,13 2.09 , L3.72 11 .03_ 19-6

- , 6.0 5.2 11.72 11.24--- 31.31 43.79 53.3

WEST

0.9 1.7 8.78 5.78 36.56 39.08 8.9
A-r_.,'_7.ga A 1.2 4.37' 2. 14.07 11.89, 1.0 0.7 2.13 1.52 8.90 9.02 1.4

Colorado 2.0 1.2 3.93 2.45 13.49 13.31 -
Saagii 1. MEMENIMMEMMFMRIM 1.96 10.92 MOM= 6.1

d 0.7 1.6 1.35 3.10 4.02 14.84 269.0
n 1.9 1.5 4.21 3.36 13.18 17.32 4

evada 1.1 0.6 2.25 1.37 9.38 7.98 4.9
N 0 2.8 1.8 7.17 5.01 20.33 20.26 -0.3
Ore -ern .5 0.3 2.97 1.80 10.30 9.42 -8.5
Utah 1.1 2.73 2.40 8.21 10.45 27 2

n 0.8 1.98 1.61 7.60 8.99 18.a
_win. 0.5 0.7 1.50 1.80 4.85 9.31 92-2

STATES
.9 1.3 3.32 2.67 12.16 14.42 18.6

Sou Academy for Contemporary Problems staff computations based
on the 1970 and 1975 editions of the Department of Treasury,
Federal Aid to States; and the -1970 and 1975 editions of the
U.S. Bureau of the Census, Governmental Finances.



TABLE 8.
Otatrthution of Revenue

a by State for 1970 and 197

Percent of
'Total General

Revenue

Per 51000 of
Pe 2 nil Income

Par. Capita Percent
Changer
1970-75

1970 1375 1970 1975 1970 1975

2.5 3.95Conacute
_2.9_

1.11M.1U311.WEEMMINMIKIEMII
3.13 .41

_Ham s ,28 _ _ _ . 499 _ _ ____ 24.39
J as 2,4 4.22 26.40
ark- 2.3 7.95

j, a _ 2.8 _
_6.17
5.05 2154

2.3
. 5.43 29.4owftwe

2.3 3.94 24.54
2.7 4.65 2

.71 50.0$
. 1151/11111111111111W1 -4.61 111.1.1.111

Y iv 3.76 BEEMBII
/ 9___ ___ 4".= 24.49

No r 2,8 5.20 27.39
North 2,0 .6.24 34.97

18' 2,6 4.14 --12.81
3.8 8.18 38.

soon 3.1 6.44 33;61

500171

28.60.._

Aricaaa 4 7.44 .30 45
a _5.12 31.99

0. C. 5-29 37.60
'4. 22.57

. . . . e n IMMIMMEMMOM 26.40_
uc 29

36
11111111111 2 .24

11 13 _ _ 42.02
No C Zia 3.4

2.8
6.31
5.59

28.94
23. 3-61_

u era a 3.7 ifffarkl= 30.13
T 2 1.5 6.42 28_78

2.8 4,91 23.96
2.11-ILOai 2.6 4.64 24.46

west 1.71._ 7.77 33.75

ST

Alaska 3.44 23_29
2 , 8 _ 5.69 28.24

30.73C a_ 5.16
C Qr an t 4.74 25.76
:a .23 30.98

Ana
29.44

i 6.83 33.34
Nevada 1111.1n.MA= 22.76

33.80
- MIMI 26.83MM. 6 30.11

24.62
2.1 5.59 28.98

S"...15.71'S rALL
'.7 =MIN111.....111111.111M.

Source: Academy for Contemporary Problems staff computations based
on-the 1970 and 1975 editions of the Department of Treasury,
Federal Aid to States; and the 1970 and 1975 editions of the
U.S. Bureau of the Census, Governmental Finances.
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TABLE 9.
.

The Diet=1 utlen of 3.eupower mut Explores: et Security
&luau/Atria= .Grwts by Stake for 1970 auk 1975

a 'Percent of
Total General

Revenue

Per. 51000 of
P:Banal Income

sr Capita
Chang
1970-75

1970 1975 1970 1975 1970 1975

NORTHEAST

0 .
C _ ./(7

JISIMAL---_ 0. 1.56 .77tz .54 .06
_,A=A -'''- .26 2.26

0.9_-
0.7 .

1_ 1:- MAMMEMOMMBWIailiiiingniiillitilli-lii
.96

1.0_ 1.7 2.21 4.55 7.08 29.59 194.9

MIDWEST

0,7_ 1.1 = 1.u4 1.36 4.41 11. 163.3
, _

-221 3.an__ 0.8 2. 1.09 3.62 3.95 18 32 776.6
0.5 1.Q 1.96 3.22 9 9

annaaa 0.7 1.2 1. - 6 2
0.8 1.9 1.36 3.70 5,37 . _4_ 302.9

1.3 .1.32 3.02 4.66 16 252;9
. = 0.9 1.9 1.40 ' 4.81 6 235._2_

5.8k 0.6 1,4_
1.9

0.97 2.64 13.90
0.7 1.68 4.07 5.04 22.78
0.3 1.6 1.07 2.45 4.04 49 _ .2

_4_ _- k 0.7 2,2 1.41 4.23 7 4
-4.4 0 -6 1.3 1.24 2.72 4.32 1 0

cIzITE!

1

0.9 1.7 1.74 3.33 4.60 201.4Patt_b=321
.kansas 1.2 2.08 4.75 5.35 19.46 2 .
Delawar 0.6 1.5 2.96 3.95 - 367 7

C 3.2 6.1 6.19 16.86 30.85 X1.9.93 2 7
0.6 1.5 0.93 2.57 3.05 13.45 .4
0.7 .3 1.10 2_607 3.a0 2.2 259.6

uo 0.6 2.5 1.14 5.01 3.2-5 22.00
1rt ann 0.7 2.0 1.34 4.58 3.82 19.96 422.4

_Maz-9,54 and 0. 7 1.0 1.2.1 . .

K.I.GBiBB 1 1 1.9 2.63 43 16.68 .
_No 0.8 1.21_- 3.38

4.76
3.58
5.34a c 0.9 2.4 1.75 21,80 308.3

Scu . al ga 2.1 1.56 4.02 4.16 17.13 311.9
_,r -_ 0.9 1.7 1.46 3.00 4.15 7 223.8

_. 0.7 1.13 3.21 3.68 64 2
1r L. _ 0,7 1.2 1.02 2.09_ 3.37 1U.00 226.0

w VI 0.8_ 58_ 4.70 4 29 20.42 373.9

WEST

0.4 2.6 3.84 .8.84 16.01 59.78 273.5ka
zon 2. 4___ 6 4 4

7

2.0 6.0- 86
;----17t--2---;__c-;Co 0. .

I
-, 46 .

8
0

74.Sawa?. 0.7 2.0 4 78
d .3 IJIMMOIMIMMINI
.- na 1.0 . 358.7Ny aa 1-. 6.28 281,1

M- x 1 .0 2. 8.32
4.37

6.97 33 67
Oreocn 0.9 1.65

h 1.3 111151=1111.1101BWI 7.80 8. = 7,
ca3tf,,.._101 2.2 7 .

---221161.--- Q, z ,74

A.0 577,A17L'S

Source: Academy for
on the 1970

Contemporary Problems staff computations based
and 1975 editions of the Department of Treasury,

Federal Aid to States; and the 1970 and 1975 editions of the
U.S. Bureau of the Census, Governmental Finances.
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TABLE 10,
-_The Ofstribution off. Simla mat Hospital

Grants by State flor 1970 and 1975

-its a Peronan
Total Ganeral

Revenue

1970

of Per 51000 of
persona. ;Income

Per Capita

1975

Percent
Chu Ice
1970-75

1975 1970

1.07

1975

4.01

1970

4.36

NOWT-
2.6

9 . 3.09 4
MEffillitililiniiiiiiligiMIWIUMM s_

L, ... 1 IIMIZINNMOrriM
1.8 0.96 3.08 4.04 1.9.26

i
376.8-_se 0.7

No dt- - o.3- 1.5
----17.7

1.9

1.04
1.66

3.75
3.10

4.67
6.06
4.43

23.11
16.92
L9 /0--'

394.8
179,0

.9
1-Tu'r-rnev vazt.i a 1.1

0:7Bassaail -.4an_d_ 1.20 3.65
1-4_ 4.0/_ 6 04. 13.05 27.31 10'3.2

. =WEST

.Illinois
==.611.6 0.6 ._ . MAMINTITIMME__

7

4,07
.08_ 2 80-we 1.0

rs_aa 1.0 . 1.77 7

. an 0.8- -1.7 _ _x.50 i x,46.0 ___
Minne20%a 0.7

4 MiligMEMEMEMLEMMilErniMME_Mescian*1
Nebraska 0 9 62

_I% Dako
c1 1.9 1.29 2.93 4.86 2m_

-1_ Dakota 1.0 1.5 2.20 3.23 6,3_8_ =.09.16
_129.4u

.2wi ;_ '14 0.8 1.2 1.61 2.53 5.62

SC=
Alabama

--Kaan_
9

MEMOMMMINORICOMM
5.02

16.87 146,1
_p_eji.t,a,_,.._.___.,___ 7 1.24 69 351.8

1.6 4.6 3,- 11 15.58 *89.70 475.6
U2rjaa 0,8 1.6 2.60 4.32 6 71.5.6

1 1.6 1.78 5.51 9 175.6
-k- 1.3 2.1 2.39 4.20 6.84 18._44 169.4

-=--411ZAIAUZI-------------
2

II 3- 1,
_. 27 7 4.96 50.27 9' .

2.2 . 4.97 6.7 79
1.6 1.6 2.96 7. 9 83.64

2.09 3.45 6.39 13.78 147.1
of fl9 !Ina 1. . 7 7.77 -

_

Tennessee 1
0.9 1.7

__ _ 3.77 INIEUEME_
4.72

_

4.40
_ --

T- 4

Vlec=ila 0.9 1.36 3.86 III1ENEM 20. 351.4
West 1.71.tel. a 1.3 1 7 2.61 3. 70 7.09 16.07_ _126.6

WEST

a ka 0 4 1.3 8.17 0 33.25 7 7

Art -one 1. 2.80 -3.2 9,01 9 76.80a1ta 0.3 1.2 1.02 2.68 4.23 .96 275.3
197.6ado_ 1.2 2.1 2.24 4.2d 7.68 _22.85

-lamAi_____-___--=11-atca_ 1-3 1.9 2.95 4.7171. 7 27.80_ 137.1
1.1_ 2.5 2.03 6.04 23.21 284.5
1.0 2.0 2.24 4.63 7.00 22.57
0-5 1.10 ----

. 4.59 22.62 392.4
4 1.6 -60 4.24 _10.19 17.1.5 63.3

0.9 0 1.75 6.08 2 2 299 7

atA 1.3_ 2.76 4.96 8.13_ 2.1,56 16
4 0.7 1.36 3.70 5.11 20.72 292.

7 2.02 3.16

5L

6.53 16.57 153.7

Al I, STATES LT
0.9

Source: Academy for Contemporary Problems-staff computations based
on the 1970 and 1975 editions of the Department of Treasury,
Federal Aid to States; and the 1970 and 1975 editions of the
U.S. Bureau of the Census, Governmental Finances.
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TABLE 11.
The Distribution of 9a al LioleUXCal

Grants by State for 1970 *ad 1975

Aa P
_1

._ venue

.Per $1000 :
Personal. Income

Capita Formant -
Change -

197075

1970 1975 1970 1975 1970 1975

NoRTEFLASTI-:

007 007

,

0.09 0 0,40

,

0.73. .t.
-ino 0.5 i 0.4 0._._1

77.2-Massachusetts..-:---- 0.09 0.09 0.3_5 , O.11 0.3 it04
Now shit-6 0.6- 0.4 -. --Mr 2-.77 -"M 22.0
Naw or 1411WW.111.1=WIMIIIIIIMIll
Nay _IIIMMIIIIIIIMIFIMMIIIIMMIll

WTFMIMM.111W1MirVnMiMllrSFVMMMIWIIITA.M
mommammoimmoulom 4

a
tAINTMENEWNIERIMILNIMMOMMIMPliViMiWZ1=111NIRIMIN 6

-4 77(111.11.111111111.111M111111IMMINIMIPPUMME1111MINEWMOMMINIMIMI

0.06

7

ICID3wES7

0.09 0.09 0.13 0.40 0.93inois
- 0.1
a ' 1 ._47 IMEMBEIIIIIIIIISMIll 100.9

arias 4 IllIFORTMAIIIMMERMIll _7 9
an

a MilaginlEMIFFEliffinIMEMNOWW4/1111111MUNIE 4 5
0122 IMIENIFMMEWIRTIMIEMEIRMIMMINFIEMWRIMIIIMWRIM

,

A IIIIMFMMIIIMMMIIIIIMMIIIMIMIIIIIMEMMELM 3.92 5.
- o.- MiniMiiliffargiiirriliiiirilFaMMENFUNifiErriME 2
4. $ MINFINIIIIIMMTMIIIIIMaill .

IMERIWIMMIIIIIIFIENEMIIIMWMMINIMM 6.70 u.3

sat=
=MM.=MARIMIMEFIFFENIWILMVIII 9.9

7

mwommimmommorsmommumwmammimmummintimo 4

11.1WWIMIWZW=111=111_MIAMIMMIFM -
1.111MPOINIMarl. 1.111MallillinaliMIIIIPIPPlia fi 6

0.1 04. 0.20 0.17 0.63 0.91 39.5
`WIES
0

0.2 --0.56 EIMMIIMMEME11.11111111.11 .

Ka stuck 0.2 0.39 0.41 _.
u a 0. -3 0.45 0.69 1.30 3. i

. 1 and 0.1 -O. 0.18 _ 0.22 0.72 1.10

a 0.7 1.62 mutt=
0.2 0.2 0.44

k - OIOIIWZAIIIEMIIFFMIIMMIITMEMIITMM
5 'a =iMSIFIMIMMIIIIIII=IIIIMIMFaMliMIIMIIMIIIMIRSIIM

MIIIIMMMIIIIMMWMIMMIMIMIIMMIIIIIIIMIMINWRIMIA
et.aa MIEMMIMMIEMPFTWIEWIFM11.1.1WIMMITMI 7.

a IIMIMM114415.111.11MIVEMMINTIMII
;IIMUMETWOM411M1.111111n591.11

- 6
V' ._ t _.

0.7 2_53 _14. 27.1.3al k
.. = . 4 .96 4.68 8.6__

: . o 0 7.9
Colorado 0.2 0.2 0.41 0.46 1.40 2.31 76.7ral 0.2 0.1 0.47 0.30 .1 __ .

Vane 1.5 1.4 2.813 2.81 8.32 1 _T-

1.1_ 3.32 2.54 10.40 12.37 19.4

Nevada
_1.3
0.5 0.3 0.93 0.70 3.884 4.09

MaX3.00 0.4 0.5 0.92 2.62 5.38 103.
Ot_egun 2.3 1.8 4.82 4.06 16.74 21.23
' 0.4, 0.6 0.93 . 1.35 2.76 5.87 9

= 0.7 0.5 1.29 1.14 4.97 6.39 28.6_I

.ito 0.9 1.0 2.59 2.66 8.36 13.80

ALI.' STATES
0.2 0.2 0.38

Source : Academy for
on the 1970
Federal Aid
U.S. Bureau

Contemporary Problems-staff computations based
and 1975 editions of the Department of Treasury,
to States; and the 1970 and '1975 editions of the

of the Census, Governmental
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TABLE 12.

The Distribution of 14.1 0tir
Gr.nta by Stat. fo 1970 and 1975

A.. a Percent of
Tta.l G.n.ra1

R.v*nu.

Par S1000 of
Personal Lnco.

Far Capita P*rCsn
Cba.nga
197075

1970 1975 1970 1975 1970 1975

rJOA.ST

Connecit.tcut 0.2 0.7 0. .17 il. 34 6.05-0

Maine 0.8 0.8 1.31 L7' 86.3

0.3 0.47 12
_'1&

'6.1

New Eap2hi.L!S 0.3 10 0.72 .77
.l.R8

.4Z 866
w 1arsaL 0.1 0.14 IO2 ....Z fl

N.y 0. 0.4 0.48

_!.1
091 _hL....... .72

0. 0.8 a .12_ U 4 1 17

jb04s !aLend 0. 0.9 0.64 1.81 2.37 9.79 313.8

0.6_ 1.3 1.30 3.92 4.16 17.71_

Illinois 0. 0.6 0.24 0.98 1.02 6.08 498.0

IndianA 0.8 1.09 LaO 3.97 7.26 -

Iowa 0. 0.9 0.82 1.78 2.87 9.33 225.3
Q.i 07 0.74 1.26 2.67 6.93 139.0

Micbqin 016 Q.30 1.13 1.19 6.90

0J 0.7 o.or 1.69 2.36 9.21 239.9

Màiouri 0. 1.2 0.83. 1.99 2.77 10.03 261.6

Nsbaaka 0J 2.3 0.89 2.37 3.13 12.47 298.8

No 0akot.a 09 1.6 1g97 3.41 5.89 19.08 223.9

0.26 j..33 0.97 7.32 633.2

5ut Dakota 2.2 2.34 4.83 7.00 22.59 222.6

Wisconsin
_11

3 0.6 0.66 1.22 2.33. 6.33 175.4

sctrr

A.labama 1.1 1.7 2.06 3.46 5.45 14.44 163.3

Arkansas 0. 1.6 1.24 3.05 3.19 L2.'-8

Delaware 0. 1.1 1.12 2.08 4.33 12.98 186.7

0. C. 19. 3.9.1 36.84 32.42 133.62 372.85 .1

0. 0.8 0.91 1.40 3.01 7.34

G.c0rg3.a 0. 1.2 1.14 2.29 3.55 10.78 9_
Xntucky 0. 1.3 1.3.6 2.73 3.33 11.97 Q0_
Lu..sisna 0. 1.2 1.2.5 2.72 3.59 LL.85 230.

Mary1an 0. 0.3 0.24 2.30 0.95 8.89 _1
1. 1.3 2.35 3.44 5.34 12.96 j_..

North Ca.rjna 0. 1.1 1.05 2.07 3.11 9.49 204.

0hcma 1. 3.4 2.07 7.13 6.32 32.73 6.18.

South caroL 0. 1.4 1.01 2.T3 2.73 11.73 .3301

Tennessee 1.1= 1.9 3.77 3.47 5.05 LL55
0. 0.9 0.72 1.54 2.35 7.37 219.

Virinia 0. 0.7 0.63 1.19 2.10 6.26 ...L -
West Vj:qja 0. 0.8 0.78 2.0 7.44 252.c

WEST

Alaska 1.]. 2. 10.94

,j

7.24 4555 48.93 7.4

Arizona 1.0 2.02 3.50 6.51 17.39 167.0

Ca1icrnia 0.2 0. 0.48 1.I0 2.99 6.33 229.7

Colorado 0.6 2.3 2.11 4.80 3.81 26.09 913.3

9aaii 1.2 0. 2.75 2.13 10.92 _12.88 L8.

IdaO 1.0 1. 1.98 2.67 5.88 12.82 U78
cntana 1.3 2.1 2:87 4.92 8.98 23.95 .j3
Nvda .5 1. 1.27 2.55 5.30 14.85 130.

3.0 7.47 13.89 21.18 56.22 165.4_4xiC0
2.8

_1
5.35 2.29 18.59 12.0 -]5.

0.9
_0

1. 2.87 5.83 12.30 2.

Washirlglon 0.4 0.

_1j_
0.75 1.30 2.89 7.19 232.

6.7 7. 18.44 19.85 59.59 102.96 72.

ALL STATES _______
07 1.3 1.30 249 4.77 13.47 132

Source: Academy for Cantnporary Problrns staff computations based
on th 1970 and 1975 editions of th Dpartmnt of Treasury,
Fdera1 Aid to States; and th 1970 and 1975 editions of th
U.S. Bureau of rh Crsus, Govrncnta1 Finances.
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Per Capita Distribution of Federal Aid far Countaes
Outside Selected Major SMSA'a, 1970 and 1975

(Adjusted for "Pass-through" Component)

Counties 19 70 19 75

Percent
Change
1970-75

521 5111.52 424Londau Cann.
gr a1 se. 35.44 98.42_
lymnuth, Mass. 32.05 71.63 ;23
Billsborou. .H 12.64 113.03 794
Mrrcer, N.J. 40.92 79.55 94
Monmouth N.J. 33.87 76.42 126
Broome, N. . 86.02 _ __ 132.00 53
Dutchase, N.Y. 53.20 138.49 160
0neld4- N.Y. 72.93 181.47 149
Orange, . 66.84 154.78 132
Berks Penn, 17.27 64.15 272
Dauphin Peon. 25=10_ 110.07 339

c44ter, _Penn. 14.63 29.61 102
York Fenn. 11.56 41.24

MIDWEST

27.69 159Winoehag94
-

.41eni Lod. .79
_71.68
_53.63 319

Bt_.__Joseoh, Lid. 20.59 87.10 323
Polk- 164. 30.93 94.53 206_
:Ingham Mich. 14 80-_ 106.95 623
Sa.liav- Mich. 32.55 51,62 59
Washeenaw Mich. 10.45 54.34 420,...._,7
St. Loui4, MJrin 57 60, 193.52 236
Lorain- Ohio 12.24 44.33 262
Stark- 0h o 9.8 .4; 290

15.04 65.95.--__-_ 338

sow
Mobile Ala 83.00 159
Brevar4, _Fla. 5a.73 60.77 15
Palm Beach Fla. / 47.38 232
Polk F14._

Caddo- La.
.

11.4112
126.89

609
East Baton Rou e La LIA
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4 N.C. 0.24
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VII.

ORGANIZING R GREAT LAKES ECONOMIC AC. ION

The survey identified a number of common problems shared by the state

and communities of the region and a high degree of economic interdependence.

However, there is no overwhelming need and little sentiment for regional

government. The need is fora new mechanism to brid e the present gap between

the public and private leadership of the re is d.nd raise the level of understanding

of the region's problems and interdependence.

This survey has identified n,,nee olu:

communities of the Great- Lakes region.

)'roblemsshared by the states and

It has found a high level of interdependence among the states in their

manufacturing industries. Eleven SMSA s straddle state lin
V

In energy; transportation, and water development, the states will undoubtedly have

to cooperate for effectve action over the long term. The industrial cities and

towns, no matter in what state they are situated, face common problefts.

Nonetheless, this survey found no overwhelming need for regional gove ental

entities to deal with these issues.

Rather the needs can be met through far more informal mechanisms

cooperation that:

Enable the region to make its presence felt on the national scene in

securing its best interest

Enable the state and communities to pool ideas and develop cooperative

approaches to the problems they share;

Bridge the gap between the public and private leaderShip of the region;

Provide a new mechanism for economic leadership and the generation of

initiatives in the region.



A PUBLIC- PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP

Such organizations as the former Rocky Mountains federal ion the Southern.

Growth Policies Board, and mechanisms in other regions of the country help to

bring together the top leadeNhip in state and local government with business,

labor, and civic leadership outside the formal government structure. (These are

described briefly at the end of this section). In the Great Lakes region, such a

body would enable public and private leadership to consider where the region was

headed and Aat is 'needed to enhance regional economic well-being. This is precisely

the charter lice Committee for Great Lakes Economic Action. But the present

Committee, as all cif its members realize, cannot advance very far in achieving action

on some of the significant problems unless it draws in a broader and higher Iva of

constituency.

The type of regional organization suggested here is not one designed t

power on behal f of the constituent states. On the contrary, its principal task

would be to develop the continuing analysis and discussion of issues central to'the

continued health of a region in economic _ion. these issues are identifiedans

and dealt with at the 'ighesc level in the public and private sectors, the states,

individually, are quite competent interpret and apply the results to their own

situations.

The major roles of the organization should be to provide a forum for

.principals to talk directly to one another; labor And management, businessmen

and elected officials, urban and rural interests. The _rganiization could monitor

regional economic trends, stimulate research and demonstration projects and

communica tike results of innovative programs widely throughout the region. The

organization could be a vehicle for the discussion of regional economic issues

and the identification of alternative policies.
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A vvajor difference between the -outhern Growth Policies Board (di cussed

below} and the organization contemplated
1 is the rep -sentation of varied

Interests public and private that is r ecictired in the (rent Lake The Southern

Growth Policies Board is operated by state govern t d legislators; the Great

Lakes or-Ganizat ion could he governed by relatively equal representation of both

the public priv-Ite sectors. In iciditictrr to the state ei-ecutiVe there

should be representation from the legislature and from'major local governments.

Wh-tLver or ;air 'atonal Corm is chosen,

regional n [sat I

The Milwe t_ or

ld appropriate for the

tic spin off other institutions for special projects.

it icon, like the Southern Vroivt Pollei Board, could

be supprted primarily by star appropriations. However,,the organization could

also he authorized to accept grants =Ad contracts-From the federal 1w-int

.1s well as _ iontributions.

lnstit Ic'cl l,ltdwest DeveloTment

In [Lion, the Lak states miYi jointly create a nonprofit institute

to servo tltc .;t vc_ r-1 scat/ 'Aovernments in definirw ion objectives

nl k i ion .1.,isitiaace :u-ogrms 11 co tlities tn Si rvIce ad reguIntory area

Are likely to impact ecoL -tic I Lopm It.

A isiS', L r=;ALc-p I L. liet.td 1 or t ire. reg LOU is tic int ic hate the econom-ic and

portuntties liki_- to develop in the coming 1 (

then re ,rich iii ,tn1L;rl is ing UpOn them.

thrust_ ,-,n, it :tit C I `,
OU ts 1ccxrlcl l rec _A toward the i niu }tr ccI

i c'. c1c ii e o m p i r a r , n t a g i . vi Midwest ag ui, la ty bucLis,

en rg nd wa ci in Id ions Midwes ciLle sh Ltd he ready with

tiochnologial Chang



efficient ublic tattles

ansportation systems and fa

PPILC vailz tblt , land at re4isonahle cost, rood

'litative adminintr- _ive }tactic

The institute could serve as a center for developing effective tprro ches

to urban problems. Clearly, the institute would be most effective If it

acted as an siate g,e vernment and vor-kod wLth local gr_.

the appropriate state agencies.

The proposed institute could servo the following functions:

through

1. Act as a clearinghouse nor the findings of research and demonstration

pro ects. The states individually and their local governments are engaged in

both research and action programs relating to economic development. In

similar urban economic trends operating throughout the region, it would be

useful to have a systematic way to share the resul

courage ca _citybuilding among local overntuents in functions

relating tb economic development. Frequently, local gov raments Are a weak

link in the chain of et aeconomic development. Toe few of t¢ em know how to do

capital improvements rog ra mming, to deal ith the needs of industry for train

i_g or other services, or to facilitates the process of securing development

permits. Too few are effectively coordinating th- sous federal programs,

such as community development block grants, CET. and EDTA program=. There is

a great need to develop capaLl_Tbullding seminars and training programs for

local officials.

J. Fa 1_inace administrative 7rat =tices for urban recren assisting

cities to maintain a desirable Level of :_cervices while honulation declines.



Cities should be encouraged to pioneer with methods off` maintaining high levels

urban amenity while managing fi scal contraction. These methods could include the

followin

Contracting for services with private firms, with profit-

sharing groups of erstwhile city employees;

Refining methods of relating e_ a 0 to productivity;

Creating alternatives to traditional civil service systems;

Experimenting with neighborhood devices for controlling and

supplementing the level of public services; and

Using land banking to preserve high density urban settl, 'terns.

er non-bureaucratic forms of organization in the and public

nonprofit sectors. Economic development will ultimately rest the encouragement

given Co the spirit
0

entrepreneurship and enterprise. Government can assist

not only by adopting non-bureaucratic forms of its also 1 c=oking at

those taxation and regulatory policies that encourage non-bureaucraLlc firms

such as unincorpor,atrcd busines and prolossional activit

Capacity Building

Another import,rnt focus for joint efforts is capacity building. The states

could undertake programs of 1 -chi caps 6ity building in ocol mic development

They ould offer trailllu workshc ps for local ifficills, i i they should review

their statutes authorizin-, local economic development organ i aions and programs

The training workshops could make 1 cr1Yis ials mire sophisticated about

business needs and problems. They could encourage offieiats Co he more precise



in their co-- meats to the private sector, and teach officials how to tailor

the inducements authorized in sta e law to the individual needs of firms.

The geographic scope of local economic development orts should he

expanded to the county and sub- state regional levels. In order to neutralize

local jealousies and encourage inter-local cooperation, states should review

their tax and grant policies to remove the competiti-Jn among localities for

high value/low service cost development. Examples to study are the Minneapolis

St. Paul tax base sharing plan and the Wisconsin tax base neutralization program.

States should fund demonstration projects to experiment with new organizational.

forms for administering economic development programs at the local level. They

should monitor and publicize the results widely. State municipal leagues and

other governmental associations should make local economic development an agenda

item. The Institute for Midwest Development, proposed above, could make a significant

leadership contribution to these types of efforts.

For the reasc_ cited below in this section, creating such organizations and

joint state programs will not be easy and probably cannot. be created immediately.

Unquestionably, the first step should be to achieve solid support smong the states

for a cooperative undertaking from the governors. Then, the state and federal

legislative leadership ;lic id he d iwn in. Perhaps this can be done at the same

time that the Committee bring=: into its membership some key business, labor, and

civic leaders of the area.

The Committee for Great Economic Action faces a very difficult problem

moving forward from where it presently is in an organization of broader

representation that will 'nave a more significant impact on solving the region's

problems. Briefly, what we would recommend is an organization that can be

described as a "S- the Growth Policies Board with a difference," the difference

being a significant research and analysis capacity undergi ding the considerations

of various problems and policy options.



Solutions to many of the region's problems may now seem politically unrealistic

to many, but changes in attitude and shifts in majoilties, can and do occur all the

time and they occur because of a process in education and compromise. If this

is to happen in this reg ion, much niece discussion and education on regional

proLlems must take place than is now occurring. This must he undergirded by

careful analysis of the comiequences of specific governmental or private actions.

The Committee's difficulties will be these:

Lower Level of Regional Awareness: Compared with the South, the West

and even the ,,rtheat, there s a very Toy level of regional

reel in(,, in r.ho Sra otst5o whether among businessmen, labor

Leaders, governmetr_ officinl, or citizens in general

Loy 1,evo r t indtn mm f the Region's Problems:

Those interviewed in this survey were acutely aware of their own

immediate dirticulties. In our view, thw'-' only became regional problems

when they were mentioned, again and again rum place to place, across

all six states. Those who verbalized the problems usually did not

do so in a regional context. The generally sanguine attitude evoked

by many government and buiness leaders indicated that they do not

understand the challenges the region faces.

There is a lack of knowledge of the interrelationships of the economy

of this region. A competitive atmosphere among many of the states

still prevail.

llostitfty to Regional Ora : The Committee will face a consider

able amount of hostility from hoth government and business leaders to

regional organizatioil:;, especially if these are presented as some new
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and additional level of government. This hostility based in part

on philosophical views, in part upon the uncertain past performance

of some regional organizations, but above all, it is based on a doubt

of what the states really have to gain from any regional organi-

zation.

Competition Among Regional Organizatio- Other regions of the country

are plagued with the problem of competition among regional organizations.

This is an advantage here. While there are many organizations in this

region, some of which have overlapping charters (especially concerning

the Great Lakes themselves), one does not get the impression that there

is a severe problem with competition or "turf" in this area. This is

an the Committee.

OTHER MODELS 1OR REGIONAL ORGANIZATION

The u he Growth Policies do rcl

The Southern Growth Policies Board is composed of public and private leadership

in 15 Southern states. It carries out its work through various committees and

study groups. it has been publicly supported and is tax - exempt. The states pro-

vide the Board's operating budget based on a formula that considers equal shares,

population, and per capita income ratios- in the -gates. The Board its-if

consists

ate Re

five persons from each member state: the governor, a state.Senator,

nta ive (both appointed by the leadership in their respective

and two citi,en members appointed by the governor. The Board i chaired

by a Gover



In 1974, the Bod organized the Committee on the Future of the South to

develop a statement of regional objectives with recommended action by the member

states. estatement is contained in the Board's publication titled, "The Future

of the South," and is planned to be updated at six-year Intervals. The Board is

not a government and as no legal or coercive power over any state or any state

agency.

The Rocky Mountain Federation

The Rocky Mountain Federation, organized in 1965, is composed _h public

and private interests in the states of Colorado, Montana, New Mexico,! Utah,

and Wyoming. Recently, the federation has had difficulty mni taiii-ng its

momentum and role as a cooperative undertaking among the st because of the-

multiplicity of inter -state organizations in that region. Evaluations are n

-41nderway in the Rocky Mountai=n West of this need for new organization, faderationi

or a state - government -based instrumentality. The primary impetus behind the present

efforts in ,the West is to create an organization with the competence to manage

the region's est in energy development.

The Appalachian Regional Commission

The Appalachian Regional-Commission was formed by an Act of Congress in 1965

after an intensive two-year program conducted by the state governments and federal

agencies inv-lved. The study orgailizar ion was c' tiled the President's Appalachian

anal Commi ion. It presented a repo: that Tested a legislative pac=kage



gress, a modification of which resulted in The Appalachian R Deve meat

Ant of 1965. This was a comprehensive program, consis _ially of

predominantly public works ass sTance to the states (later broadened to contain

&significant human services component).

its early years, the organization was generally regarded as successful

in drawing together state governmen-s in the region and planning and setting priorities

for the effective economic redevelopment of the-area. However, it was never able

tegiSn. Through its

y of a largely

effectively coordinate all of the federal ac

assis ante in planning pr-

rural

_

region t

iviti

it was able to develo,_

ticipate effectively in a host of federal programs, including

the Appalachian program itself.

This model, however, does not seem to be presently applicableAtt._ the Great

Lakes states as their current needs are not predominantly special-program and

grant-- -s in nature. The Appalachian program also lacked the involvement of

business, labor, and minority affairs leadership, which will be vital to the

solution of the Great Lakes region's problems.

Although the formario- the new Title V Commis =io at present

\moot, there is ireadv a Title V r,Mli exi t ins in the Grea= Lakes regi

The Jpper --at.--1-ak mmi Its mi. ston is Lc develop the largely
/

rural hinterland area cif Upper_ M nneota icontiii Ind- Mid ,,,,an, which has its

01.4m 1>rcil, 1 pr(0,I Iii(11 in many wav; quite dirinct Crum the indus trjal

the reg ion. n y c tic 1, ,_r I d eVt. I 01)111k:tit of The mmittcc h
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Lakes Economic:Action must, course, one in close cooperation with the

Upper Great Lakes Regional Commission. The development ofthe resource and

recreation-based economy of this northern tier is highly interrelated with the

economics' of-the other parts of the region.

While these regional commissions have had some modest -uccess in meeting

the needs of rural regions, they may prove to have little relevance to the

complexities of urban and industrial redevelo--ent in which many vivate

interests are involved. Unlike Appalachia, major appropriations have not

been made available to Title V areas.
ti

i'he future of these commissions is now being studied and it is possible
4

that the Administration may recommend to CongresS anything from their alto

tio to changing their fiinction, composition and boundaries. The Committee

for at :Lakes Economic Action should, of course, keep abreast of these developmentsGre

and be p pared to recommend to the governors of the region any action that would

be the region's advantage.

The economic problems of the Northeast and MidweM are much more complex and

call for a- broader kind of representation and involvement of private and local'

government interests than these commissions contemplated.
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